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ABSTRACT 

 
 

This research builds on the studies of politics-administration relationships at local 

government level.  According to the public administration literature, the politics-administration 

relationship has dynamically evolved from orthodox dichotomy to modified dichotomy and to 

partnership models.  Accepting the notion that professional administrators are important policy-

makers along with elected officials, which is identified in modified dichotomy and partnership 

models, this study raises three empirical questions: How are elected and appointed executives 

different as policy-makers? What factors determine their interaction patterns in policy-making? 

And, do these two types of policy-makers have different policy preferences that account for their 

policy behavior? 

To answer these questions, this study systematically identifies incentive structures faced 

by local elected officials and professional administrators through integrating rational choice and 

sociological institutional approaches. In this framework three categories of factors that shape 

local officials’ policy behavior are specified: organizational authority, social contexts, and career 

status, with each indicating authority-based, social-based, and individual-based incentives.  This 

framework not only considers incentive factors that induce certain policy behavior, but also 

includes constraint factors that prevent officials from certain policy behavior. The main 

proposition is that elected officials and appointed administrators, imbedded in different social 

settings and with different career interest, face distinct incentives to policy-making and hold 

different policy preferences.   

Using the data collected though the mayor survey and city manager survey conducted in 

Florida cities in 2006, three sets of empirical models—mayor-manager difference models, policy 

leadership model, and policy choice models—are operated to address each empirical question. 

The mayor-manager difference models investigate whether the survey data provide empirical 

validation for the theoretical incentive structure framework. The models of policy leadership and 

policy choices apply the incentive structure framework to explore policy-making patterns, which 

examine the usefulness of the framework. The results of these models lend preliminary support 

for the framework.
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CHAPTER ONE 

LOCAL POLITICS-ADMINISTRATION RELATIONSHIP 

 

Background of the Study 

 
This study links two separate scholarly spheres—individual incentives and local 

government policy-making. It explores how the distinct incentive structures faced by elected 

officials and appointed administrators affect the policy leadership and policy choice patterns in 

local government.  Through this project, two ambitious tasks are undertaken: 1) to build a 

theoretical framework for understanding the incentive structures faced by elected and appointed 

local government officials; and 2) to apply this framework to empirically investigate how public 

officials’ incentives shape city policy leadership and policy choices patterns.   

This research builds on the study of politics-administration relationships and has the 

potential to extend our understanding of the relationships, especially at the local government 

level.  Scholarly debate on whether the separation of politics and administration is possible or 

desirable can be traced back to 1887 when Woodrow Wilson published his well-known essay 

“The Study of Administration.” Wilson claimed that public administration should be premised 

on a science of management that was separated from traditional politics, thus he recognized 

public administration as an independent discipline.  Soon after Wilson, Frank Goodnow (1900) 

offered a more careful examination of the politics-administration dichotomy, arguing that politics 

and administration could be distinguished as the “expression of the will” of the state and the 

“execution of that will.”    

This traditional or orthodox dichotomy provided norms for public officials and the 

starting point for research on the behavior of elected officials and administrators (Svara 1998). 

However, some confusion has resulted from two interpretations of the dichotomy (Montjoy and 

Watson 1995). One interpretation focuses on the removal of partisanship and patronage from 

administration, and the other refers to institutional separation of policymaking from 

administration. The former provided the intellectual foundation for the progressive movement, 

civil service reform, and the emergence of council-manager forms of government. The later has 
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specified the roles of elected and appointed officials in the “reformed” government: elected 

officials are policymakers, while administrators are politically neutral experts who carry out the 

policies of the legislature (Montjoy and Watson 1995).  In a reformed city, for example, the 

council does not get involved in administration; and the administrator has no involvement in 

shaping policies (Svara 1998). In this research, the term politics-administration dichotomy refers 

to the separation of policy-making roles played by elected officials and administrative roles 

played by appointed officials. The politics-administration relationships refer to the interactions 

between elected officials and appointed administrators including their roles in policy-making 

process. 

Debate over the politics-administration dichotomy has indeed filled thousands of pages in 

the literature (e.g., Bosworth, 1958; Loveridge 1968, 1971; Montjoy and Watson 1995; Newell 

and Ammons 1995; O’Toole 1987; Svara 1998, 1999, 2001).  Bosworth (1958) and Loveridge 

(1968, 1971) were among the pioneers who noted the disparity between the duties formally 

assigned to city managers and what they actually do. They argued that city managers overtly 

engage in community leadership and policy process. Through countless studies in government 

behavior and public policy, scholars have increasingly come to appreciate that the politics-

administration separation often becomes more symbolic than factual (Long 1996; Miller 2000; 

Stillman 1974). Norton E. Long (1996, 149) points out: 

 The conception, now formally abjured, of the separation of policy and administration 
has obscured the vital “thinking” role of organized bureaucracy in government. The 
doctrine of the political supremacy of the elected over the nonelected branch of the 
government has inspired the delusion that to be politically supreme the legislature must 
not only make final decisions on policy but must also have primacy in the whole 
process of policy formulation—that the bureaucracy should be an instrument rather than 
a brain. The necessities of the case have forced the abandonment of this view save as 
folklore and political metaphysics.  In practice it must be recognized that the 
bureaucracy is a part, and a highly important part of the collective brain that somehow 
thinks or emotes a government policy…” 
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Models of Politics-Administration Relationship 

 

At the local government level, two alternative normative models have been developed to 

replace the orthodox dichotomy as proposed by Goodnow: the modified dichotomy model and 

the partnership model (Dunn & Legge 2002).  

The modified dichotomy model was advanced by Robert Montjoy and Douglas Watson 

(1995), who claim that public administrators may provide policy leadership to elected officials, 

but elected officials should leave implementation and general management questions to 

professional administrators. Hasett and Watson (2002) argue that city managers play an integral 

role in local policy making because of their key position as advisor to the elected officials and as 

full-time professionals. The issues city managers bring before the council, the information they 

present to support their recommendations, and the direction they provide employees who carry 

out programs all thrust managers into the policy-making process (Feiock, Jeong, and Kim 2003). 

In particular, city managers are expected to play a key role in the formulation of economic 

development policy (Banovetz 1995; Wright 1969). Consequently, city managers have become 

such an integral part of the policy process that policy proposals frequently originate with the 

manager, rather than with the council (Newell and Ammons 1987; Morgan and Watson 1992; 

Martin 1990).  

The partnership model agrees with the modified dichotomy model and holds that 

administrators can and often do have great impact on policy making, but it goes further and 

argues that elected officials can and often do have great impact on administration as well. James 

Svara (1999), for example, finds that in large council-manager cities, the boundary line between 

the council and the city manager is increasingly blurred. Council members are increasingly 

engaged in specific, operational, current matters, although they retain aspirations for setting the 

mission for their cities. On the other hand, the city manager and staff are increasingly involved in 

providing guidance in goal setting and in middle-range policy formation. Thus, not only city 

managers have increasingly played an important role in policymaking, but council members also 

have been involved in more and more administrative affairs. In other words, the roles of elected 

officials and administrators have increasingly overlapped (Nalbandian 2004).  

Svara (1998) argues that politics and administration are not two antagonistic elements, 

each seeking to enlarge its sphere of action at the expense of the other. On the contrary, they are 
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two parts of the same mechanism, related in much the same way as to two elements in one 

chemical compound whose combined qualities give the character to the substance. At normal 

circumstances, elected officials and appointed administrators complementarily interact with each 

other in policymaking processes. Therefore, he calls the politics-administration partnership as a 

“complementarity” model. 

We may assume that the extent to which elected officials and administrators 

complementarily interact varies across local governments. A growing literature has shown that 

there are several possible patterns of policymaking in city governments: Sometimes the city 

manager is the dominant policymaker; sometimes the mayor or the council is; sometimes neither 

is particularly active (Morgan and Watson 1992; Svara, 1990); and in some other circumstances, 

the elected mayor and the city manager are equally competitive (Whitaker and DeHoog 1991; 

Teske and Schneider 1994). Despite the variation of the politics-administration partnership, one 

thing certain in city government is that both elected officials and city managers are regularly, 

perhaps actively, participating in the policy-making process. This is the context and starting 

point of this study. 

 

Significance of the Study 

 

Although numerous studies have discovered in many ways that both elected and 

appointed officials play as policy-makers, there has been surprisingly little theoretical and 

empirical investigation into the “black box” of what factors determine (1) the extent to which 

politicians and administrators are involved in policy-making, and (2) the variation of policy 

choices made for local government. This dissertation, therefore, begins to look into the “black 

box” and fill this lacuna by focusing on local officials’ incentives. The major proposition is that 

elected officials and appointed managers, simultaneously as policymakers, have distinct 

incentive structures due to institutional arrangements, social context and obligations, and 

individual career interests.  The distinct incentive structures are predicted to shape policy-making 

patterns in terms of politics-administration interactions, as well as the policy choices made by 

local government.  

This dissertation has potentially significant implications for the literature.  First, the 

theoretical framework extends our understanding of the politics-administration relationship in 
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local government by understanding their incentive structures. In other words, while the 

relationship between local elected officials and appointed administrators is traditionally 

understood as merely the consequence of institutional authority structure, this study considers 

social contexts and individual career status as supplemental determinants. Second, this study 

applies the incentive structure framework to empirically examine the variation of city manager’s 

policy leadership role; it thus helps us to predict what conditions encourage the city manager or 

the mayor to lead policy-making. Moreover, local governments considerably differ from each 

other in policy choices. The application of the incentive framework in the empirical analysis 

provides us with a new perspective to account for the differences of policy choices cross local 

governments—in addition to authority structure, policy-makers’ social contexts and individual 

career interests may play as significant predictors.  

 

Overview of the Study 

 

This dissertation proceeds as follows: The second chapter reviews the literature related 

with public officials’ incentives, pointing out that some crucial logics have been missed in the 

existing research and need to be addressed. The third chapter presents a new theoretical 

framework of local officials’ incentive structures by integrating ideas from rational choice and 

sociological institutional theories.  The distinct incentive structures of elected officials and 

appointed administrators are carefully elaborated. Chapter Four describes the research design and 

analysis methods, with the focus on survey and measurements. Chapter Five compares the 

profiles and career interests of elected officials and appointed administrators based on the survey 

data collected in Florida in 2006.  This analysis provides preliminary evidence for the validation 

of the new framework.  Chapter Six empirically examines policy leadership patterns in city 

government. Specifically, the question of what combinations of officials’ incentives will result in 

a city manager, instead of the legislative body, leading the policy-making process is empirically 

addressed.   The empirical investigation is extended in Chapter Seven by exploring the influence 

of the incentive structures upon policy choices. A number of economic development instruments 

with various policy dimensions are examined within the incentive structure framework.  The last 

chapter summarizes the entire research and assesses the validity and usefulness of the theoretical 
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framework. It also discusses theoretical implications of this research, followed by a discussion of 

the limitations of this research. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

POLITICS-ADMINISTRATION AND LOCAL INCENTIVES  

 

The literature has paid insufficient attention to local official’s incentives.  Relevant 

research does exist, and much of it relates to the institutional relationship of politics-

administration.  Among such studies, rational choice frameworks such as transaction cost, 

principal-agent, and median voter theories have been widely used.  Especially frameworks of 

principal-agent and transaction cost, although both originated from economics and focused on a 

contract-based relationship between buyers and sellers in a market exchange, have become two 

competing theoretical frameworks in studying officials’ incentives and politics-administration 

relationships in the public sector, with one supporting stronger political control and leadership 

and the other defending for greater administrative autonomy.  Comparatively, median voter 

theory seems to hold no strong advocacy.  

 

Incentive Frameworks 

 

Transaction cost theory was originally developed to explain the adjustment of 

organizational boundaries toward maximization of efficiency in economic markets. Transaction 

costs are essentially the management costs associated with buying goods through contracting 

exchanges. Because parties to a transaction cannot fully predict all possible future scenarios, they 

are not able to fully specify contracts. Thus the limited information and uncertainty increase the 

need to manage risk and give rise to transaction costs (Coase 1937; Williamson 1981, 1996).  

Without fully effective monitoring and oversight, exchanges operate under incentives of the 

front-line actors, who may pursue their personal gains. According to Oliver Williamson, high-

powered incentives based on individual gain lead to efficiency in competitive markets; but when 

transaction costs are high and monitoring front-line actors is difficult, these high powered 

incentives may produce dishonesty and opportunism, which means that individual actors are 

capable of “self-interest seeking with guile” and of making “self-disbelieved threats and 

promises” (1975: 26).  Firms can avoid opportunism by integrating the transactions into its 
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hierarchical structure and thus replacing the high-powered incentives with low-powered 

incentives. 

Several scholars have extended Williamson’s idea to the public sector, suggesting that 

political markets serve as the basic institution for resource allocation, and politicians’ desire for 

reelection becomes the public version of high-powered incentives (Frant 1996; Feiock and Kim 

2001).  Because politicians have personal political interests which may or may not be related to 

the public interest, political opportunism comes to threaten government’s efficiency and 

legitimacy. When citizens are not well informed and have difficulty monitoring the politicians’ 

behavior, politicians, for example, may choose to spend revenues on highly visible projects in 

order to increase reelection chances even when fully informed voters would prefer less visible 

projects (Frant 1996).  Frant and Feiock et al. (Clingermayer and Feiock 2001; Feiock and Kim 

2001; Feiock 2002; Bae and Feiock 2004) argue, while high-powered incentives lead to 

innovation and enhance efficiency in economic markets, as actors respond to the profit motive, 

high-powered political incentives may fail to do so in the public sector because they create 

problems of political opportunism and rent-seeking, as actors seek personal advantage through 

public means. The solution, they suggest, is to depoliticize public activities through institutional 

tools such as public authorities, earmarking, civil service, reform of government form, and any 

other ways of professionalization that replace high-powered incentives with low-powered ones. 

In short, professionalization is seen as the prescription for reducing the risks from high power 

political incentives.   Feiock and his colleagues, via their empirical work, conclude that 

“reformed” local governments with weak political incentives operate more efficiently than more 

politicized systems of governance.  The transaction cost approach appears to favor administrative 

discretion and autonomy in terms of politics-administration relationship; and thus studies in this 

tradition prescribe council-manager government rather than mayor-council government, because 

they assume that elected officials act based on political self-interests (high power incentives), 

which lead to inefficiency, while appointed managers act based on collective-interests (low-

power incentives) which lead to efficiency.  

If transaction cost theory raises the question of costs and efficiency associated with 

insufficient information and uncertainty, principal-agent theory raises the question of 

accountability in hierarchical relationships where asymmetric information and conflict of goals 

may generate agent’s opportunistic behaviors and make direct control by the principal infeasible.  
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When this principal-agent framework is applied to the public sector, politics-

administration relationships or the interactions between elected officials and bureaucracies 

become the main foci. However, most of the literature has been grounded in the state and federal 

levels of government. For instance, some scholars (e.g., Moe 1982; Wood 1988; Wood and 

Waterman 1994) investigate the impact of presidential appointments and statements on federal 

agencies’ policy outputs.  Other scholars (e.g., McCubbins, Noll, and Weingast 1987; Weingast 

and Moran 1983) examine the extent to which Congress influences bureaucratic behavior 

through oversight, budgeting and legislation. In local government, the principal usually refers to 

citizens and/or elected representatives; the agent refers to appointed administrators; and the 

relationship between local elected and appointed officials is seen as strictly hierarchical.  Among 

the very few studies that investigate principle-agent relation at the local level, Selden, Brewer, 

and Brudney (1999) conclude that city councils, as the principals, appear to exercise little formal 

oversight over city managers and that principal-agent hierarchy does not capture the reality of 

politics-administration relationships at city level.  This is not very surprising with regard to the 

alternative models to the politics-administration dichotomy discussed previously.  

At any government levels, bureaucrats or administrators, as internal players, seem to be 

able to develop separate interests through institutionalization and changing external relationships 

in part due to the fact that they usually stay in office much longer than do politicians who have to 

face tenure and term limits (Waterman and Meier 1998).  Even if no interest divergence exists, 

principal-agent theory assumes that administrators have distinct information and expertise 

advantages over politicians as they better understand the policy and the organizational 

procedures that are required to implement it.  For some policies, especially those of a technical 

nature, administrators are more knowledgeable about organizational needs than politicians 

(Nalbandian 2004).  Under this situation, politicians are reluctant to intervene and administrators 

can easily earn the control of the organization. Therefore, principal-agent theorists assume that 

agents tend to behave opportunistically toward principals, which is called “the agent’s moral 

hazard constraints” (Mitnick 1973 and 1975; Fama and Jensen 1983; Jensen and Meckling 1976). 

Policy discretion for administrators is seen as undermining elected authority and popular control 

of government.  The major concern within the principal-agent framework is bureaucrats’ 

political accountability; and therefore solutions are centered on how politicians, vested with 

contemporaneous legitimacy, can overcome administrators’ inherent tendency to shirk and 
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thereby maintain political control so that administrators do not deviate from elected officials’ 

will, hence jeopardizing the will of the citizens (Wood and Waterman 1994).  Over the past three 

decades, as Miller and Whitford (2007) point out, principal-agent theory has de-emphasized the 

power of monitoring and increased its emphasis on monetary incentives; however, monetary 

incentives are very seldom used in most governmental agencies at any level. 

The median voter model is derived from utility analysis and general equilibrium theory in 

economics.  The basic assumption is that voters are rational decision makers and have perfect 

information, thus they are able to make accurate calculations about where their own preferences 

are located (Hindmoor 2004).  In this model, the aggregated preferences of community residents 

are determined by majority rule; the level of public goods is determined by the preferences of the 

median voter.  The essential mechanism of median voter model is: if political opinion on a 

particular issue is viewed as lying in a single dimension, then competition among political 

candidates will force them toward the position held by the median voter. Such model assumes 

that political markets function so efficiently as to make the question of representation or agency 

behaviorally uninteresting (McEachern 1978).  

In city government, the median voter theorists suggest, if the voters are viewed as the 

principal and the mayor/council/city manager as the agents, both elected and appointed decision-

makers have the same incentive to satisfy the principal. The only difference between the elected 

officials and the city manager is that there is an extra level of agent, the elected body, between 

the city manager and the voters (Hayes and Chang 1990). Deno (1987) argues that with vigorous 

competition in the political market, elected council members and/or the mayor must adopt 

policies consonant with the median voter’s preferences; otherwise, voters would replace them. 

Since city council or the mayor has the authority to select, appoint and replace a city manager, 

the city manager appears to be constrained by the median voter’s preferences as much as an 

elected mayor; otherwise, he or she would eventually be replaced by the council under voter’s 

pressure. The median voter theory suggests that both elected officials and administrators must 

represent public interest for their own position security; and both may be deeply involved in 

policy-making process.  
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Frameworks and Politics-Administration Models 

  

As previously discussed, three normative models describe the politics-administration 

relationship: orthodox dichotomy, modified dichotomy, and the partnership models (Dunn & 

Legge 2002). The fundamental difference among them is the allocation of institutional 

authorities between elected officials and appointed administrators; each model formulates a 

certain form of balance between political control and administrative discretion. Interestingly, the 

power balances suggested by the three theoretical frameworks are consonant with the three 

models of politics-administration relationships, although the assumptions between the theoretical 

frameworks and the politics-administration models are different.  Taking council-manager form 

of city government as an observation, we may use a two by two figure to illustrate the various 

configurations of institutional authorities, the accordant politics-administration models and the 

theoretical frameworks (see Figure 1). The horizontal axis on the figure represents the strength of 

council’s political control over the city manager; and the vertical axis represents city manager’s 

discretion and autonomy from council’s political control. 

Principal-agent theory assumes bureaucrats may perform opportunistically for their 

personal interests, thus it suggests strong political control and weak administrative autonomy for 

city government (see Cell 1). The combination of strong political control and weak city 

manager’s autonomy represents the typical form of orthodox model in which elected council 

members make policies, and the city manager carries out the policies of the council. The 

relationship between the council and the city manager is strictly hierarchical. Noticeably, when I 

say principal-agent argument is consonant with the orthodox dichotomy, I do not mean that the 

orthodox dichotomy originated from principal-agent theory because they have different 

assumptions. In fact, the orthodox dichotomy model was originally created based on the 

understanding that administrative roles could be executed independently from policy-making 

roles.  In reality, “there is scant evidence of any elements of dichotomy in the council-manager 

relationship in the large cities” (Svara 1999) and other cities. Modern students of council-

manager government have examined the roles played by city managers and council members and 

have detected considerable overlap and conflicts between elected and appointed officials arising 

from role dissonance (Newell and Ammons 1987, Svara 1999).  Coincidently, the rare presence 
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of orthodox dichotomy model in city government also coexists with the rare application of 

principal-agent approach at city level.  
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Figure 1. Politics-Administration Models and Theoretical Frameworks 

 

 

The combination of strong administrative autonomy and weak political control depicts 

the characteristics of modified dichotomy model (see Cell 2). In the model, city managers are 

allowed to participate into the policy-making process while they are taking day-to-day 

management duties; but the council’s role is restricted within the policy sphere.  In such model, 

the relationship between the council and city manager is not strictly hierarchical any more; 

instead, organizational authority is largely shifted from the council to the city manager, which 

echoes to the suggestion given by transaction cost theory. The modified model is very common 

in city government; and the application of transaction cost theory at city level is also 

interestingly frequent. 

Cell 3 refers to the combination of strong political control and strong administrative 

autonomy, meaning both council members and city managers deeply engage in city’s policy-

making process. When both politicians and administrators are deeply involved in policymaking, 

they must work together complementarily so that the city can be run smoothly. This type of 

government is the complementarity model that Svara suggests, a partnership model.  The citation 

below is the description of this model from Svara’s 2001 PAR article “The myth of the 
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dichotomy: Complementarity of politics and administration in the past and future of public 

administration.” 

The complementarity of politics and administration is based on the premise that 
elected officials and administrators join together in the common pursuit of sound 
governance. Complementarity entails separate parts, but parts that come together in a 
mutually supportive way. One fills out the other to create a whole. Complementarity 
stresses interdependence along with distinct roles; compliance along with independence; 
respect for political control along with a commitment to shape and implement policy in 
ways that promote the public interest; deference to elected incumbents along with 
adherence to the law and support for fair electoral competition; and appreciation of 
politics along with support for professional standards.  The relationship between elected 
officials and administrators could be seen as simply the interaction between political 
control and professional independence. Control involves the capacity to set direction 
and maintain oversight, while independence involves asserting professional 
perspectives in policy formation and adhering to professional standards in 
implementation (Svara 2001). 

 
 
In sum, the partnership model suggests the relationship between council and city manager 

is not simply hierarchical, instead there is a reciprocal influence between the two sides that fill 

distinct but overlapping roles in policy-making (Svara 1999). This is compatible with the median 

voter theory which argues that both elected and appointed officials must represent public interest 

in the community in order to save their public positions. 

Cell 4 depicts the situation where the elected body and the city manager are both in the 

low-power category, or neither official is willing to lead policy-making. Morgan and Watson 

(1992) attribute this to the community that does not want an activist regime; and they consider it 

a “caretaker” system.  This system is not common in reality, and no theory appears to support it. 

 

Challenges to the Incentive Frameworks 

 

Applying economic theories to understand public administration can provide useful 

insights, but all the theoretical applications described here, including transaction cost, principal-

agent, and median voter theories, can not adequately capture the complexity of actual governing 

arrangements and the motivations of public officials. In addition, these approaches face some 

crucial limitations. 
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Transaction cost theorists maintain that high-powered political incentives are the source 

of opportunism and inefficiency. They assume that elected officials, not appointed managers, are 

motivated by individual career interests. They believe, city administrators, with professional 

neutral competence, can best pursue the long-term interests of citizens by working toward 

professional goals rather than the political demands of the council, which are often short-run 

interests. So they suggest shifting authorities from elected officials to appointed administrators to 

replace high-powered political incentives with low-powered ones as a safeguard. This inevitably 

raises a question: Can professional administrators successfully get rid of the motivations of any 

personal career interests and exclusively work for the public interests, as described by the 

transaction cost approach? Or, does opportunism only occur with political sphere, instead of 

administrative profession? How should we see administrator’s high-powered incentives to pursue 

their career interests?  In fact, empirical studies have illustrated that city managers may promote 

policies that increase their marketability and salary in a national professional market for 

themselves (Stein 1994; Teske and Schneider 1994, McCabe et al 2006).    

Another weakness with the application of a transaction cost approach to the public sector 

is its illogical linkage of incentives, opportunism and efficiency.  Transaction cost theorists claim 

that in the public sector, high-powered political incentives cause opportunism and inefficiency 

and low-powered incentives lead to greater efficiency because they protect the administrative 

actions from opportunism. No organizational theory or human resources theory suggest that high 

efficiency is produced by low power incentives. Neither is it consistent with Williamson’s 

argument that high-powered incentives enhance rather than impede efficiency; and it is only in 

certain situations that high-powered incentives lead to opportunism and inefficiency. What has 

been missed in this connection is the other side of the incentive picture—administrators’ 

incentives.  If government efficiency is improved by shifting authority from elected officials to 

appointed administrators, as scholars has demonstrated, it may be administrator’s high-powered 

incentives, rather than politician’s low-powered incentives, that increase efficiency.  

There are also weaknesses with principal-agent theory. One challenge is toward the 

assumption that efficiency can be realized if the agent has the same goal as the principal. 

Scholars such as Miller (2000) take the opposite position.  Miller contends that the usefulness of 

the agent depends on the agent having preferences and pursuing goals that are different from the 

principal.  Agreeing with Miller, Feiock, Jeong, and Kim (2003) argue that in city government, 
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managers can best pursue the interests of citizens and the council by working toward 

professional goals, rather than the “narrow” political interests of the voters and the council.  

The second challenge toward principal-agent theory is the problem of “the principal’s 

moral hazard constraint” (Miller and Whitford 2003, 2007).  Miller and Whitford argue that 

principals themselves, rather than agents, usually become the source of moral hazard in a larger 

constitutional system, and that the principal’s self-interest will result in inefficient use of 

monitoring and oversight over agents. They even suspect that the provision of incentive system, 

as a solution to agent’s opportunism, may shift a great share of the outcome from the agent to the 

principal—the principal will become the residual claimant and obtain successful outcomes 

without having to compensate the agent for providing the high effort that produces success. 

The third challenge is from the unique context of the public sector. As Carr and Brower 

(2000) suggest, there are many factors that results in governmental inefficiency, such as 

opportunistic principals, multiple and conflicting goals of government, and role conflicts among 

public positions. Therefore they argue that it is not proper to simply blame administrative staff of 

opportunism for the inefficiency. 

The fourth challenge comes from the special context that public officials are positioned—

lack of ownership in governmental organizations.  In the private sector, there is no significant 

deviation of principal’s interests from the organization’s interests because the principal 

represents the ownership. In other words, there is no question toward the principal’s but the 

agent’s incentives. In the public sector, however, elected officials as the principal do not 

instinctively stand for the public interests of the community. Thus it is naïve to expect that only 

the agent, not the principal, may perform opportunistically (Feiock 2002).  If we extend 

principal-agent relationship from politician-administrator link to the links of citizen-politician-

administrator, then we would be unconfident on the assumption that administrators tend to be 

more opportunistic than politicians. In fact, the median voter model predicts that there is no 

fundamental difference between politicians and city managers in terms of their incentives to 

pursue governmental efficiency (Deno and Mehay 1987).  

In addition, the hierarchical nature of politics-administration itself has been challenged. 

Simon (1947) argued that government authority comes from below, and conceptualizes the 

relationship between superior and subordinate as reciprocal, with both actors shaping their joint 

action. Simon’s argument has continuing support even in 60 years later. Meier and O’Toole 
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(2006, 178) contend:  “the reciprocal nature of the bureaucrat-politician relationship, the greater 

expertise possessed by the bureaucracy in both political and technical terms, the time constraints 

on politicians, the relative longevity of bureaucratic actors, and the general bluntness of political 

tools of control all suggest severe limits for overhead democracy.”  

Both theoretical approaches above view electoral and administrative decision systems 

monolithically with bifurcated arguments.  Principal-agency theory argues that politicians are 

politically accountable to citizens and represent majoritarian preferences. It contends that 

professional administrators tend to behave opportunistically for their personal career interest. In 

contrast, transaction cost theory views democratically elected officials narrowly seeking to win 

reelection and thus promoting individual political interest rather than more diffuse public 

interests. The appointed executives are seen as responsive to professional and technocratic 

definitions of public interest and majoritarian demands.   

But what is wrong with the median voter approach? Median voter theory does not take an 

extreme position like the other two approaches. However, it has the problem of “one size fits all”: 

it does not provide in-depth insights besides the simple conception that both elected and 

appointed officials must consider median voter’s preferences when they make decisions about 

government in order to save their public office. Another fundamental weakness is its assumption 

that voters have perfect information and thus are able to make accurate calculations about where 

their own preferences (Hindmoor 2004), which is far from true in reality.   

In fact, all three theoretical frameworks rely on a simplified assumption regarding 

human’s nature: human beings are rational actors exclusively driven by competitive self-interest; 

opportunism is the rational pursuit by these rational actors of their own advantage, with all 

means at their command. The popularity of the application of economic approaches in public 

administration has long been criticized. Devine (1972), for instance, stated that public 

administration has been rolled—decidedly, but not yet decisively – by those who rediscovered 

and repackaged elements of classic liberal economic thought.  The dominance of rational choice 

approaches “masks viable competing perspectives” (Perry 2000, 476). Golembiewski (1996, 

139-140) challenges the application of rational choice theories in the public sector as followings:  

• The autonomous individual dominates in the concept of citizenship, which stands 
in sharp contrast with a collective identification in which members of the polity 
have strong links in both the past and the future. 
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• The prototypic relationship involves narrowly self-interested individuals 
involved in bargaining and exchange, as contrasted with individuals-in-
relationship seeking a rolling approximation of the common good through active 
discussion. 

• Order in the polity rests on multitudinous ad hoc bargains and exchanges 
between individuals, as contrasted with decision-making in the context of a long 
developmental time-line of reinforcing experiences, obligations, and values. 

• The state tends to be viewed in narrow and relatively passive terms, e.g., as 
maintaining the conditions for exchange and bargaining. 

 

In addition, this "narrow model of human behavior" (Donaldson, 1990, 371) leads to 

conclusions that public officials, as rational actors, have the inherent propensity to shirk, to be 

opportunistic, to act with guile, and to behave in a way that constitutes a moral hazard 

(Donaldson, 1990, 372).  Terry (1998) indicates that the narrow view of human nature only 

partially explains what goes on in the public sector. It is not the case that people devote their 

lives to positions in government or politics solely for the pursuit of personal wealth and power 

(Simon, 1998). Moreover, this negative moral evaluation sends a strong message to undermine 

trust in the public sector (Terry 1998).  It is counterproductive to scholarly efforts that aim at 

fostering an image of public managers as trustworthy and ethical agents who administer the 

public’s business with the common good in mind (Cook, 1996; Kass, 1990; Rohr, 1986; Terry, 

1995; Wamsley et al., 1990).  Recent studies have revisited the ethical question of selecting 

individuals with a strong sense of mission in the public sector and thereby diminish the moral 

hazard problem (e.g., Brehm and Gates 1999). Essentially, theories of public service motivation 

repeatedly demonstrate that public personnel are imbued with an ethic to serve the common good 

by working in public agencies (e.g., Rainey 1982; Romzek 1990; Brewer and Selden 1998).  

In sum, these economic frameworks based on competition and strict individual rationality 

do not take into account other components of public official’s incentives, such as officials’ social 

norms and community obligation, which may be differentiated from pure self-interests as a part 

of the incentive body. In this dissertation, I locate the behavior of local government officials in a 

broad landscape and develop a new framework to understand the distinct incentive structures of 

elected officials and professional administrators, and then examine the influence of incentive 

structures upon policy-making process.  
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Methodological Limitations in Previous Studies 

 

There have not been many studies primarily focusing on public officials’ incentives per 

se, except a number of conceptual analyses by Carr and Brower (2000), Frant (1996), Miller and 

Whitford (2007), Swiss (2005), and Waterman and Meier (1998).  The empirical investigations 

of officials’ incentives were conducted in studies that primarily focused on government spending, 

which treated political incentives as one of the independent variables. Table 1 exhibits some 

examples of the empirical studies, including their dependent variables, the frameworks they use, 

major arguments related to local officials’ incentives, and the accordant hypotheses. 

Feiock and Kim (2001) estimate the influence of economic force and bureaucratic 

arrangements upon development program activity. They predict that form of government would 

make a difference for the reason that “the dominance of high-power incentives in mayor-council 

systems means that local political officials may have a great political interest in the promotion of 

development, and therefore they may expand the use of financial incentives that provide 

opportunities for credit claiming,” and that “council-manager government may not be as 

profoundly influenced by high-power incentives” (33). In other words, they take government 

form as the proxy for political incentives. Their hypothesis is that the number of financial 

incentive policies is larger in mayor-council cities than in council-manager communities. 

McCabe and Feiock (2001) focus on determinants of city government’s fiscal behavior. 

One of their hypotheses is that when cities’ constitution-level institutions create high-powered 

incentives, local fiscal behavior may more closely correspond to a Leviathan model of fiscal 

behavior—a model arguing that politicians and bureaucrats strategically pursue political and 

personal gain by increasing government expenditures. They then predict the Leviathan model to 

be applied to mayor-council cities rather than council-manager cities.  

Feiock, Jeong and Kim (2003) argue that the Progressive ideology institutionalized in the 

council-manager plan allows administrators and elected officers to more easily resist 

opportunism, thus enhances efficiency. They suggest, with professional neutral competence, city 

managers are able to best pursue the long-term interests of citizens and the council by working 

toward professional goals rather than the political demands of the voters and the council, which 

are often short-run interests. They also suggest that the incentive structure of mayor-council 

government may lead officials to use development policy as a stage to promote their personal 
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and political goals.  Therefore, they predict that expenditures in council-manager cities are lower 

than in mayor-council cities. 

 Bae and Feiock (2004), in their article “The Flypaper Effect Revisited: Intergovernmental 

Grants and Local Governance,” argue that local government structures shape incentives of local 

actors, which in turn influence fiscal choices. They posit that when city’s constitutional-level 

institutions create low-powered incentives, fiscal behavior is more likely to correspond to a 

median voter model, because political actors have fewer inducements and means of attaining 

individual goals at the public expense. Thus they expect the flypaper effect to exist to a greater 

extent in mayor-council government than in council-manager government. All the four studies 

above take cities as analysis units and conduct their inquiry with the transaction-cost framework. 

Turnbull and Geon (2006), with counties as their analysis units and principal-agent as the 

theoretical framework, hold a different perspective from Bae and Feiock (2004) on local 

officials’ incentives. They think professional administrators may be more cost conscious because 

they are less concerned with politics and less influenced by interest groups; however, they argue, 

there is an additional principal-agent relationship between professional administrators and 

elected council in the reformed government, which can open another source of potential 

inefficiency when public sector bureaucrats do not share the goals of the taxpayers of the locale. 

In addition, Turnbull and Geon argue that in unreformed government, the separation of executive 

and legislative power and check-and-balances can increase the responsiveness of both the 

administration and council to voters’ demands, thus it is likely to curb expansionary tendencies 

of the government and lead to lower spending.  They thus hypothesize that reformed government 

is not more efficient.  

Also with the principal-agent framework, Bernard Booms (1966) predicts that spending 

levels in council-manager cities are lower than those in mayor-council cities because he believes 

that a direct control by an administrator in council-manager cities lead to more efficient 

operation in terms of expenditures per capita for a given level of per capita services. This 

causality is based on the notion that professional city managers are more likely than elected 

officials to minimize the cost of producing municipal services. 

Fahy (1997), using principal-agent and median voter framework, expects that the 

likelihood of “Leviathan” behavior depends on the type of local government structure. She 

compares three types of local government in Massachusetts: the open town meeting, the 
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representative town meeting, and the city council. She argues that in towns with open town 

meeting, voters have a good deal of control over budgets, and thus inefficiencies should be 

minimized. In towns with the other two types, voters have only indirect control over budgets and 

are less informed; thus voters will be more likely to assume inefficiencies within local 

government operations. In the same logic, voters may have even less control in cities with 

council government and even more likely to assume inefficiencies within the government. In 

addition, Fahy suggests that as the number of representatives decrease, voters will have less 

control over government operations and inefficiencies will be more likely occur. The premise of 

her proposition is that neither elected officials and administrators can well represent voters’ 

public interests and tend to have “Leviathan” behavior if the voters’ control is not sufficient.  

Deno and Mehay (1987) employ a median voter model to determine if expenditure 

behavior differs across cities with different government forms. They hypothesize that there is 

minimal or no difference of expenditure levels between two forms of city governments. Hayes 

and Chang (1990) agree with Deno and Mehay (1987), but they add more independent variables 

related to officials’ incentives in their model. 

 As one of the earliest research comparing reformed and unreformed government in terms 

of efficiency, Lineberry and Fowler (1967) assumed unreformed cities were more responsive to 

special interests in the community, and reformed governments were insulated from these 

demands. Their idea is that city managers, as appointed and unconcerned about getting re-

election, are less responsive to special interest lobbying and “private-regarding” interests in the 

community. 

From the studies listed above we see that local officials’ incentives are often viewed as a 

product of power; and power is shaped primarily by the institutional structures of local 

government. Therefore, most of the studies compare differentials in efficiency or policy choices 

between two forms of government (except Fahy 1997 compares three forms of city government 

in Massachusetts), reformed and unreformed, in which the leverage of administrative authority is 

determined and thus politicians and administrators’ incentives determined. This approach has 

delivered valuable insights of the connection of government structure and local officials’ 

incentives; it helps us to understand the context in which public officials’ incentives are 

generated. However, from the perspective of local officials’ incentive research per se, one cannot 

estimate the accurate influence of local officials’ incentives upon the government behavior and 
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policy choices if he/she only include a dummy variable of municipal structure as a proxy for the 

incentives in the models. Analyzing the distinct incentive structures faced by elected and 

appointed administrators should, I argue, make a better prediction of the local government 

behavior pattern and policy preferences. 

Some recent studies have extended their theoretical framework by including more 

measures of local officials’ incentives in their investigations. Meier and O’Toole (2006), for 

example, include political and bureaucratic values in the models to examine political and 

bureaucratic influence on policy outcomes – percentage and performance of Latino students 

across school districts. They measure political values with the simple percentage of Latino 

school board members, and bureaucratic values with the simple percentage of Latino teachers.  

They find bureaucratic values make a significant difference for policy outcomes. So they suggest 

that an explanation rooted in bureaucratic values and influence is more parsimonious and more 

plausible. 

Hayes and Chang (1990) argue that other factors such as city manager’s training, 

compensation, and market competition also influence incentives in the public sector. In addition 

to the median voter hypothesis that neither form of government will be more efficient than the 

other, they enumerate alternative hypotheses from a broader institutional perspective:  First, a 

city manager has incentives similar to those of the manager of a profit-maximizing firm and this 

should lead to higher relative efficiency and lower costs than a mayor-council form of 

government. Second, the efficiency of council-manager form is determined by the manager labor 

market. If the city manager market is competitive and the city manager’s competition is based on 

efficiency and productivity achievements, the council-manager form would be more efficient. 

Otherwise, it would be less efficient. Furthermore, if the city manager is the residual claimant to 

the cost savings, council-manager form is more efficient. The elected officials, however, are not 

paid based on efficiency gains, thus their incentives are not strongly linked to efficiency.  

Kearney, Feldman, and Scavo (2000), while paying attention to city managers’ incentives 

in government reinvention (although they did not use the term incentives), first examine how city 

managers’ characteristics, including education, ICMA membership, time in current position, and 

time in government service, influence their attitudes toward reinvention, and then investigate 

how their attitudes along with their characteristics impact their behavior of recommending 

reinvention to their councils. 
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In sum, the current research related to local officials’ incentives does not provide a 

plausible theoretical incentive structures faced by elected and appointed officials. The 

description about the relationships among incentive, opportunism and efficiency generates more 

confusion than clarity.  Methodologically, the current incentive literature fails to measure 

incentive measures adequately. It simply views government structure as the proxy of local 

officials’ incentives and thus limits what can be said about how political incentives shape 

governmental behavior and policy choice.  Addressing these limitations theoretically and 

empirically thus becomes the main purpose of this dissertation.  

 

Table 1.  An Overview of Some Previous Studies 

Article  Dependent 

variable 

Framework Incentive related argument  Incentive related 

hypotheses 

Feiock 
and Kim 
(2001) 

Number of 
financial 
incentive 
policies 

Transaction 
cost theory 

High powered political 
incentives make elected 
officials to expend the use of 
policies of financial incentives 
that provide opportunities for 
credit claiming. 

The number of financial 
incentive policies is larger 
in mayor-council cities 
than in council-manager 
communities. 

McCabe 
and 
Feiock 
(2001) 

Government 
spending  

Transaction 
cost theory 

When cities’ constitution-level 
institutions create high-
powered incentives, local 
fiscal behavior may more 
closely correspond to a 
Leviathan model. 

A Leviathan model is 
more likely to be 
operative in mayor-
council governments than 
council-manager 
governments. 

Feiock, 
Jeong 
and Kim 
(2003) 

Government 
spending 

Transaction 
cost theory 

The separation of 
administration from electoral 
context removes high-power 
incentives for executives, 
reduces transaction costs, and 
makes commitment more 
credible for elected officers 

Council-manager plan 
allows local officials to 
more easily resist 
opportunism and thus 
enhances efficiency. 

Bae and 
Feiock 
(2004), 

Government 
spending 

Transaction 
cost theory 

When city’s constitutional-
level institutions create low-
powered incentives, fiscal 
behavior is more likely to 
correspond to a median voter 
model and less likely to have 
flypaper effect. 

The flypaper effect exists 
to a greater extent in 
mayor-council 
government than in 
council-manager 
government. 
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Table 1 Continued 

Turnbull 
and Geon 
(2006) 

Government 
spending 

Principal-
agent theory 

In unreformed government, the 
check-and-balances can 
increase the responsiveness of 
local officials to voters’ 
demands, thus it is likely to 
lead to lower spending. 

Reformed government is 
associated with higher 
spending than unreformed 
one. 

Booms 
(1966) 

Government 
spending 

Principal-
agent theory 

Administrator’s direct control 
makes his/her operation 
efficient in terms of 
expenditures. 

Spending levels in 
council-manager cities are 
lower than those in 
mayor-council cities. 
 

Fahy 
(1997) 

Government 
spending 

Agency and 
median voter 
theory 

Elected officials and city staff 
cannot represent voters’ public 
interests and tend to have 
“Leviathan” behavior if the 
voters’ control is not sufficient. 

Cities with open town 
meeting have lower 
spending levels than those 
with representative town 
meeting; and cities with 
city council form have the 
highest spending level 
than the other two. 

Deno and 
Mehay 
(1987) 

Government 
spending 

Median voter 
theory 

In order to secure their public 
positions, both elected officials 
and administrators must 
consider voters’ policy 
preferences. 

There is minimal or no 
difference of expenditure 
levels between two forms 
of city governments 

Hayes 
and 
Chang 
(1990) 

Government 
spending 

Median voter 
and 
transaction 
cost theory 

Both elected officials and 
administrators must consider 
voters’ policy preferences in 
order to save their public 
positions. 

Council-manager cities 
will be more efficient than 
mayor-council cities; or 
there is no difference. 

Lineberry 
and 
Fowler 
(1967 

Government 
spending 

Not 
identified 

Councils in reformed cities 
than in unreformed cities tend 
to think more of the 
community as a whole and less 
of the factional interests as 
they make decisions. 

Reformed cities are less 
responsive to demands of 
private-regarding-groups. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

TOWARD A NEW INCENTIVE STRUCTURE FRAMEWORK  

 

Definition of Incentive 

 

In the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary, incentive is interpreted as something 

which encourages a person to do something. Wikipedia encyclopedia gives more careful 

interpretation. It defines an incentive as any factor, financial or non-financial, that motivates an 

individual for a particular course of action, or for preferring one choice to the alternatives 

through his or her tastes, desires, sense of duty, pride, personal drives to artistic creation or to 

achieve remarkable feats, and so on. Financial incentives exist where an agent can expect some 

form of material reward – especially money – in exchange for acting in a particular way. One of 

non-financial incentives, moral incentives, exist where a particular choice is widely regarded as 

the right thing to do, or as particularly admirable, or where the failure to act in a certain way is 

condemned as indecent. Coercive incentives, as another form of non-financial incentives, exist 

where a person can expect that the failure to act in a particular way will result in physical force 

being used against them by others in the community. 

A very similar concept to incentive is the term motivation. In the Cambridge Advanced 

Learner's Dictionary, motivation is enthusiasm for doing something, or the need or reason for 

doing something. In Wikipedia, motivation refers to the initiation, direction, intensity and 

persistence of behavior; motivation is having the desire and willingness to do something. 

Similarly, Mitchell (1997) defines work motivation as inclusion of such aspects as the direction, 

intensity, and persistence of work-related behaviors desired by the organization or its 

representatives. 

Based on these definitions, incentives appear to be extrinsic factors that encourage people 

to do something or to perform in a certain way, and incentives may directly produce motivations. 

Motivation refers to intrinsic desire or willingness for doing something. However, in the public 

administration literature, as I describe later, the term motivation is frequently used and is defined 

in a way that encompasses both intrinsic and extrinsic meanings.  The motivation research often 
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studies working motivations of public employees in bureaucratic hierarchy, especially the 

employees of federal and state agencies (e.g., Crewson 1997; Kilpatrick, and Jennings 1964; 

Lewis and Frank 2002; Rainey 1982; Wise 2004; Wright 2001).  Few studies have paid attention 

to those of city managers and local legislators. On the other hand, studies with the term incentive 

usually pay attention to the extrinsic reward systems, especially financial incentive systems that 

organizations and institutions offer for performance or commitment (Wise 2004).  When the term 

incentive is used in the context of local government, it has often referred to political power 

leading politicians to pursue self-interest gains (Frant 1996; Feiock and Kim 2001; Feiock, Jeong, 

and Kim 2003), an extrinsic inducement for certain behavior by a public official.  What creates 

confusion is that the term motivation has been used synonymously with incentive.  Greater 

consensus on the definitions for incentive and motivation may be needed. But this dissertation 

does not focus on definitions.  Instead it relies on a broad conception for incentives—it uses the 

term incentive to refer to all inducements that shape local officials’ policy-making behavior.  It 

assumes that extrinsic inducements may produce intrinsic motivations, and that sometimes 

extrinsic and intrinsic motives interweave with each other, it is hard to absolutely exclude 

intrinsic motivations from incentives. This research does not limit incentives to political 

incentives as existing research does, but instead integrates a broader range of inducements, 

including institutional authority-based, socialization-based, and individual career incentives in 

the framework. 

 

Theoretical Approaches for Local Incentive Research 

 

Research on public employees’ motivations (I hereby call “motivation studies” for short 

to refer to the previous studies that focused on public employee’s motivations) has been well 

developed and appears to be more prosperous, in the sharp contrast with the situation that few 

studies have specifically focusing on local officials’ incentive structures. In order to frame a 

solid model of incentive structures faced by local officials, it should be helpful (1) to observe 

how motivation studies and other related research have advanced over time, and (2) to identify 

the unique characteristics and contexts of local officials by analyzing the differences between 

general public employees and local leaders.  
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Motivation studies have been based largely upon research in business organizations 

(Perry and Porter 1982) and neo-institutional economic approaches.  In public administration 

literature, two streams of motivation research have emerged. The majority of research examines 

differences between public and private sector employees on such dimensions as reward 

preferences, job involvement, and job satisfaction (e.g., Crewson 1995; Rainey 1982; Wittmer 

1991). The second stream of research attempts to capture and explain the multifaceted 

dimensions of public service motivation, or PSM (e.g., Brewer, Selden, and Facer 2000; 

Moynihan and Pandey 2007; Perry 1996, 1997). 

Regarding theoretical approaches, Perry and Wise summarize two developments in 

motivation studies in their 1990 article. One is “the rise of the public choice movement, which is 

predicted on a model of human behavior that assumes that people are motivated primarily by self 

interest” (p. 367).  The other development, closely related to the first one, is the growing 

popularity of monetary incentive systems. Perry and Wise (1990), among others, criticize the 

trends of treating the public service like private enterprise as failing to acknowledge unique 

motives underlying public sector employment. They then suggest three analytical categories of 

motives: rational, norm-based, and affective. Rational motives refer to motives grounded in 

individual utility maximization. One example is the advocacy for a special interest group. Norm-

based motives involve actions generated by efforts to confirm to social norms. A commonly 

identified normative foundation for public employees is a desire to serve the public interest 

(Downs 1967).  Affective motives represent triggers of behavior that are grounded on emotional 

responses to various social contexts. Frederickson and Hart suggest that the central motive for 

public servants should be the patriotism of benevolence – “an extensive love of all people within 

our political boundaries and the imperative that they must be protected in all of the basic rights 

granted to them by the enabling documents” (cited in Perry and Wise 1990, 369).  

Boas Shamir, through his 1991 article, more carefully identifies five shortcomings of 

motivation studies (also see Perry 2000 for a summary of the critique), including:  

• Individualistic bias. Following the neoclassical economic approach, motivation theory 

conceives individuals to be self-interested and rational maximizers.  

• The “strong situation.” Most motivation research assumes the importance of clear and 

specific goals, reward-performance contingencies, and abundant rewards for 
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individual motivations. Shamir argues that such “strong situations” are not likely to 

prevail in public organizations.  

• Failure to specify the behaviors to which it applies. In other words, no distinction is 

made between categories of behavior.  

• The conception of intrinsic motivation in largely task-specific, hedonistic term. 

Shamir argues that symbols and emotional expression should lie outside conceptions 

of intrinsic motivation, despite their possible influence on motivation and behavior.   

• Exclusion of values and moral obligations from conceptions of intrinsic motivation in 

motivation theory. 

Based on Shamir’s critiques, James L. Perry (2000) emphasizes the importance of non-

rational factors, including self-concepts, values, and social processes, as multifaceted dimensions 

of public service motivations. He suggests a number of foundational premises for motivation 

research:  

• Rational, normative, and affective processes motivate humans, as early stated in Perry 

and Wise (1990).  

• People are motivated by their self-concepts. March and Olsen (1989) call this “logic 

of appropriateness,” meaning that one’s behavior is constrained by his or her identity 

and the specific social setting he or she is embedded.  

• Values should be endogenous to any theory of motivation.  

• Preferences are learned in social processes. Many scholars (e.g., Friedland and Alford 

1987; Selznick 1957; Scott 1987) note that institutions define social values. Friedland 

and Alford assert that differentiated institutional spheres are associated with different 

belief systems and thus different preferences and behaviors.   

In Perry’s (2000) theoretical framework, three categories of motives are identified: social 

context, motivation context, and individual characteristics. Social context includes factors of 

education, socialization, and life events. Motivational context refers to organizational-level 

factors, such as institutions, job characteristics, organizational incentives, and work environment. 

Individual characteristics include abilities and competencies.   

The most recent research on public service motivation conducted by Moynihan and 

Pandey (2007) further extends Perry’s (2000) framework by adding more variables in the 

organizational-level dimension.  These variables include organizational culture, red tape, 
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hierarchy, reform orientation, and length of organizational membership.  They think 

organizational experience as a social process also shape individuals’ normative beliefs and 

emotional understandings of the world. In addition, they add some other social factors in their 

model: level of education and membership in professional organizations, which represent 

normative and affective motives. Moynihan and Pandey (2007) empirically examined how these 

motivation factors determine the level of public service motivations and bureaucrats’ interest in 

making policy. Their research sample consists of managers engaged in information management 

activities at state-level primary health and human service agencies.  

In fact, the development of motivation studies and the weaknesses occurred in the course 

just reflect the research trends in the overall public administration field.  Frederickson and Hart 

(1985) point out that the excessive and uncritical reliance on values of business management is 

one of the primary reasons why American public administration has had difficulty coping in 

recent years. As a response, Golembiewski (1996, 140-141) suggest that public administration 

scholars should make some corrections on the “theory of rational voluntary action and exchange” 

in research. 

The research trends in motivation studies and the whole public administration research 

also consistently echo with the development of the institutional perspectives.  According to 

North (1990), institutions are the rules of the game in a society, the humanly devised constraints 

that shape human interactions. There have been different approaches to institutional research.  

Parsons (1960, 327) distinguishes “objective” and “subjective” dimensions, where an “objective” 

dimension represents “a system of norms defining what the relations of individuals ought to be,” 

while the “subjective” dimension means that individual actors internalize shared norms so that 

they become the basis for the individual’s action. The subjective institutions are actually “self-

concepts” in Perry’s (2000) framework.  

Heikkila and Isett (2004) suggest institutional studies should integrate “rational choice” 

approaches with sociological institutionalism that has a distinctly “sociological flavor” (also see 

DiMaggio & Powell 1991; Hall & Taylor 1996; Peters 1999; Ross 1995). As they state, the 

emphasis of the rational choice framework is how rules create incentives for individuals, and 

how such incentives shape collective outcomes. Alternatively, sociological institutionalism 

stresses that behaviour, identities and interests are emergent through shared understandings of 

social reality and are not mere phenomena of some material reality. Sociological institutionalism 
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predominantly focuses on influences endogenous or internal to decision makers, describing 

institutions as taken-for-granted actions (also see DiMaggio&Powell 1983; Meyer&Rowan 1983; 

Zucker 1991).  It explains how unconscious cognitive processes guide behavior, which may 

work contrary to formal incentive structures (Heikkila and Isett 2004).  

Learning from motivation studies and general public administration and institutional 

research, I integrate rational motives, social setting factors, as well as individual career variables 

in a framework in order to build a theory for understanding local officials’ incentives to policy-

making. Although the theoretical framework for motivation studies, which have focused 

attention on public agency employees at state and federal levels, has been well advanced over the 

past years, it is not appropriate to simply apply this framework to analyze and predict local 

officials’ behavior.  Local officials—in this dissertation refer to elected officials and chief 

administrative officers, or local public leaders—have distinct characteristics and are imbedded in 

distinct contexts that are differentiated from those of government agency employees. 

 

Characteristics and Contexts of Local Officials 

 

This research identifies the characteristics and contexts of local officials through 

comparing them with government agency employees. This identification should be contributive 

since (1) no study has specifically paid attention to incentive structures of local elected officials 

and administrators; and (2) no study has been found to specifically identify local elected and 

appointed officials’ characteristics in the context of general motivation studies. 

Both local officials and government agency employees are public workers. However, 

local officials are special in the following aspects:  

First, local officials are not in a strictly hierarchical system. Elected officials are political 

representatives of citizens in the community; they themselves are the principals in the 

government.  Appointed administrators are top leaders in the local administrative system. The 

relationship between elected officials and administrators even is not seen as strictly hierarchical 

but complementary in recent literature (Svara 1999).  Most times these local officials play a role 

as motivators to their staff members. 

Second, related to their positions in the government system, they are involved in policy-

making more directly and actively than agency employees.  They are not only constrained by the 
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current formal institutions, but they are able to exercise influence and make changes on the 

formal institutions to a great extent. Local elected officials and administrators are policy-makers. 

This dissertation thus specifies local officials’ incentives to policy-making behavior in order to 

overcome the behavior specification problem that occurred in motivation studies as Shamir 

(1991) criticized.  

Third, compared to employees in a single-function agency, local officials deal with more 

functions and face more functional conflicts within the government unit. The measurement 

systems of their performance are much more complicated than those of employees in a single-

function government agency.  It is even more difficult to establish an accurate and effective 

reward system that corresponds to their performance. In short, “strong situations” are even less 

likely to prevail in local government (Shamir 1991). 

Fourth, since city officials’ jobs are complicated, dynamic, and political, and a reward 

system is unlikely to function, institutional authority or power becomes another form of reward.  

It is often held that local officials strive to pursue a larger share of institutional power, while 

agency employees are more interested in monetary rewards. 

Fifth, local officials have different career paths than government agency employees. 

Their promotion in office always means moving their positions to another place—a larger-sized 

or otherwise more desirable local government unit or a higher level of government, such as state 

or federal government. It is very rare for them to get promoted within the current government 

system because they are already in the top positions. But for government agency employees, it is 

common to get promoted within the current government system or move to another public 

agency in the same community. Apparently, the distinct career paths lead them to react to 

incentives in a different way. 

Sixth, they are less constrained by organizational characteristics such as organizational 

culture, red tape, and reform orientation. On the one hand, they have stronger institutional power 

to shape organizational characteristics through rule-making—they are innovators for the local 

government. On the other hand, regarding their distinct career paths, they may have a weak 

attachment with the current government unit.  

Seventh, it may be assumed that local officials’ experience outside the government 

system may play more important role in influencing their values and beliefs as they have 

relatively weak attachment or loyalty to the current government system. 
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Furthermore, there are differentiated categories of local officials—the elected and the 

appointed. These two groups are from different institutional spheres, which are associated with 

different value and belief systems (Friedland and Alford 1987).  Therefore, this research assumes 

that elected officials and professional administrators are imbedded in different value and belief 

systems and thus have distinct preferences and behavior patterns. 

Finally, different research questions may be raised regarding local officials’ incentives. In 

the motivation studies that focus on agency employees, the questions have concentrated on: How 

are public employees’ motivations different from private employees? What determines public 

service motivation?  And how can public service motivation make a difference in government 

performance?  For local officials, two big questions are of interest in this dissertation: (1) What 

factors make up incentive structures faced by elected officials and appointed administrators? (2) 

How do these incentive structures shape policy-making for a city government?  In other words, 

this study investigates public officials’ incentive structures and their influence on policy-making.  

It is conducted in a politics-administration comparative base—comparing incentives between 

elected officials and appointed administrators. 

 

Local Official’s Incentives 

 

As described earlier, the simplified theoretical framework related to local officials’ 

incentives—transaction cost, principal-agent, or median voter—cannot capture the complexity of 

local officials’ incentive structures. Neither the motivation theories that focus on government 

agency employees reflect the characteristics of local officials. Therefore, a new framework is 

needed.  This study created the framework by integrating rational choice and sociological 

institutional theories. But it did not simply copy from motivation studies; it reflects local 

officials’ distinct characteristics and contexts.  

Perry’s (2000) PSM framework includes three categories of motives: social context, 

motivational context, and individual characteristics, whereas motivational context refers to 

organizational-level factors, such as institutions and job characteristics. This research frames the 

motives in a slightly different way with three categories: organizational authority, social context, 

and official’s career interests (see Table 2).  Each contributes to whether local officials have a 

high power incentive in policy-making and choosing any special policy options. 
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Unlike previous studies that are grounded on a simple rational choice approach, this 

theoretical framework holds three basic premises.  First, in previous studies, a high-powered 

incentive means an incentive for local officials to pursue their self-interest.  In this framework, 

incentives refer to the motives to behave in a certain way in the policy-making process, which 

could be self-interested, group-interested, or general public-interested.  Second, this framework 

abandons the bifurcated arguments made by transaction cost and agency theorists that politicians 

or administrators are motivated by self-interest and tend to perform opportunistically. Instead, 

this framework holds that both politicians and administrators may be rational self-interest 

maximizers—politicians seek to gain re-election or move to a higher political office; 

administrators are interested in moving up to a larger jurisdiction with a higher salary, control 

over more resources, and greater prestige within the profession (Barber 1988; Kammerer 1964; 

Teske and Schneider 1994). Both sides may perform opportunistically under some circumstances.  

But self-interest alone is not sufficient to understand local officials’ behavior.  Both politicians 

and administrators are “social actors” who may value public interest as well; both sides can be 

motivated by the desire to achieve specific policy goals, by solving problems, and by a desire for 

public service (DeSantis, Glass, and Newell 1992).  The third premise is that politicians and 

administrators face distinct incentive structures for the reason that they have different 

institutional power, value systems, and career interests. Throughout this dissertation, I use the 

terms “political incentives” and “bureaucratic incentives” to refer to the distinct incentive 

structures respectively faced by local elected officials and appointed administrators. Table 2 

displays the elements of political incentives and bureaucratic incentives in two columns.  

Organizational or government structure reflects the distribution of governance power 

between elected officials and administrators as well as the corresponding oversight of the power. 

This category is not same as Perry (2000) and Moynihan and Pandey’s (2007) motivational 

context which refers to organizational-level factors and includes institutions, job characteristics, 

organizational (financial) incentives, work environment, organizational culture, red tape, 

hierarchy, reform orientation, and length of organizational membership, although organizational-

level is still focused in this framework.  The focus here is exclusively on local governmental 

incentives, not across agencies as the motivation studies do, so the variables such as job 

characteristics, organizational (financial) incentive, and work environment are not relevant.  

Since local officials have ability to shape organizational culture, red tape, and reform orientation, 
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these variables are thus excluded from the framework. The variable hierarchy was replaced with 

oversight, and institutional authority was maintained in the category. The length of 

organizational membership or office tenure was put into social context category. 

 

Table 2.  Elements of Local Officials’ Incentives Structures 

 
Elected Officials’   

Political Incentives 

Appointed Administrators’  

Bureaucratic Incentives 

Institutional authority Institutional authority Organizational 

Structure 
Provision for direct democracy Performance evaluation by council 

Community attachment  Professional context 

Political experience Professional experience 

Social Context 

Media exposure Media exposure 

Reelection intention Salary 

Office tenure Office tenure 

Career Status 

Office loyalty/mobility intention Job security/job market pressure 

 

 

Institutional authority is a legal-based power defined in a city charter. It represents a 

zero-sum relation between elected officials and administrators. When the elected body holds a 

great amount of power in a local government, like the situation in a typical Mayor-Council city, 

then the administrator will hold a smaller portion of power and tend to comply with the elected 

body in policy-making. Alternatively, a local administrator may have great legal authority, like 

in some Council-Manager cities, and then the administrator may have crucial influence in policy 

decisions.  Institutional authority has been seen as a key part of high-powered political incentives 

in previous studies because it can make politicians realize their self-interest as they are carrying 

out public duties (Booms 1966; Deno and Mehay 1987; Frant 1996, Feiock and Kim 2001; 

Feiock, Joeng, and Kim 2003; McCabe and Feiock 2001). Thus in previous studies, high power 

for elected officials equals high actualization of self-interest, or high opportunism. In this 
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framework, on the one hand, institutional authority is seen as a neutral means for both politicians 

and administrators. With legal authority, they may achieve self-interest or public benefit goals. 

On the other hand, institutional power is also seen as a motive or incentive for local officials to 

serve for the public. In other words, high institutional authority may make local officials feel 

deeply obligated to do something that they think it is right or expected by the citizens. Therefore, 

institutional authority is viewed as an authority-based incentive for elected officials and 

professional administrators. 

Direct democracy provision, including initiative, referendum and recall, is an oversight 

means over political power by electoral constituencies. By the provision for direct democracy, 

citizens can remove elected officials’ legal power if they believe these representatives do not 

perform well as they expect. The direct democracy provision may hold down official’s political 

incentives for self interest and thus reduce political opportunism. Likewise, administrator’s 

performance evaluation by the local legislature body can ensure administrators to behave in a 

certain way that the council expects. Therefore, oversight may reduce local officials’ 

opportunistic behavior.  

This research disputes the argument that high political power induces high political 

opportunism and thus generates low efficiency (Frant 1996; Feiock et al., 2001, 2003). Instead, it 

argues that high power political incentives do not necessarily induce political opportunism. But 

opportunism may occur only when power is high and oversight is low (see Figure 2, cell 2), 

given that human beings are self-interested.  If more power is institutionally assigned to 

politicians and oversight is weak, the political opportunism is likely; if more power is 

institutionally assigned to professional administrators and oversight is weak, the administrator’s 

opportunism is likely.  Meanwhile, weak power incentives cannot lead to high efficiency (cell 3 

and 4). Efficiency is likely when power-based incentives and oversight are high (cell 1).  

Nonetheless, there would be yet another story if we are not strictly limited to the rational choice 

assumption.  
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Figure 2. Power, Oversight, and Opportunism  

 

 

Perry (2000) and Moynihan and Pandey’s (2007) social context consists of factors of 

education, socialization, life events, and membership in professional organizations. Since this 

research focuses on local officials’ policy-making, life event is not as theoretically relevant and 

is excluded from the model.  Membership in professional organizations reflects a socialization 

process, so it is included as a sub-concept of socialization.  Local politicians and administrators 

are assumed to have distinct socialization systems.  Politicians may have tight affective 

attachment to their local communities, and thus are more favorable to policies that focus on local 

interest with political preferences.  But administrators often are mobile across communities; they 

often are well trained in managerial profession and have some degree of loyalty to their 

profession. So they maybe have a broader perspective in policy choice and less likely to stress 

narrow local interest; they may be more interested in policies that address overall efficiency 

issues.   

There are two dimensions of socialization for both groups of local officials. For elected 

officials, they are community attachment and political experience. For city managers, these two 

dimensions are professionalization and professional experience.  Elected officials’ behavior 

pattern and incentives behind it are greatly imbedded in and shaped by their community. On the 

one hand, local elected officials come from the community; and their social and political values, 

beliefs, and identity unconsciously and closely connected with the community. They were 
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elected because they were most socially and politically alike the average residents and were 

expected to well represent the community’s interest. On the other hand, the elected officials 

would try hard to learn about the community in terms of its values, beliefs and political 

preferences in order to well serve the community while they save their position in the 

government.  They would try to make their policy choice to meet expectations of the majority 

residents.  Second, elected officials’ behavior is shaped by their political experience, which 

provides them with norms, knowledge, and skills of political games.   

If local community is the local politicians’ arena, then city managers’ domain is their 

profession.  DiMaggio and Powell (1983) emphasize two aspects of professionalization as 

important: One is the formal education by university that produces cognitive base; the second is 

the growth and elaboration of professional networks that span organizations and across which 

new models and values diffuse rapidly.   Professional experience reflects administrators’ general 

practical knowledge and skills of the administrative profession. Figure 3 demonstrates the 

overlapped socialization processes for a local government in terms of two sides of socialization 

forces. 

 
Local 
Residential  
Community 

Administrator’s
Professional

Context

Elected Official’s 
Political 

Experience 

Administrator’s 
Professional 

Experience 

Local 
Government 
(Politicians + 

Administrators) 

 

Figure 3. Socialization Processes of Local Government 

  

 

Meanwhile, both elected officials and administrators, as local top government leaders, 

draw public attention to a certain degree. Media attention indicates the level of popularity or 

prestige of their positions; it also indicates the strength of the community-based oversight on 

them. Therefore, media exposure, as an outside-institutional pressure, may constrain local 
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officials’ policy involvement and policy choice; for example, it may push them to choose locally 

benefit-diffuse policies. 

The last category refers to the local officials’ motives based on their current career status. 

For elected officials, re-election is the political version of currency in a political market.  The 

desire for re-election is a political version of high powered incentives that help them to realize 

their political interest.  For local administrators, pursuing higher salaries is a crucial motive in 

their career development. Salary also reflects the prestige of their positions, and thus generates 

expectations and incentives.  

As officials hold the office longer, they would become a crucial part of the organizational 

memory. They may gain informal power because they know more about the city government 

than those with a shorter tenure. Svara (1990) discovers some cases of cities controlled by an 

appointed manager who cannot be challenged because of longevity or community support. “The 

manager has become the master to whom the board defers out of respect and dependency.” (pp. 

37).  However, longevity of tenure may also decrease officials’ innovation and risk taking 

motivations (Kearney, Feldman, and Scavo 2000). Therefore, to both elected and appointed 

officials, office tenure may shape their incentives to policy-making.  

City managers’ job security indicates the stability of their position in the local 

government, which is an opposite of their job market pressure.  Elected officials’ office loyalty 

reflects their intention to merely serve in the local office or tend to move office to other places. It 

is an opposite of mobility intention.  City managers’ job security and elected officials’ office 

loyalty may influence their innovation and risk taking motivations, and thus shape their behavior 

in policy-making.   

In previous studies relevant to local officials’ incentives, some merely consider 

institutional authority in their empirical analysis; some involves local politicians’ re-election. 

However, the category of social context or the socialization process was completely overlooked 

in the literature.  This framework is the first to integrate rational choice with sociological 

institutional theories and includes variables of organizational structure, social context, and career 

status to investigate local officials’ policy leadership patterns and policy preferences. 
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Dimensions and Configurations of Incentives 

 

The incentive structures capture the kinds of tensions that often take place in local 

government’s policy-making process, including the tensions of influence of authority-based 

versus social-based incentives, of political-based versus professional-based incentives, and self-

interest versus public-interest incentives. These tensions in turn reflect the complexity of local 

officials’ incentive structures. 

Dimension 1: Organizational-based versus Social-based Incentive Structures 

 Social-based incentives often are complements to formal authority-based incentives in a 

formal structured organization. But when formal institutional authority is absent, social-based 

incentives may be strong enough to induce certain behavior. Likewise, social-based oversight 

such as public opinion or community pressure also can complement to formal authority-based 

oversight for minimizing opportunistic behaviors. Figure 4 illustrates the configurations of 

formal authority-based versus social-based incentives with formal authority -based versus social-

based oversight. When an organization is dominated by formal authority-based incentives and 

oversight, it will work mechanistically and be characterized by efficiency, order, measurement, 

and control (cell 1). This type organization resembles the “ideal bureaucracy” in Max Webber’s 

theory and is compatible with scientific management thought.  When an organization is 

characterized by complicated technology, and no measurement available for control, the 

organization may be dominated by formal authority-based incentives but social-based oversight 

so that the actors may have sufficient autonomy for creative activities (cell 2).  This kind of 

organization is compatible with one of Gareth Morgan’s (1986) metaphors of organization, the 

brain.  When formal authority-based incentives are absent but formal authority-based oversight is 

strong, the organization may have to maintain and survive by its social-based incentives (cell 3). 

This type of organization may falls into Morgan’s instruments of domination or psychic prisons 

metaphors. As network studies get popular, scholars may realize that a loose-coupled 

organization can solve some common-pool problems and achieve common good goals which are 

impossibly done within a formal structured organization. The operation of this kind of 

organization, or network, relies on social-based incentives and oversight (cell 4). 
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Figure 4. Authority versus Social-based Incentives & Types of Organizations  

 

  

Within a local government, however, it is not the case that formal authority-based 

incentives are absent. But it is possible that an official’s power can be enhanced in practice by 

social-based incentives. For example, a mayor in a council-manager city normally does not have 

more institutional power than any other council members in policy-making. But the mayor may 

actually initiate and lead policy-making because she has a strong motive to address some policy 

problems for the community; or because she has a long political experience and know how to 

manipulate resources; or because she has been in the mayor position for a long time and knows 

the organization better than does anyone else. A city manager also can earn more actual power in 

policy-making than assigned by the city charter because of her strong socialization background. 

In the same logic, social-based oversight, such as media attention, may have the similar function 

as formal authority-based oversight. Therefore, there is a tension between, also a 

complementation of, formal authority-based incentives and a social-based incentives within a 

local government unit. 

Dimension 2: Community-based versus Professional-based Incentives 

As Figure 3 shows, local politicians and administrators have distinct socialization 

processes, and thus may have distinct systems of values, beliefs, and identities, which in turn 
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shape their behavior. Fundamentally, politicians are community oriented and administrators are 

profession oriented.  Table 3 describes local politicians as usually long-term resident in the 

community that they politically represent. They know the community very well in terms of its 

special needs. They also are emotionally attached with the community. As a political 

representative, local politicians like to choose policies that will exclusively benefit the local 

residents or part of the community. In addition, local politicians would favor policies that are 

easy control for political accountability.  

 

Table 3.  Social Contexts and Officials’ Policy Preferences  

Elected Officials Professional Administrators 

Long-time residence Professional education and training 

Political representatives of their community Membership with professional organizations 

Interested in earning reputation in local 
community 

Interested in earning reputation in managerial 
profession 

Know community special needs Know policy issues and how policy works 

May prefer policies with locally targeted 

beneficiaries as well as policies that are easy 

to control for political accountability 

 

May prefer policies that extend benefit 

beyond the local community as well as 

policies that manifest their professional 

knowledge and skills 

 

 

 Professional administrators may have different perspectives and motives for policy 

choice. They usually are educated in the profession; they probably are affiliated to professional 

organizations or networks. They try to develop their career within the profession from a small 

locality to a larger place, from a low pay position to a high pay position. So they are mobile 

across communities and less affectively attached to the community they serve. They may follow 

professional rules and see policy benefits with a broad public interest perspective, and less likely 

to lock policy benefits to a narrowly targeted citizen group.  In order to earn reputation in the 

managerial profession and thus expend their career in the profession, they may be interested in 

utilizing their professional knowledge and skills to choose technical policies, because the skills 
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and experience with technical policies are highly valued within the city management profession 

and managerial job markets. 

Dimension 3: Political Career Interest versus Professional Career Interest 

Local politicians and administrators have distinct career opportunities and constraints. 

Politicians are usually part-time office holder and face term and tenure limits, especially they 

have reelection pressure.  Professional administrators, in the contrast, are usually full-time office 

holders; they usually do not have term or tenure limits; but they face pressure from the labor 

market.  Therefore, when politicians face high reelection pressure and lack effective oversight by 

citizens, they may be inclined to choose visible policies with short-term effects. Likewise, city 

managers may also favor visible and quick-effect policies when they confront a heavy labor 

market pressure and lack effective oversight by the elected body or citizens. Table 4 presents the 

distinct career characteristics of elected officials and professional administrators as well as their 

possible policy preferences. 

 

Table 4.  Career Interest and Officials’ Policy Preferences  

Elected Officials Professional Administrators 

Part-time political office holder Full-time professional 

Term limit and tenure limit No term limit, no tenure limit 

Re-election pressure Labor market pressure 

May be interested in policies with visible 

and short-term effect depending on 

reelection pressure and oversight by citizens

Policy preferences on visibility and time 

frame depend on labor market pressure and 

oversight by elected body 

 

 

However, it is risky to claim that politicians are more likely to pursue self-interest at the 

expense of public interest than professional administrators, or the reverse, if we define self-

interest incentives as the incentives that make officials choose policies with a visible and short-

term effect at expense of general and long-run benefit due to the official’s individual concerns 

about career advancement.  Local official’s self-interest behavior is determined by the interaction 

between their personal job intention and oversight (holding other situations constant), where the 
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oversight refers to both social-based and authority-based oversight.  Figure 5 demonstrates the 

interaction between elected official’s reelection intention and oversight (direct democracy 

provision and media attention). When oversight is sufficient, elected officials are less likely to 

undertake policies with a visible and/short-term effect instead of policies that are less visible but 

provide long-term benefit. When oversight is weak but official’s reelection intention is strong, 

elected officials may choose policies that are visible and with a short-term effect so that he can 

claim credits from the policy choice even at expense of general and long-run public interest. 

When both reelection intention and oversight are weak, politicians may be less likely to choose 

policies for their self-interest purpose; they might alternatively have a low incentive to pursue 

public goods as well.  

 

Weak  Strong    

Reelection Intention    

Likely choose policies for 
public interest 

Likely choose policies for 
public interest 

S
tro

n
g

    

Less likely choose policies for 
self-interest  

Likely choose policies with 
visible and short-term effect at 
expense of general and long-

term public interest 

O
v

ersig
h

t 

W
eak

    

Figure 5. Elected Officials Career Incentive, Oversight, and Policy Preference 

 

 

In sum, the dimensions and various configurations of the incentives form the complicated 

incentive structures faced by elected officials and professional administrators. The incentive 

structures in turn lead to different policy-making patterns and shape local officials’ policy 

preferences.  Within the political circulation, elected officials may prefer policies with a visible 

and short-term effect. Being closely attached with their community, they may prefer policies that 

specially benefit their local community or part of the community rather than those with broad 

policy beneficiaries. Politically representing the citizens in the community and not having 

advanced professional training, they may be more interested in policies that are easily understood 
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and control rather than policies with complicated formulations. Comparatively, with strong 

professional background, city mangers may be less concerned about the visibility of policies; 

they may tend to accept policies that benefit broader society rather than those with narrowly 

targeted beneficiaries.  They may prefer technical policies that manifest their professional 

knowledge and skills in order to build their professional reputation and create opportunities to 

advance their career in the city management profession. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS  

 

This chapter presents the research design and analytic approach for testing the incentive 

structure explanations developed in Chapter Three. The conceptual and analytical unit of 

analysis for this investigation is city government.  After specifying the empirical research 

questions, this chapter describes the data collection strategy, how the concepts in the explanation 

are operationalized; and how models are estimated.   

 

Empirical Questions 

 

Three sets of questions are the foci of the empirical analysis: 

First, how different are city managers and mayors in terms of their values, social contexts 

and career motivation? Through comparing the profiles of city managers and mayors, this 

research explores whether the survey data provide empirical validation for the theoretical 

framework. 

Second, how do the incentive structures determine city manager’s leadership in policy-

making? This question focuses on how city manager and mayor’s incentives, especially social-

based incentives, make a difference in influencing city manager’s leadership role in policy-

making process.  

Third, how do the incentive structures faced by city managers and elected officials impact 

city’s policy choice? Through examining a number of development policy instruments with 

various combinations of policy dimensions, this study investigates the policy choice patterns 

associated with their incentive structures. 

These three sets of questions are examined by three models, referring to the mayor-

manager difference models, policy leadership model, and policy choice models respectively. 
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Data Description 

 

The primary data for this research are derived from an original mail surveys conducted in 

Florida in 2006.  A supplemental data source is the dataset of “Florida City Level Political 

Institutions,” collected by Richard C. Feiock in 2006, which provides detailed information about 

government structures in Florida cities.  

Sample  

 Theoretically, the framework developed in this study applies to all U.S. cities and 

counties that have a position of chief administrative officer (CAO).  However, time and budget 

constraints required data collection to be limited to a sample—Florida cities.  Florida is an 

excellent study site because of the great political, economic, and demographic variation among 

cities. Also over 68 percent of Florida cities have a position of appointed manager.  

Since the distinct incentive structures faced by elected officials and professional 

administrators are the emphasis of this research, information needs to be collected from both 

sides of local officials.  In an ideal situation, the data about elected officials should have been 

collected from all council members for each city to compare to the data from the city manager of 

that city.  However, the scope was narrowed to only surveying the mayor, or chief elected officer 

(CEO), as the representative of elected officials of each city.  This is justified for these reasons: 

In mayor-council cities, the mayor absolutely has greater power than does any council member. 

Her role and influence in policy-making is significantly more important than any other elected 

officials. Thus it should be reasonable to only include mayor’s incentive factors in the model as a 

comparison to those of the city manager.  In council-manager cities, it is fairly common that the 

mayor plays a crucial facilitative role and even a strong leadership in policy-making, even 

though they are not assigned more power by the city charter than any other council members 

(Svara 1994; Zhang and Yang, forthcoming).  As Svara (2006) states, “if the essence of mayoral 

leadership is vision, advocacy, and the ability to promote the city… then council-manager 

mayors are potentially as effective as mayor-council mayors if they have the appropriate 

personal leadership qualities and can pull the council together around shared goals.”  Studies 

have shown that council-manager mayors may actually play a strong political leadership.  Third, 

in some council-manager cities, mayors may not be distinguished from other council members in 

policy-making beyond the city charter defines.  However, they represent political preferences of 
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the majority of the council members since they usually are selected by the council members. 

Therefore, treating the mayor as the representative of elected officials for each city would not 

generate significant bias. 

There are 404 cities in total in Florida and 276 of them have a position of city manager 

(city administrator, or CAO). Therefore, the 276 mayors and the same number of city managers 

were the possible respondents of the surveys. But the data were aggregated to city level and 

matched with other data source. 

 

Development of Questionnaires  

 

Two questionnaires, 2006 Florida City Manager Survey and 2006 Florida Mayor Survey, 

were designed for city managers and mayors respectively.  In the mayor survey, questions 

contain four dimensions: mayor’s social background factors, career related items, their policy-

making role, and questions about city government structure. The city manager survey consists of 

questions about city manager’s career development, social background, policy-making role, and 

development policy instruments.  

The questionnaires were developed and pretested over a period from June to October 

2006. Content validation was undertaken during the entire period with assessment from 

academies and practitioners.  A meeting of doctoral students majoring in local government was 

organized to critically review the project and instruments. A faculty member brought the early 

version of these surveys to his MPA classroom and had his students evaluate them.  These 

processes helped identify and correct potential problems, including typographical and 

grammatical errors, misspellings, inappropriate usages, irrelevant terminology, and inconsistent 

formatting.  In addition, two current city managers in Florida and an expert from University of 

Kansas, who has been a mayor in a council-manager city, were invited to review the 

questionnaires and provide comments on the content validity.  All the suggestions and comments 

for revising the survey instruments were incorporated into the final draft of the questionnaires 

where appropriate.  

Before the main survey was administered, a pre-survey was conducted in 50 Georgia 

cities, with 29 city managers and 27 mayors completing the survey. Based on the pre-survey 

results, some questions were further rephrased or refined for clarification. Some questions were 
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removed from the questionnaires because they did not show any variation across cities. The final 

versions of the survey questionnaires are presented in the Appendix.  

 

Survey Process and Response 

 

The mayor surveys were sent to persons holding the mayor position as identified as 

mayor, chief elected officer, council chair, or council president.  The city manager surveys were 

sent to persons holding the manager position as identified as city manager, city administrator, or 

chief appointed officer.  The surveys were sent in three waves and followed up by email and mail 

reminders. In order to assure that responses from the city manager and the mayor for each single 

city match each other and combine with city government structure data, each questionnaire was 

identified with the city ID number. If either one executive, the city manager or the mayor, 

eventually did not respond the survey, the city was considered as an invalid observation.  

The first wave of the surveys, with a cover letter, a questionnaire, and a self-addressed 

envelope with postage for return in each single mail package, were sent out to the 276 city 

managers and the same number of mayors in Florida on October 8th, 2006.  An email reminder 

was followed up in two weeks, requesting them to respond at their earliest convenience. By 

November 15th when the second wave of the surveys was sent out, 112 mayors (40.6%) and 141 

city managers (51.1%) had responded the surveys. However, most of them did not match up for 

complete city-level data.  

The second wave of survey was sent out to all the non-respondents then with almost the 

same package but accommodated cover letter, requesting them to respond before the Christmas 

Holidays. The second wave of survey was followed up by reminder letters via both mail and 

email. Especially, the letters and emails were strategically written to those who had not 

responded but their counterparts of the city had responded. For example, in the letter to a city 

manager, I noted, “Lacking either side information would lead to an incomplete dataset and 

eventually force me to drop the city out of the statistical analyses.  Your Mayor has kindly 

completed the survey. In order not to waste his efforts, I hope you take about 20 minutes to 

complete the City Manager Survey.” In addition, I also sent emails to the ones who had 

responded but their counterpart of the city had not. For example, I emailed to a mayor, “I have 

not received the completed survey back from your city manager (the manager’s name here). 
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Since I really do not want to waste your efforts, could you please possibly check for me whether 

he has received the 2006 Florida City Manager Survey? I will most appreciate if Mr. (manager’s 

last name) could complete the survey and send back to me before the Christmas holidays.  If by 

any chance he did not receive the survey or the survey has been misplaced, please contact me so 

that I can send another copy to him.” By December 24th 2006, 57 more mayors and 43 more city 

managers responded the surveys, which significantly improved the response rate at city level.  

The third wave of survey was sent out right after the New Year holiday to the non-

respondent city managers or mayors whose counterparts had already responded, requesting them 

to respond by January 26th, 2007. This wave was followed up with emails and phone calls. By 

early February 2007, 203 (73.5 percent) city managers and 200 (72.5 percent) mayors in total 

had responded the surveys. Coupling both the responses of city managers and mayors, it 

generated 175 (63.4 percent) city level responses. However, some of the responses contain 

missing data.  Finally, 139 valid observations were generated for 50.4 percent of the cities. 

Among 276 Florida cities that have a city manager/administrator position, there are 36.2 

percent small cities with population less than 6,000, 38.8 percent middle cities with population 

between 6,000 and 30,000, and 25 percent large cities with population more than 30,000.  In the 

working sample, small, middle, and large cities make up 29.5, 43.2, and 27.3 respectively.  In 

other words, the sample contains slightly more middle and large cities but slightly fewer small 

cities. This is understandable because small cities usually have fewer staff members to assist 

mayors and city managers, and thus the response rate is lower among these cities. Table 5 shows 

the comparison of city distributions between the 139 cities in the working sample and the 276 

Florida cities that have a city manager/administrator position.  The working sample is fairly 

representative.   

 

Table 5.  Representation of the Sample   

Population  Frequency Percent 

 Sample FL cities Sample FL cities 

<6,000 41 100 29.5 36.2 

6,000-30,000 60 107 43.2 38.8 

>30,000 38 69 27.3 25.0 

Total  139 276 100 100 
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Variables and Measurement 

 

At the end of this chapter, Table 12 presents a summary of the variables, measurements, 

and the data sources.  The variables include independent variables specified in the theoretical 

framework of incentive structures and control variables. The dependent variables are not 

included in this section by described in the later chapters where they are examined. 

Institutional authority  

Scholars have traditionally used city form of government as the easy measure of 

institutional authority. That is, mayor-council form represents greater legal authority distributed 

to elected office while council-manager form means greater legal authority shared by appointed 

office. However, a problem occurs as the structures of American cities are surprisingly unstable 

and dynamic. According to Frederickson and Johnson (2001), formal governmental institutions 

have become malleable and inclined to adapt. Very few city governments are purely reformed or 

purely non-reformed. Instead, most of them are in somewhere between the two traditional forms. 

McCabe and Feiock (2003) suggest that simply using reformed or unreformed form will result in 

a substantial loss of information.  Thus multiple measures for the institutional authority are used 

in this project.  The first measure is the traditional one, where council-manager form is coded as 

1 and other forms as 0.  The second measure is the city manager’s personnel authority, 

specifically, the number of department heads that a city manager can directly appoint or remove 

(see question 18 in the city manager survey).  These two measures directly indicate city 

manager’s institutional authority.  But institutional authority is shared by city managers and the 

elected body, larger authority assigned to the manager means smaller authority assigned to the 

elected body and mayor.   Therefore, they are also measures for mayoral institutional authority. 

In the dataset, 83.5 percent of the cities use council-manager form; and 16.5 percent are mayor-

council cities. The personnel authority ranges from 0 to 7, with the average number 5 and 

standard deviation 1.9.  

For elected officials, another supplement measure of the leverage of their legal authority 

is the council size.  As the number of council seats increase, each of the elected officials will 

share a smaller portion of authority and take less responsibility, thus each council member’s 

authority-based incentives to policy role will decrease. But the variation of council size will not 
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theoretically influence policy choice. Therefore, the variable council size is included in policy 

leadership model, but not in the policy choice model.  The data are from the response to the 

mayor survey, Question 14, which asked for the number of male and female council members.  

The total number of council seats (sum of male and female council members) is used as the 

measure. In the dataset, the largest council has 19 seats; the smallest has 4; the average is 5, with 

standard deviation 1.3. 

Electoral approach is also included as a supplement measure of the authority-based 

incentives. This variable may not have influence on policy leadership, but it should impact on 

policy choices. More council seats elected from at-large may lead the council more likely to 

accept targeted policies because of the weaker opposition from districts. This variable is 

measured by the percentage of at-large seats in the council. This data was collected via the 

Question 16 in the mayor survey.  

Provision of the direct democracy 

 Forms of direct democracy include initiative, referendum, and recall. Initiative allows 

citizens to place charter, ordinance, or home rule changes on the ballot by collecting a required 

number of signatures on a petition. Referendum allows the council to place any question on the 

ballot for voter approval or rejection. With recall, citizens can collect signatures on a petition to 

place on the ballot a question of whether an elected official should be removed from office 

before the expiration of his/her term. The data source is “Florida City Level Political 

Institutions,” collected by Feiock in 2006.  All these three items are dichotomous variables with 

1 being present and 0 being absent. In order to reduce the number of dependent variables in the 

models, I added them up to a single variable valued from 0 to 3.  The distribution of this variable 

is displayed in Table 6.  

 

Table 6. Statistics of Direct Democracy Provision

Value  Frequency Percent  

0 29 10.90 

1 39 14.66 

2 60 25.56 

3 138 51.88 

Total  266 100 
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Manager evaluation by council 

The relevant question to measure manager’s performance evaluation by the council is 

Question 25 in the City Manager Survey: 

Regarding the City Manager’s performance evaluation by the council, circle 
the letter that best describes your situation: 
a. The elected body primarily provides verbal evaluation. 
b. The elected body conducts formal written performance evaluation based on 

mutually agreed upon goals and objectives. 
c. The elected body has a formal evaluation procedure on my performance, but 

there is not full agreement on goals and objectives. 
 
These three choices of the answers represent three different levels of evaluation power or 

evaluation efficacy. Answer “a” means the weakest evaluation; “b” represents the strongest one; 

and the evaluation power in situation “c” is reduced by the disagreement among council 

members, but still is more powerful than merely verbal evaluation. Therefore, I treat manager’s 

performance evaluation as an ordinal variable, and code 1 if “a” is selected; code 2 if “c” is 

selected; and 3 if “b” is selected. Of 194 responses to this question, 42.3 percent selected “a”; 

23.7 percent selected “c”; and 29.9 percent chose “b”. 

Mayor’s community attachment 

For local elected officials, community is their major arena where their socialization takes 

place and shapes their values, beliefs, and identity. It is reasonable to assume that the longer a 

local elected official has resided in a community, the deeper his or her values and thus incentives 

are shaped by the community. Therefore, the variable of mayor’s community attachment is 

measured by the number of years that the mayor has resided in the community. The data is based 

on the response to the Question 27 in the Mayor Survey.  Of responses, the shortest residence is 

1 year, the longest is 73 years, and the average number is 29 years. 

City manager’s professional context 

DiMaggio and Powell (1983) emphasize university education and professional networks 

as important professionalization processes.  In this study three items are used to measure the 

professional context for city managers: whether holding a MPA degree, frequency of attending 

meetings organized by International City/County Management Association (ICMA), and 

frequency of participating in activities organized by Florida City and County Management 

Association (FCCMA).  The MPA education is a dichotomous measure, with 1 referring to that 
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the city manager holds a MPA degree, and 0 referring to no MPA degree.  This measure is based 

on the responses to Question 37 in the manager survey. Of the respondents, 35.9 percent have a 

MPA degree and 64.1 do not. 

The ICMA and FCCMA involvement were measured with a 1-4 scale, 1 being “never” 

and 4 being “always.”  The data were collected through Question 9 and 11 in the manager survey. 

In order to reduce the number of independent variables in models, I combined them and took the 

average value of frequency of attending ICMA and FCCMA activities as the professional 

network involvement measure. This variable ranges from 1 to 4, with mean 2 and standard 

deviation 2.9.  The scale reliability coefficient for this measure is 0.73.  

Political and professional experiences 

 Political experience is a direct measure based the Question 7 in the Mayor Survey: 

“Please indicate the approximate number of years you have held elected office (including the 

years as a mayor, council member, and other elected positions) in this city.”  Mayor’s political 

experience varies from half year to 47 years, with the average 10 years and standard deviation 

7.7.   In fact, mayors’ total political experience approximately equals their political experience 

with their local community because only 3 (1.6 percent) of 184 respondents have served in other 

localities as an elected official. 

 City manager’s professional experience has two measures. One is the total years that the 

city manager has served for local government as a management professional. The data are 

collected via Question 7 in the City Manager Survey. City manager’s professional experience 

distributes between half year and 48 years, with the mean 20 years and standard deviation 10.4. 

The other measure is city manager’s professional experience in other localities, measured 

by the dichotomous questions that appeared in the manager survey: “Have you served as a 

management professional for another city or county of Florida?” And “have you served as a 

management professional for local government other than Florida?”  The answers to these two 

questions were combined and generated a three-value variable:  0 if no any experience in other 

localities; 1 if the city manager has professional experience in other localities either within or 

outside Florida; and 2 if the manager has experience in other localities both within and outside 

Florida.  The distribution of this variable is presented in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Distributions of Manager’s Experience in Other Localities

Value  Freq.  Percent.  

0 33 26.83 

1 61 49.59 

2 29 23.58 

 

 

Mayor and city manager’s media exposure 

 Question 11 in the Mayor Survey and Question 15 in the City Manager Survey are the 

same questions and measure media exposure for both city officials: On average, how often have 

your activities been reported in local newspapers since you took the position?  The answer 

options include: a. Almost every day; b. A few times a week; c. 3-4 times a month; d. Once or 

twice a month; and e. Less than once a month.  Thus I used a 1-5 scale, and assigned 5 to “almost 

every day” and 1 to “less than once a month.” The distribution of these two variables is presented 

in Table 8.  

 

Table 8. Statistics of Mayor and City Manager’s Media Exposure 

 Mayor  City manager 

Value  Frequency Percent  Frequency Percent 

1 31 16.3 38 19.1 

2 51 26.8 55 27.6 

3 62 32.6 60 30.2 

4 37 19.5 34 17.1 

5 9 4.7 12 6.0 

Total  190 100 199 100 

 

 

Mayor’s reelection intention  

 Mayor’s reelection intention is measured by the Question 6 in the Mayor Survey: Do you 

plan on seeking re-election at the end of your current term?  There are three possible answers: 
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Yes, No, and Don’t know.  I treat this variable as dichotomous with 1 being Yes and 0 if No or 

Don’t know.  In the 187 responses to this question, 60 percent selected Yes, 29 percent for No, 

and 11 percent for Don’t know. 

City manager’s salary  

 

Table 9. Statistics of City Manager’s Annual Salary 

Value  Annual Salary  Frequency Percent 

1 Less than $40,000 13 6.5 

2 $40,000-$59,999 11 5.5 

3 $60,000-$79,999 22 11.0 

4 $80,000-$99,999 32 16.0 

5 $100,000-$129,999 57 28.5 

6 $130,000-159,999 38 19 

7 $160,000-$199,999 21 10.5 

8 $200,000 and higher 6 3.0 

Total  200 100 

 

 

City Manager’s salary is measured by Question 3 in the City Manager Survey asking 

about the level of city manager’s annual salary. It is a 1-8 scale measure, with 1 being less than 

40 thousand dollars and 8 being above 200 thousand dollars. Table 9 above shows more detailed 

description and distribution of this measure. 

Mayor and manager’s office tenure 

These two variables are simply measured by Question 4 in the Mayor Survey and City 

Manager Survey: the number of years that the mayor/city manager has held the current position. 

Among 190 mayors who responded this question, the average tenure is almost 5 years in a range 

between 1 month and 43 years; the standard deviation is 5.9.  Among 200 city managers who 

responded the question, the mean is 6.3 in a range between a month and 35 years; the standard 

deviation is 6.3 too. 
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Mayor’s office loyalty 

 It is measured based on the response to Question 2c in the Mayor Survey with 1-7 scale: 

I have NO interest in serving in public office in any government other than this city. Table 10 

shows the distribution of mayor’s job loyalty. 

 

Table 10.  Distribution of Mayor’s Office Loyalty  

Value  Frequency Percent  

1 34 17.9 

2 18 9.5 

3 15 7.9 

4 33 17.4 

5 14 7.4 

6 13 6.8 

7 63 33.2 

Total  190 100 

 

 

City manager’s job security/market pressure 

 

Table 11.  Statistical Distribution of Manager’s Job Security 

Scale  Frequency Percent 

1 6 3.0 

2 4 2.0 

3 9 4.5 

4 24 12.1 

5 48 24.1 

6 69 34.7 

7 39 19.6 

Total  199 100 
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City manager’s job security is measured based on the responses to Question 13 in the 

City Manager Survey which asked the city manager how secure they feel about their current 

position. The values were recoded with 1 being very secure or very low pressure and 7 being not 

secure at all or very high pressure.  The distribution is presented in Table 11. 

Control Variables  

 In the empirical models, the control variables include city size, population growth, 

economic status, and education level.  City size is measured by city’s population in 2006.  Since 

it may have a nonlinear influence, the natural logarithmic term is used.  The population growth 

variable is measured by the percentage of population increase during 1999 and 2006.  Economic 

status is measured by the city’s median household income in 2006.  Education level is measure 

by the percentage of high-school graduates or higher for the population 25 years old and over. 

All these measures are from dataset of “Florida City Level Political Institutions,” collected by 

Richard C. Feiock in 2006.  Table 12 presents the distribution of these control variables. 

 

Table 12 .  Distributions of Control Variables 

Variables  Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Population in 2006 26,040 34,397 56 187,160

Population growth (%) 44.56 180.95 -98,9 2920 

Median household income ($K) 41.78 22.01 17.66 200.00 

Percentage of high school graduates or higher 81.42 10.81 29.10 98.50 

 

 

Table 13 exhibits a summary of the independent variables that are specified in the 

theoretical framework and control variables, including their measurements and data sources.  
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 Table 13.  Variables and Their Measures and Data Sources 

 Independent Variables Measures Data source 

1) Form of government Florida City Level Political Institutions Institutional authority  

2)  Index of manager’s appointment and 
remove authority over department heads 

Manager Survey, Question 18 

Performance evaluation The level of city manager evaluation by 
council 

Manager Survey, Question 25 

1) MPA degree Manager Survey, Question 8a&10a Professional context  

2)  Frequency of attending ICMA and 
FCCMA activities 

Manager Survey, Question 9&11 

1) Total years in management profession Manager Survey, Question 7 Professional experience 

2) Experience in other localities Manager Survey, Question 5&6 

Media exposure Frequency of manager’s activities being 
reported in local newspapers 

Manager Survey, Question 15 

Salary  Level of city manager’s annual salary Manager Survey, Question 3 

Office tenure Tenure length in the current position Manager Survey, Question 4 
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Job security Level of job security Manager Survey, Question 13 

1) Number of council seats Mayor Survey, Question 14 Institutional authority 

2) At-large election Mayor Survey, Question 16 

Provisions of direct 
democracy  

Number of provisions of initiative, recall, 
and referendum 

Institutions dataset 

Community attachment Number of years the mayor has resided in 
the city 

Mayor Survey, Question 27 

Political experience Total years in elected office Mayor Survey, Question 7 

Media exposure Frequency of being reported in local 
newspaper 

Mayor Survey, Question 12 

Reelection intention Mayor's plan on seeking reelection Mayor Survey, Question 6 

Mayor’s office tenure Total years in current mayor position  Mayor Survey, Question 4 
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Office loyalty  “No interest” in serving in other cities  Mayor Survey, Question 2c 

City size Ln(Population 2006)  Florida City Level Political Institutions 

Population growth Population growth 1999-2006 (%) Florida City Level Political Institutions 

Economic status Median household income 2006 Florida City Level Political Institutions 

C
o

n
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Education level Percentage of high school diploma 2006 Florida City Level Political Institutions 
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Test Techniques 

 

The test techniques differ in order to address different empirical questions. Two-sample 

mean comparison tests were used in the mayor-manager difference models. Probit estimation 

analysis was applied in manager’s policy leadership models because the dependent variable is 

dichotomous.   

Regarding the policy choice models, multinomial logistic regressions (MLR) is used. 

MLR usually examines the effect of a constellation of independent variables on the likelihood of 

occurrence of each dependent variable category relative to each of the other categories (Long 

1997).  MLR has been increasingly used in public administration literature to deal with 

categorical dependent variables (Bertelli 2006; Brown and Potoski 2003; Roh and Moon 2005; 

Teske and Schneider 1994; Van Slyke, Home, and Thomas 2005). For example, Teske and 

Schneider (1994) utilized this technique in their bureaucratic entrepreneur article published in 

Public Administration Review, where their dependent variable is divided into three categories 

with assigned values: 0 when no entrepreneur was cited in that community, 1 when an 

entrepreneurial politician was cited, and 2 when an entrepreneurial manager was cited by the 

clerk. 

In the policy choice models, each dependent variable, policy adoption, is categorical and 

takes on different values: 0 if the city has not ever adopted the policy, 1 if the city adopted the 

policy during the term of the current city manager; 2 if the city adopted the policy before the 

current city manager. MLP is able to identify whether the individual-level factors, such as social 

and career status, make a difference in city’s policy adoption while technically controlling the 

situation that the policy was adopted before the current city manager. All the empirical 

estimations were done in Stata version 9.1 software using commands such as ttest, probit, and 

mlogit. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

POLITICS-ADMINISTRATION DIFFERENCES  

 

This chapter based on the survey data compares mayors and city managers in terms of 

their social contexts, career motivations, and career values.  It also tracks the change of officials’ 

career motivations and values along different dimensions.  The findings provide preliminary 

evidence for the validity of the incentive structure framework that was discussed in Chapter 

Three.   

 

Research in Local Politics-Administration Difference 

 

Several scholars in public administration, with different emphases, have compared local 

elected officials and city managers.  John Nalbandian (1994), for example, identifies behavior 

patterns and created a chart of constellations of political and administrative logic faced by 

elected officials and city managers. He perceives that the most distinguished element is the 

“conversation:” Politicians’ logic and emotion are associated with passion, dreams, and stories; 

while administrators’ are associated with data, plans, goals, and reports.  “These truly are 

different worlds, masked because we use the same words to communicate” (Nalbandian 2006, 

p1060).  Newell and Ammons (1987) compare city managers and mayors in terms of their 

working hours and the allocation of their working hours among three tasks: management, policy, 

and politics. Similar survey was conducted by Deil Wright as early as in 1969.  Loveridge (1971), 

Lewis (1982), and Svara (1985) conducted surveys of city managers and other executives. They 

basically centered on the roles that city managers and elected officials played with regard to 

policy-making and administration.  They employed slightly different role models of city 

managers and elected officials.  Teske and Schneider (1994), from governmental structure 

dimension, reemphasize that the most fundamental and apparent difference between city 

manager and elected officials is that managers do not face the need to be elected to office 

directly by the voters of their city, and thus they have allegiance to professional norms about 

performance. 
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 This chapter shifts away from previous studies by focusing on social contexts and career 

developments of mayors and city managers. Specifically, based on the mayor and city manager 

survey, this chapter compares the differences between mayors and city managers in three 

dimensions: social contexts, career motivations, and career values.  These comparisons are based 

on t tests of two-sample comparison of means.  In addition, it also tracks the dynamic changes 

along political and professional dimensions through group mean comparisons of t tests.  

 

Survey Findings on Social Contexts 

 

Table 14 presents the t test results of social contexts comparisons between mayors and 

city managers.  It shows that the average residence length for mayors is 29.3 years with standard 

deviation 1.26; and the same indicator for city managers is 10.5 years with standard deviation 1.0.  

Mayors have about 19 years longer residence in the local community than do city managers; and 

this difference is statistically significant at 0.01 level.  This finding is consistent with the 

assumption that local elected officials, more than city managers, are attached to the local 

communities that they are serving.  However, on average, mayors have much shorter career 

experience than city managers. The mean value for mayors’ political experience is 9.8 years, 

while city managers have professional experience as high as 20.5 years on average. This 

comparison is statistically significant as well.  There is an apparent contrast between mayors’ 

long residence in the community and city managers’ long-time experience in the profession. 

With regard to career experience in other locations, 54 percent of city managers have 

served in other localities in Florida; and 40 percent have experience of working in other states; 

but only 2 percent mayors have the similar experiences.  Again, this confirms the conventional 

wisdom that mayors are very local while city managers are relatively mobile.  Meanwhile, city 

managers have a slightly longer tenure than mayors on average.  City managers have held these 

current offices for 6.5 years on average with standard deviation 0.51; while mayors have held 

office for 4.9 years on average. City manager’s tenure is significantly longer than mayors’ by 1.5 

year.  
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Table 14. Comparison of Social Context between Mayors and City Managers 

 Mayor City Manager 

 Obs. 
Mean

Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Number of years of 
residence in the 

it

160 29.3 1.260 10.5 1.000 13.0*** 

Number of years of 
career experience 

162 9.81 0.622 20.5 0.794 -10.46*** 

Have served in other FL 
localities (dummy) 

164 0.02 0.011 0.54 0.039 -12.97*** 

Have served in other 
states (dummy) 

164 0.02 0.012 0.40 0.038 -9.72*** 

Number of years in 
current position 

164 4.90 0.473 6.46 0.509 -2.56*** 

Frequency of media 
exposure (1-5 scale) 

163 2.74 0.085 2.75 0.089 -0.13 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

*** Significant at 0.01 level 

 

Nonetheless, there is no significant difference in media attention between mayors and 

city managers. Both have media exposures approximately three times each month. This finding 

in fact challenges the traditional conception that elected officials as community leaders draw 

more public attention. It may indicate that city managers have increasingly become community 

leaders, playing leadership roles along with elected officials (Nalbandian 1991).   

 

Survey Findings on Career Motivations 

  

Two sets of questions in the surveys ask about local officials’ career motivations. The 

first set addresses the motivations or reasons why local officials pursued the current positions in 

the first place. The second set focuses on officials’ current attitudes toward their positions. The 

following five questions—the first three are about initiative motivation and last two about 

current attitudes—appear in both the Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey and thus become 

the comparison basis: 

• I wanted to correct a specific problem in the city government. 

• I wanted to enhance my professional standing. 
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• Because of the salary offered by the position. 

• I have a desire to serve for public benefit in general. 

• I have no interest in serving in public office in any government other than this city. 
 
 

Mayors and city managers answered these questions on a 1-7 scale, with 1 being strongly 

disagree and 7 being strongly agree.  

 The findings show that mayors were more likely to be motivated by a desire to address 

specific problems in the city government than city managers. The difference is about 1.5 on a 1-7 

scale and significant at 0.01 level.  On the other hand, city managers were much more likely to 

be concerned about their professional standing than mayors. This difference is more than 3 in a 

1-7 scale and statistically significant as well.  City managers, more than mayors, were likely to 

be motivated by a high salary when they took the current position.  The difference of scale in this 

item is almost 2.5.  Given the situation that many elected officials, including mayors, work for 

city government at a part-time base and get very low pay even no pay at all, this finding is not 

surprising. 

 Among the three career orientation statements, mayors marked the highest value to the 

motivation of correcting specific government problems, and the lowest value to the motivation of 

salary. City managers, on the contrary, assigned the highest value to the motivation of enhancing 

professional standing and the lowest value to correcting specific problems. This result may 

uncover two implications: first, mayors were very familiar with the special situations and needs 

of the local community, while city mangers are mainly concerned about their individual career 

development. In other words, mayors are more community-oriented and city mangers are 

profession-oriented. Second, mayors may have a narrow view of city governance, constrained by 

their pure community experience. City managers, on the contrary, may have a broader 

perspective due to their profession-based knowledge and experience. This finding is compatible 

with French and Folz’s (2004) observation that city managers are more involved than mayors in 

all of the four dimensions of the government process: mission, policy, administration, and 

management; and that city managers tend to have a broader array of groups with whom they 

consult regularly in the process of reaching their decision about local services and programs. 

 With regard to local officials’ attitudes toward their positions, both mayors and city 

managers claim a strong desire to serve for public in general. There is no significant difference 

between mayors and city managers.  This means public service motivation similarly encompass 
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both elected office and appointed office.  As to the interest of serving outside the local 

communities, mayors apparently lack interest in serving in other localities, while city managers 

intend to move to other offices.  This finding confirms again that mayors are more local 

community-oriented and less mobile across localities, while city managers are more profession-

oriented and more mobile across localities.  Table 15 presents additional statistical information 

for these comparisons. 

 

Table 15. Comparison of Career Motivations between Mayors and City Managers 

 Mayor City Manager 

 Obs. 
Mean

Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

To correct specific 
problems (1-7 scale) 

165 4.68 0.17 3.2 0.175 6.42*** 

Enhance professional 
standing (1-7 scale) 

165 1.86 0.116 4.07 0.148 -11.78*** 

Because of salary (1-7 
scale) 

165 1.1 0.047 3.52 0.144 -16.99*** 

Desire to serve for public 
benefit in general (1-7 

l )

162 6.58 0.08 6.48 0.06 0.96 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

163 4.39 0.176 3.57 0.176 3.4*** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

*** Significant at 0.01 level 

 

 

Survey Findings on Career Values 

  

Mayors and city managers are expected to have distinct value systems and different ideas 

about what abilities are important to lift them to a more prestigious office.  In the Mayor Survey 

and City Manager Survey, local officials were requested to evaluate the importance of the 

following items to their career advancement.  The evaluation was in a 1-7 scale with 1 

representing “not at all important” and 7 being “very important:” 

• Ability to lead the council (in Mayor Survey) / ability to guide team work in 
administration (in City Manager Survey) 

• Ability to maintain good relations with the media 
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• Ability to get along with the administrator/council 

• Success in promoting economic development 

• Ability to network with interest groups and gain their support 

• Being active in political/professional networks 

• Political/ professional experience 

• Knowledge of political culture 
 

Table 16 presents the statistics of evaluations by mayors and city managers on each of 

these items.   

 

Table 16. Comparison of Career Values between Mayors and City Managers 

 Mayor City Manager 

 Obs. 
Mean

Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Ability to lead internal 
teamwork 

162 6.35 0.074 6.3 0.067 0.51 

Ability to maintain good 
relations with the media 

162 5.89 0.085 5.57 0.096 2.74*** 

Ability to get along with 
administrator/council 

162 5.78 0.096 6.73 0.041 -9.05*** 

Success in promoting 
economic development 

161 5.74 0.101 5.23 0.086 4.12*** 

Ability to network with 
interest groups 

161 5.86 0.092 5.54 0.096 2.5*** 

Being active in political/ 
professional networks 

162 5.37 0.109 4.16 0.117 8.07*** 

Political/ professional 
experience 

162 5.15 0.121 6.25 0.061 -8.21*** 

Knowledge of political 
culture 

161 5.69 0.085 5.79 0.088 -0.81 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

*** Significant at 0.01 level 

 

Comparing between mayors and city managers in a systematic way, the following 

findings were generated: 

First, there is no significant difference between two groups in the conceptual importance 

of ability to lead internal teamwork—mayors leading council and city managers guiding 
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teamwork in administration. Both groups treat this ability as very important to their career 

advancement.   

Second, the ability to maintain good relations with the media appears to be slightly more 

important to mayors than to city managers.  This result is interesting with regard to the situation 

that mayors and city managers have equivalent frequency of media exposures, as discussed 

earlier in this chapter. It may demonstrate that mayors tend to see themselves as central leaders 

in the community even though city managers have increasingly gained popularity. 

Third, mayors do not view a good relationship with their city managers as important as 

city managers view a good relationship with the council. This asymmetric conception indicates 

that the politics-administration hierarchy is still the case in city government as it is defined in 

formal institutions.   

Fourth, promoting economic development was traditionally seen as professional 

administrator’s domain because they have expertise on economic development policies (Jones 

and Bachelor 1993; McCabe et al., 2006; Reese 1997; Reese and Ohren 1999; Wright 1968). 

However, here mayors show significantly stronger enthusiasm toward it than do city managers.  

This finding may imply that mayors pay more attention to visible policy projects such as 

economic development than do city managers (Feiock 2002).  

Fifth, mayors, more than city managers, are likely to see support from interest groups as 

very important. This reflects another type of principle-agent hierarchy, the hierarchy between 

voters and elected officials. On the contrary, based on formal institution, there is no direct 

control of voters over city managers.   

Sixth, both mayors and city managers view being active in occupational network as less 

important than other factors in influencing local officials’ career promotion, but its importance 

level to mayors is considerably higher than to city managers.  In other words, city managers are 

less likely to expect professional network to help them achieve higher level office. This result is 

echoed with Stillman’s (1977) discussion that the professional associations, such as ICMA, 

merely remains a voluntary association with little or no influence over the entrance, promotion, 

training standards, and ethical performance of individual city managers. 

Moreover, city managers are more likely to see professional experience extremely 

important to their career advancement than mayors see political experience.  This implies that to 

some degree, city managers see their profession as a technique domain that needs lots of practice 
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for improvement.  Mayors, on the other hand, rely more on the passions and visions to 

accomplish their job. 

Furthermore, both mayors and city managers view knowledge of political culture as 

important to their career advancement without significant divergence between them. This finding 

may reveal that management profession is not purely technique; it is mixed with political 

perspectives. It reconfirms the conception supported by Nalbandian and Svara that city managers 

are important political players in their communities.  

In addition, by comparison between two groups, the greatest divergences take place on 

three items: 1) City managers are much more cautious of the politics-administration relationship 

than mayors. 2) Mayors are more likely to perceive that they should be active in political 

network in order to advance their careers than city managers perceive of their professional 

network. And 3) city managers highly value their professional experience as very important 

competence, while mayors do not see political experience as that crucial.  

If we look at mayors and city managers separately, mayors valued all the abilities very 

important with mean values above 5 in a 1-7 scale. However, they see ability to lead council, 

ability to maintain good relations with the media, and ability to network with interest groups 

even more crucial.  City managers valued all the items, except being active in professional 

network, very important as well.  But they show even greater emphasis on ability to get along 

with the council, ability to guide teamwork in administration, and professional experience.  

While both mayors and city managers agree on the great importance of internal leadership and 

management, their career values diverge with regard to other factors.  Mayors are very sensitive 

to interest groups’ support and relations with the media, reflecting that voters’ opinion and media 

attention matter to mayors’ career advancement.  City managers see relationship with the council 

as crucial.  This is not surprising as city managers are hired and evaluated by the council. City 

managers apparently have a high consensus on the importance of professional experience to their 

career advancement.   

As a summary (see table 17), the empirical results demonstrate that mayors tend to be 

very local and have shorter career experience than do city managers; they are less mobile than 

city managers; they are more concerned about interest groups’ support and relations with the 

media; they are more dedicated to local needs and problems, they may have a relatively narrower 
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perspective about city governance; and they may prefer visible policy projects than do city 

managers.  

In contrast, city managers are more mobile across localities; but they tend to have a very 

long professional experience; they tend to be more loyal to management profession than to 

community; they tend to have a broader perspective on city governance; they see management 

profession as both technical and political; and they understand that they are constrained by the 

relationship with the council.  In short, mayors and city managers have distinct career 

experiences, motivations and values; they are motivated in different social contexts; at the same 

time, they face different institutional hierarchies and social constrains.   

 

Table 17.  Profile Comparison between Mayors and City Managers (based on mean values) 

 
Mayors City Managers 

Very long-time residence (m=29 years) Shorter-time residence (m=10.5 years) 

Shorter experience in elected office 
(m=9.8 years); 
Very few (2%) have experience of 
working in other localities. 

Very long professional experience 
(m=20.5);  
About half of them have experience of 
working in other localities. 

Shorter period in current position (m=5 
years) 

Longer period in current position (m=6.5 
years) 

Social 

Context 

Mild level of media exposure (about 3 
times a month) 

Equivalent media exposure as mayors 

More likely to address specific 
problems in the city government 

Less likely to address specific problems in 
the city government 

Less likely to be motivated by salary More likely to be motivated by salary 

Have a strong desire to serve for public 
benefit in general 

Similar to mayors 

Career 

Motivations 

Lower interest in serving in other 
localities 

Higher interest in serving in other 
localities 
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Table 17 Continued  

 
Getting along with the administrator is 
not that important 

 
Getting along with the council is very 
important 

Political experience is not that 
important  

Professional experience is very important 

Being active in political network is 
fairly important 

Being active in professional network is 
less important 

 

Career 

Values 

Three most important abilities: leading 
council, maintaining good relations 
with the media, and networking with 
interest groups.  

Three most important abilities:  
getting along with council, guiding 
teamwork in administration, and 
professional experience 

Source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey. 

 

 

Trends on Political Dimensions 

  

Mayors’ socializations primarily take place in their communities and political experience.  

How do their career values and motivations change as they have resided longer and gain longer 

political experience?  Again with the survey data, t tests of group means help us to answer this 

question.  

Along the dimension of residence, mayors in the sample are separated into two groups: 

“short-time-resident mayors” and “long-time-resident mayors.”  Mayors who have lived in the 

local community for 20 years or longer are treated as “long-time-resident mayors;” otherwise 

they are “short-time-resident mayors.”  Likewise, along the dimension of political experience, if 

a mayor has 10 years or longer political experience, then he or she is “experienced mayor;” 

otherwise “less experienced mayor.”  

Table 18 presents the differences of career motivations and values between “short-time-

resident mayors” and “long-time-resident mayors.”  The items that do not show statistically 

significant differences between them are not presented here.  There are no substantial 

divergences between these two groups, but only slight differences on some items.  First, mayors 

with long-time residence were slightly less concerned about specific problem in the city 
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government and certain policy areas when they pursued the current mayor position. This is 

somewhat surprising.  It may imply that they become more tolerant to specific problems with the 

government or community as they have lived in the community for longer time. Another 

compatible explanation is that they have broader perspectives in city governance as they get 

older in the community. Second, mayors with long-time residence are less interested in serving 

in other localities other than this city—they become even more local. Interestingly, this item 

shows greatest divergence between “long-time resident mayors” and “short-term-resident 

mayors” among the items examined here.  Third and finally, mayors with long-time residence are 

less likely to see ability to network with interest groups as very important to their career 

advancement. A possible explanation is that as they have lived in the community for longer time, 

their political alliance have more possibly been established, or become more stable and stronger, 

thus they do not need to work hard on networking with interest groups.  

 

Table 18. Comparison of Long-Time-Resident and Short-Time-Resident Mayors 

 Short-Time 
Resident 

Long-Time 
Resident 

 
Obs. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Career Motivations 

To correct specific problems 
(1-7 scale) 

63/128 5.06 0.26 4.4 0.19 1.98** 

Concerned about certain 
policy areas (1-7 scale) 

63/128 4.89 0.25 4.33 0.19 1.73** 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

63/128 3.97 0.29 4.61 0.2 -1.84** 

Career Values 

Ability to network with 
interest groups 

63/128 6.06 0.14 5.77 0.1 1.68** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

Items that do not show statistically significant differences are not presented 

** Significant at 0.05 level 

 

Table 19 presents the differences of career motivations and values between “less 

experienced” and “experienced” mayors. With regard to career motivations, the most obvious 

difference between the two groups is mobility intention.  “Experienced” mayors are even less 
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likely to seek office in other localities—they become more local as they have longer political 

experience.  This may imply that experienced mayors are more likely to have firmly established 

political alliance or political capital in the local community that they would lose once they move 

to other places. Meantime, surprisingly too, “experienced” mayors were less likely to specifically 

address specific government problems or certain policy issues when they originally pursued the 

current position. They may become more tolerant to the problems and/or have broader 

perspectives in city governance.  But an alternative explanation could be that the mayors who are 

less focused on specific and narrow issues but had a broader perspective in city governance 

and/or were more tolerant to specific problems would be able to maintain longevity in the elected 

position. Those who couldn’t tolerate and/or had a narrow perspective were more likely to be 

washed out through elections. This finding is consistent with the situation that long-time-resident 

mayors were less likely to address specific issues when they were seeking the current office. 

 

Table 19. Comparison between Less Experienced and Experienced Mayors 

 Less-experienced 

Mayors 

Experienced 

Mayors 

 
Obs. 

Mean Std. Err. Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Career Motivations 

To correct specific 
problems (1-7 scale) 

112/78 4.86 0.2 4.28 0.26 1.80** 

Concerned about certain 
policy areas (1-7 scale) 

112/78 4.71 0.19 4.22 0.25 1.65* 

Because of salary (1-7 
scale) 

112/78 1.18 0.07 1.01 0.01 1.88** 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

112/78 4.18 0.21 4.76 0.27 -1.71** 

Career Values 
Ability to maintain good 
relations with the media 

112/78 5.77 0.11 6.04 0.11 -1.71** 

Ability to get along with 
administrator 

112/78 5.72 0.12 5.97 0.14 -1.36* 

Political experience 112/78 4.89 0.15 5.62 0.14 -3.36***

Knowledge of political 
culture 

112/78 5.59 0.11 5.89 0.12 -1.9** 
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Regarding career values, the greatest divergence occurring between less experienced and 

experienced mayors is associated with political experience. As a mayor has worked in elected 

office for longer time, he or she would more possibly value political experience to a high degree.  

In addition, experienced mayors are more likely to further emphasize the importance of 

ability to maintain good relations with the media, ability to get along with administrator, and 

knowledge of political culture. This finding is compatible with Nalbandian’s (2004) discovery 

that elected officials who have served for eight or more years show greater respect for staff, have 

greater role understanding, and value teamwork among their colleagues more than their newly 

elected counterparts. This empirical result also implies that as mayors become experienced, they 

learn that multiple relations and environment factors are playing crucial roles in their career 

development, thus they consciously pay more attention to all these factors and become more 

sophisticated and broad-minded politicians. 

 The findings from two typologies are compatible. Both confirm that as mayors get more 

socialized in their local community or political experience, they are less likely to be motivated by 

specific issues, but rather tend to be more tolerant and/or have broader perspectives on city 

governance; they become even less mobile, but attach their interests more firmly with their local 

communities.  On the other hand, as mayors get more socialized in community and political 

career, they value the ability to network with interest groups as less crucial to their career 

advancement, which may imply that they have established stable and strong political alliance in 

the local community. Meantime, however, they pay greater attention to environmental factors, 

such as the relationship with administrators, relationship with the media, and general political 

culture.  

 

Trends on Professional Dimensions 

  

City managers’ socialization mainly takes place in their professional training, networks, 

and experience.  Therefore, the dynamic changes of city managers’ career motivations and 

values are tracked along four dimensions: non-MPA vs. MPA managers, non-ICMA member vs. 

ICMA member managers, non-FCCMA vs. FCCMA member managers, and less experienced vs. 

experienced managers. The last dimension refers to professional experience.  City managers who 
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have served in local government as management professionals for 10 years and longer are 

“experienced” city managers; otherwise, they are “less experienced” city managers. 

 Table 20 displays the comparison results between non-MPA and MPA city managers. 

City managers with MPA degrees were less likely to be motivated by specific government 

problems and salaries when they pursued the current position.  Rather than managers with MPA 

degrees being less familiar with the local government, instead, a more plausible explanation is 

that they tend to have a broader perspective on city governance. City managers with MPA 

degrees are more mobile within the profession than those without MPA degrees.  They are less 

likely to emphasize success in promoting economic development as an important factor to their 

career advancement, which may also confirm that they have a broader perspective in their 

performance and city governance. City managers with MPA degrees, than their non-MPA 

counterparts, are also less likely to emphasize ability to network interest groups for their career 

promotion, which reflects they are less political-oriented and more profession-oriented. 

 

Table 20. Comparison between non-MPA and MPA Managers 

 Non-MPA MPA 

 Obs. 
Mean

Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score

Career Motivations 

To correct specific problems 
(1-7 scale) 

126/70 3.45 0.21  2.93 0.27 1.53* 

Because of salary (1-7 scale) 126/70 3.63 0.17  3.21 0.18 1.54* 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

126/70 3.75 0.20  3.30 0.27 1.34* 

Career Values 

Success in promoting 
economic development 

125/69 5.42 0.10  5.03 0.14 2.28** 

Ability to network with 
interest groups 

125/69 5.73 0.10  5.40 0.16 1.84** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

Items that do not show statistically significant differences are not presented 

* Significant at 0.1 level; ** Significant at 0.05 level; *** Significant at 0.01 level 
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 The comparisons between city managers with ICMA membership and without the 

membership are presented in Table 21.  Managers with ICMA membership, more than those 

without, were likely to be motivated by the idea of enhancing professional standing; and they are 

more interested in serving in other localities.  Regarding the importance of the factors to their 

career advancement, city managers generally value each factor as very important, but those with 

ICMA membership do not as highly value the following abilities as do those without ICMA 

membership: ability to lead administrative teamwork, ability to network with interest groups, 

success in promoting economic development, and knowledge of political culture. This may 

confirm that managers with MPA tend to be less attached to political force and more loyal to 

management profession, as well as have a broader perspective on their own job description and 

government performance. However, they see professional experience more important than did 

managers without ICMA membership. 

 

Table 21. Comparison between non-ICMA Member and ICMA Managers 

 Non-ICMA  ICMA Member 

 Obs. 
Mean

Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Career Motivations 

Enhance professional 
standing (1-7 scale) 

53/147 3.62 0.26  4.18 0.16 -1.82** 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

53/147 4.02 0.31  3.44 0.18 1.64* 

Career Values 

Ability to lead 
administrative teamwork 

53/145 6.62 0.08  6.28 0.07 2.6*** 

Success in promoting 
economic development 

53/145 5.51 0.16  5.17 0.09 1.87** 

Ability to network with 
interest groups 

53/145 5.87 0.14  5.51 0.10 2.01** 

Professional experience 53/145 6.17 0.12  6.34 0.06 -1.41* 

Knowledge of political 
culture 

53/145 6.13 0.12  5.75 0.10 2.15** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

Items that do not show statistically significant differences are not presented 

* Significant at 0.1 level; ** Significant at 0.05 level; *** Significant at 0.01 level 
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 In the same logic, Table 22 exhibits the comparison results of city managers with 

FCCMA membership and without the membership.  City managers with FCCMA membership 

were less likely to have an impulse to correct specific problems in the city government than those 

without FCCMA membership, again meaning managers with FCCMA membership may have a 

broader perspective to local governance.  Like the managers with MPA or ICMA membership, 

they are more interested in serving in other localities than their counterparts. The trends of their 

career values are also similar to the managers with ICMA membership—they valued the 

following factors as very important to their career advancement, but did not see them as highly 

important as did the managers without FCCMA membership: ability to lead administrative 

teamwork, success in promoting economic development, and knowledge of political culture.  

 

Table 22. Comparison between non-FCCMA and FCCMA Member Managers 

 Non-FCCMA 
Member 

FCCMA 
Member 

 
Obs. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T 
Score

Sig. 
Level 

Career Motivations 

To correct specific problems 
(1-7 scale) 

47/153 4.13 0.35  3 0.18 3 *** 

No interest in serving in 
other localities (1-7 scale) 

47/153 3.96 0.34  3.48 0.18 1.29 * 

Career Values 

Ability to lead 
administrative teamwork 

47/151 6.62 0.08  6.3 0.07 2.34 ** 

Success in promoting 
economic development 

47/151 5.51 0.18  5.18 0.09 1.73 ** 

Knowledge of political 
culture 

47/151 6.15 0.14  5.76 0.09 2.1 ** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

Items that do not show statistically significant differences are not presented 

FCCMA: Florida City and County Management Association 

* Significant at 0.1 level; ** Significant at 0.05 level; *** Significant at 0.01 level 

 

 The last set of comparisons of career motivations and values in the professional 

dimensions is between “less experienced” and “experienced” city managers, which presented in 

Table 23.  The results show that experienced managers, than less experienced ones, were less 
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likely to have an impulse to correct specific problems in the city government when they pursued 

the current position.  They valued the success in economic development slightly lower than did 

the less experienced managers.  These findings again illustrate that experienced managers, than 

less experienced ones, may have broader perspective and less likely to concentrate on specific 

and narrow issues as their entrance motivation.  However, they are more likely to see 

professional experience as a very crucial factor to their career advancement, which is easy 

understood.  In addition, experienced city managers, than less experienced ones, view ability to 

maintain good relations with the media even more important. This finding may imply that long-

time professional experience, to certain degree, may train managers to become a political game 

player.  Notably, MPA, ICMA, or FCCMA background does not show this trend. 

 

Table 23. Comparison between Less Experienced and Experienced Managers 

 Less 
experienced 

Experienced  

 
Obs. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

Mean
Std. 
Err. 

T Score 

Career Motivations 

To correct specific problems 
(1-7 scale) 

39/158 3.9 0.37  3.13 0.18 1.89** 

Career Values 

Ability to maintain good 
relations with the media 

39/158 5.28 0.23  5.63 0.09 -1.58* 

Success in promoting 
economic development 

39/158 5.51 0.22  5.19 0.09 1.57* 

Professional Experience 39/158 6 0.14  6.36 0.05 -2.76*** 

Data source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey 

Items that do not show statistically significant differences are not presented 

* Significant at 0.1 level; ** Significant at 0.05 level; *** Significant at 0.01 level 

 

 It is interesting to compare the four sets of comparison results and refine the findings in 

the professional dimensions.  First, all comparisons consistently support that as city managers are 

getting more professionalized and experienced, they become less likely to be motivated by the 

idea of correcting specific problems in the city government; and they do not value success in 

economic development as highly important to their career advancement as do their counterparts. 
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Instead they are likely to have a broader perspective on city governance. Second, the more 

professionalized, the more mobile city manager will become.  This illustrates that as city 

managers are exposed to broader professional contexts, they become less likely to constrain their 

career in a local community; but instead, they will seek more opportunities of career 

advancement in a large scope. Third, managers with MPA degrees or ICMA membership mark a 

slightly low value on the importance of ability to network with interest groups to their career 

advancement than do the managers without MPA degrees or ICMA members. This result may 

imply that more professionalized city managers are less constrained by local politics.  Fourth, the 

importance of ability to lead administrative teamwork and knowledge of political culture to 

career development were valued considerably high by all city managers, but those without ICMA 

or FCCMA membership assigned a even higher value to these items than did the managers with 

the professional networks. Fifth, while professional experience is seen as highly crucial to 

managers’ career advancement, experienced managers value it even more important than do 

other managers.  Managers with ICMA also show a higher appreciation to professional 

experience. Finally, experienced city managers, than less experienced managers, tend to be 

slightly more careful with relationships with the media for their career advancement, which may 

mean that long experience may train city managers to become sophisticated political players to 

some extent.  

Overall, the comparison results in the professional dimensions are compatible with each 

other, implying that professional institutions, including MPA training, ICMA and FCCMA 

networks, and long experience, play compatible roles in shaping city managers’ motivations and 

values.  Through these professionalizations and professional experience, city managers tend to 

have a broader perspective on city governance, beyond correcting specific problems in city 

government and concentrating on economic development.  They are more mobile across 

localities but more loyal to the management profession. They are more likely to appreciate 

professional experience.  However, while MPA training and professional networks nurture city 

managers’ professional norms and make them more independent from local political forces, 

long-time professional experience may train them to become more sophisticated political players. 

The summary of the findings, including the difference between city managers and mayors 

as well as their changes along two dimensions, is presented in Table 24. 
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Table 24.  Profile Comparison between Mayors and City Managers (based on mean values) 

 
Mayors City Managers 

Major 

Differences 
• Long-time residence in the community

• Very local 

• Shorter-time experience in elected 
office 

• Slightly shorter tenure 

• More concerned about interest groups’ 
support and relations with the media 

• More likely to be motivated by 
specific problems 

• Higher importance in success in 
economic development 

 

• Shorter-time residence in the community 

• Very mobile 

• Long-time experience in management 
profession  

• Slightly longer tenure 

• More concerned about the relationship 
with the council 

• Less likely to be motivated by specific 
problems 

• Lower importance in success in economic 
development 

 

Trends along 

residence 

/profession 

Long-time-resident mayors— 

• Become less mobile 

• Less likely to be motivated by specific 
problems 

• Lower importance on networking with 
interest groups 

 

More professionalized managers— 

• Become more mobile 

• Less likely to be motivated by specific 
government problems 

• Lower importance on networking with 
interest groups 

• Lower importance on success in 
economic development 

 
Trends along 

experience 

Experienced mayors— 

• Less likely to be motivated by specific 
government problems 

• More emphasize importance of ability 
to maintain good relations with the 
media and get along with 
administrator 

•  Less mobile 
 

Experience managers— 

• Less likely to be motivated by specific 
government problems  

• More emphasize importance of ability to 
maintain good relations with the media  

  

• Lower importance on success in 
economic development 

 
Source: 2006 Florida Mayor Survey and City Manager Survey. 

 

 

Conclusions  

  

Four major conclusions are drawn from the empirical analysis in this chapter: 
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First, mayors and city managers have distinct socializations.  Mayors’ socializations 

mainly occur in their local communities and political experience.  City managers’ socialization 

primarily take place in the management profession and professional experience, whereas 

management profession includes MPA training, ICMA membership, and FCCMA membership.  

On average, mayors are very long-time residents in the local community but have a relative 

shorter-time political experience. They are less interested in moving to elected office in other 

localities. In contrast, city managers have relatively shorter-time residence in the community 

they serve. They are more mobile. They are attached to professional processes and networks. 

And they have very long-time professional experience. 

Second, mayors and city managers have different motivations and values. Mayors are 

more concerned about interest groups’ support and relations with the media.  They are more 

dedicated to special local needs and problems; they may have relatively narrower perspectives 

about city governance; and they may prefer visible policy projects than do city managers. They 

understand that they are constrained by interest groups and the media.  In contrary, city managers 

tend to be more loyal to management profession than to community. They tend to have a broader 

perspective on city governance; they understand that they are constrained by the relationship 

with the council and the media; but they are less concerned about networking with interest 

groups.  However, mayors do not view a good relationship with their city managers as very 

important as city managers view a good relationship with the council, which indicates that local 

officials’ values and behavior are also shaped by the formal politics-administration hierarchy.  

Third, city manager’s professional background, including MPA education, ICMA and 

FCCMA affiliations shape their motivations and values more divergent from those of mayors. 

They become even more mobile; they are even less concerned about networking with interest 

groups; they have even broader perspectives about city governance; and they less concentrate on 

visible policy projects.  Mayors who are more socialized in their community, on the other hand, 

become even less mobile. However, they may become slightly less concerned about networking 

with interest groups; and they may have broader perspectives about city governance than average 

mayors. These trends show that managers’ socializations in the management profession lead 

them more divergent from average mayors; mayors’ socializations in their community may make 

them even more local, but also lead them to be more like city managers in some aspects. 

However, these changes show substantially slight.  
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Fourth and finally, city managers professional experience may even shape their values 

more divergent from those of mayors. Specifically, it may broaden their perspective beyond 

being motivated by correcting specific government problems and concentrating on visible policy 

projects. However, professional experience also nurtures their political skills, especially makes 

them more concerned with the relations with the media. On the other hand, mayors’ political 

experience makes them even less mobile and more careful to the relations with the media. 

However, they may become more broad-minded about city governance. Nevertheless, these 

changes are very substantially slight. 

 Overall, the empirical comparisons provide preliminary support for the incentive 

structure framework by finding that mayors and city managers face different social contexts as 

well as distinct motivations and values, and that officials’ motivations are constrained by 

institutional hierarchies and social pressures. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

CITY MANAGER’S POLICY LEADERSHIP 

 

This chapter applies the incentive structure framework to examine city manager’s 

leadership role in policy-making process. Probit maximum likelihood techniques are used to 

estimate models using data collected through the mayor and city manager surveys.  The 

empirical analysis confirms a number of specific predictions derived from the model and 

provides preliminary support for the usefulness of the incentive structure framework.  

 

City Manger’s Policy Leadership 

 

An abundance of research has convincingly identified appointed officials as principal 

policy actors in local government. It is argued that city managers regularly and actively 

participate in policy-making and local political process; they even play very important leadership 

role (Ammons and Newell 1989; Berman 1997; Browne 1985; French and Folz 2004; Loveridge 

1971; Morgan and Watson 1992; Nalbandian 1989, 1991; Newell and Ammons 1995; Svara 

1991, 1998, 1999).  This argument indeed challenges the traditional conception of the separation 

of policy and administration that treats city managers as instruments under the political 

supremacy rather than a brain within the local government system (Long 1996).  

However, it should also be recognized that in practice, city managers vary widely from 

active policymakers to weak administrators across cities (Kammerer et al. 1962; Loveridge 1971; 

Wirth and Vasu 1987; Wright 1969).  Ronald Loveridge (1971) divided city managers into four 

classes in terms of how they perceived themselves as “activist” in their policy roles in 

communities: political leaders, political executives, administrative directors, and administrative 

technicians.  “Political leader-type” frequently exhibits great willingness to introduce new ideas 

for making broad city improvement projects by openly soliciting or “playing politics” with 

council members for their votes on various issues. “Administrative technicians” are more 

inclined to view their own roles in communities as strictly subservient to the city council’s 

wishes.   
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What factors systematically account for the variation of the extent to which city managers 

are involved in policy-making?  Some scholars analyzed this question with consideration of 

environmental factors and personality characteristics.  Stillman (1977), for example, assumed 

that large city size, factionalized community, and the manager’s self-definition of “political 

leader-type” make city managers deeply involved in policy-making activities. Nonetheless, 

Browne (1985), while empirically examining Svara’s (1985, 1990) dichotomy-duality model in  

Michigan council-manager cities with focus on policy-initiation, found that council member’s 

attitudes shape city manager’s policy role more than do personality characteristics or city size.  

Some other scholars posit city manager’s policy leadership as determined by the politics-

administration interactions. Adrian and Press (1977) noted that city managers were compelled to 

play an active policy role largely by necessity when mayors lack substantial formal authority, or 

their exercise of policy leadership difficult.  Using ICMA 1987 survey data, Morgan and Watson 

(1992) compared mayors and city managers of council-manager cities in terms of their power 

and policy leadership role. They discovered that city managers play the dominant role in smaller 

cities while the mayors seemed dominant in larger cities.  French and Folz (2004) speculate that 

elected officials in council-manager cities may tolerate or even expect their city managers to be 

extensively involved in local mission and policy activities as long as the manager does not 

appear to be self-serving.  More recent research by Nalbandian (2006), nonetheless, argues that 

city managers’ policy leadership stems from legal authority and access to the expertise of the 

staff that reports to them. “City managers develop agendas for council meetings, bring issues to 

the council that its members would be unaware of otherwise, prepare an annual budget and make 

policy recommendations, and authorize the reports from staff to council. The governing body is 

actually placed in a vulnerable position.”  It has become a popular perception that city managers 

gain policy power and autonomy because of their professionalism on the one hand, and elected 

officials’ inability to policy decisions on the other hand.  However, this perception has not yet 

been systematically investigated (Amons and Newell 1989; Protasel 1988; Teske and Schneider 

1994).  

More broadly, the question of what factors determine city managers’ policy leadership 

role has not been sufficiently examined either theoretically or empirically.  This study begins to 

fill this lacuna by applying the theoretical framework of incentive structures to examine whether 
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the identified incentive factors make a difference in city manager’s policy leadership. Comparing 

to previous studies, this framework has such features as: 

First, it includes legal authority and access to the expertise of the staff that Nalbandian 

(2006) discussed. The access to the expertise of the staff that reports to the city manager is in fact 

the city manager’s authority to appoint and remove department heads, or the manager’s 

personnel authority. 

Second, this framework systematically examines influence of city manager’s 

professionalism on the one hand, and elected officials’ ability to policy decisions on the other 

hand in order to respond to the concerns in the literature (Amons and Newell 1989, Protasel 1988, 

and Teske and Schneider 1994).  Elected officials’ ability to policy decisions is reflected by their 

legal authority and political experience, which are included in the incentive structure framework. 

Another variable, the mayor’s policy leadership, is also included in the model in order to 

examine whether city managers play an active policy role when mayors lack substantial policy 

leadership. 

Third, with respect to Stillman’s (1977) argument, this study added environmental factors 

in the empirical model as control variables. Namely, they include city size, community economic 

status, and educational level. 

Fourth, this study exceeds previous studies by investigating the influence of local 

officials’ social contexts and career status that have been overlooked by previous studies. More 

importantly, it does so in a systematic way defined by the incentive structure framework.  

Finally, this research admits the impact of local officials’ personalities upon city 

manager’s policy leadership. However, since there are so many dimensions of personality and it 

is hard to systematically capture their influence within a limited sample size, these variables thus 

do not appear in the empirical model.   

 

Hypotheses 

  

The hypotheses are sorted in an order from bureaucratic incentives to political incentives, 

and then control variables. 
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Hypotheses for bureaucratic incentives 

As discussed in Chapter Four, institutional authority for city managers is measured by 

two variables: the form of government (council-manager=1) and city manager’s personnel 

authority over department heads.  They represent legal authority-based incentives.  Greater 

authority for a city manager may to a higher power incentive to lead and control policy-making. 

Therefore, the hypotheses are: 

Ha1 Council-manger form of government is positively associated with city manger’s policy 

leadership. 

Ha2 The city manager’s personnel authority is positively associated with city manager’s 

policy leadership. 

 The level of city manager evaluation by the council, as a means of legal-based oversight, 

may constrain city manager’s power and thus diminish city manager’s incentives to lead policy-

making. So it should have an opposite impact with city manager’s legal authority. 

Ha3 The level of city manager evaluation by the council is negatively associated with city 

manager’s policy leadership. 

Professionalization establishes a cognitive base for occupational autonomy (DiMaggio 

and Powell 1983).  It enhances city manager’s expertise in administration and ability to deal with 

local policy issues, thus motivates the city manager to deeply participate in policy-making.  

Newell and Ammons (1987) found that officials holding an MPA degree were more likely than 

their counterparts to devote greater percentages of time to the political role.  Teasley (1993) 

suggests that highly professional managers clearly took more policy initiative and showed less 

involvement with council relations, and that low professional managers were more like the 

administrative technicians. Likewise, city manager’s long professional experience also induces a 

high incentive for city managers to lead policy-making.  Kearney, Feldman, and Scavo (2000) 

found that city managers’ experience in government service is important in actions of 

recommending government reinvention to the council. 

Ha4 City manager’s MPA degree is positively associated with city manager’s policy 

leadership. 

Ha5 City manager’s involvement in professional organizations is positively associated with 

city manager’s policy leadership. 

Ha6 City manager’s professional experience is positively associated with city manager’s 

policy leadership. 
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 City manager’s work experience in other localities may have a mixed impact on her 

policy leadership role as well. On the one hand, city managers with professional experience in 

other localities are more innovative and thus have a higher incentive to actively participate in 

policy-making.  Kearney, Feldman, and Scavo (2000) suggest that city managers who have 

worked in different local governments have developed the experience and confidence needed to 

undertake actions that required a level of expertise seldom found in managers who are just 

embarking on their careers. On the other hand, elected officials may view a city manager with 

experience in other localities less loyal to the community and less likely to protect local interest 

than the one who only has the experience in the local community. Thus the council may not 

sufficiently trust the city manager and delegate the policy authority to her.  

Ha7 City manager’s work experience in other localities is associated with city manager’s 

policy leadership role. 

City manager’s media exposure is a social-based oversight against her incentives to lead 

policy process. It is predicted to have the same impact direction as city manager’s performance 

evaluation by the council. 

Ha8 City manager’s frequency of media exposure is negatively associated with city manager’s 

policy leadership. 

 The higher a city manager’s salary or market value, the more competent the manager is in 

management and policy-making, and the more independent the city manager is from the local 

city, and the more capable and  willing to lead policy process.  

Ha9 City manager’s salary is positively associated with city manager’s policy leadership. 

City managers may earn greater informal power in the local government because their 

longevity of office holding (Svara 1990). Thus they may have higher power incentive to pursue 

policy leadership.  Alternatively, their innovation and risk-taking intention may decrease as they 

hold the office longer (Kearney, Feldman, and Scavo 2000).  This in turn reduces their incentives 

to policy control.  Therefore, city manager’s tenure may have a mixed influence on his or her 

policy leadership. 

Ha10 City manager’s tenure is associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

City managers with a higher level of job security may be more likely to have a higher 

incentive to lead policy-making because they do not have to worry about being dismissed by the 

council due to “misbehavior.”  Alternatively, city managers with a higher level of job security 
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may be less innovative, and thus have a low incentive to lead policy. Therefore, the impact 

direction of city manager’s job security is undetermined. 

Ha11 City manager’s job security is associated with city manager’s policy leadership. 

Hypotheses for political incentives 

 As Adrian and Press (1977) noted, when mayor’s policy leadership is present, there will 

be less possibility for the city manager to lead policy-making processes.  City manager’s 

incentives to policy role are high when the council lacks a solid policy leadership. 

 Hb1 Mayor’s policy role is negatively associated with city manger’s policy leadership. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, larger council size is negatively associated with the share of 

each elected official’s authority and responsibilities. It thus decreases the council members’ 

incentives to public actions including policy-making. When elected officials have a low 

incentive to policy-making, they are more likely to delegate the authority to the city manger.  

The provision for direct democracy constrains elected officials’ authority and thus also lowers 

their incentives to make innovation in the government.  

Hb2 Council size is positively associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

Hb3 The provision for direct democracy is positively associated with city manager’s policy 

leadership role. 

Community attachment, as a consequence of community socialization, is a type of 

organizational commitment, which reflects an individual’s attitude regarding her relationship 

with the community. Mayor’s community attachment may reinforce her behavior more readily 

conforms to the normative expectations of local community. The mayor thus is more obligated to 

pursue community interest through policy-making.  Again when the mayor has a strong incentive 

to control policy process, the council would less likely to delegate policy power to the city 

manager. Since the length of mayor’s residence is used to measure her community attachment, 

we may expect: 

Hb4 The mayor’s resident length is negatively associated with city manager’s policy 

leadership role. 

Like a city manager’s professional experience induces a high incentive for city managers 

to lead policy-making, a mayor’s political experience may also enhance the mayor’s confidence 

and autonomy in leading policy process. Thus longer political experience may generate a high 

incentive for the mayor to play a leadership role of policy-making. Accordingly, the city 

manager would be less likely to exercise an active role if the mayor has a high incentive.  
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Hb5 The mayor’s political experience is negatively associated with city manager’s policy 

leadership role. 

Mayor’s media exposure is a social version of oversight that constrains her power. 

Therefore, mayors with frequent media exposure would be more cautious to exercise an active 

role in policy-making.  This in turn increases the city manager’s possibility of being deeply 

involved in policy-making. But alternatively, mayors tend to view themselves as the most 

important community leaders and thus pay much attention to media relation as discussed in 

Chapter 5.   Mayor’s media exposure may be an indicator of the prestige of her position, thus it 

may be negatively associated with city manager’s policy leadership. 

Hb6 The mayor’s media exposure is associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

Transaction cost theorists often link elected officials’ reelection with high power 

incentives (Frant 1996; Feiock et al., 2001, 2003). So one may expect that mayor’s reelection 

intention increase her policy leadership, and thus decrease the city manager’s policy-making role. 

However, policy-making is often an innovative and risky action. Elected officials could get 

negative credits by unconscious results of the policies that they formulated. Therefore, Down 

(1957) warned that electoral competition is sufficient to constrain the behavior of elected 

officials. In short, the impact of mayor’s reelection intention upon city manager’s policy 

leadership is not specifically determined.  

Hb7 The mayor’s reelection intention is associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

Mayor’s tenure may have the similar effect as city manager’s tenure.  The mayor may 

become the master of the city without significant challenge because of her longevity of office 

holding. Thus she would dominate policy-making processes and leave little room for city 

manager’s policy role. Alternatively, the longevity may reduce her innovative attitudes and make 

her uncaring about policy-making.   

Hb8 The mayor’s office tenure is associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

The survey shows that almost all mayors are very local—they live in a community for 

many years without move; they rarely have experience of serving in other localities. However, 

they differ in the moving intention. They have different levels of mobility intention or loyalty to 

the local office. This variable may reflect mayor’s self ambition to a more prestigious office in 

other place. One may expect that an ambitious mayor is more likely to control policy process; 

and loyal mayor is less likely to lead policy.  However, it is also reasonable to expect that a loyal 
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mayor has a strong desire to improve the welfare of the local community and thus is more likely 

to dominate policy-making. 

Hb9 The mayor’s loyalty to local office is associated with city manager’s policy leadership 

role. 

Hypotheses for control variables 

Morgan and Watson (1992) discovered that city managers play a dominant role of policy-

making in smaller cities while the mayors seemed dominant in larger cities.  This may be 

because a relatively small size of the voting public allows voters to hold bureaucrats more 

directly accountable (Teske and Mark Schneider 1994).  So city size is expected to have a 

negative impact on manager’s policy leadership.   

Hc1 City size is negatively associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

Zhang and Yang (forthcoming) suggest that a city manager is more likely to earn respect 

and autonomy in a community that is struggling from poor economic status than otherwise 

because the poor community eagerly needs professional help to change its status quo that the 

elected officials cannot provide. Therefore, economic status should have a negative impact on 

city manager’s policy leadership.  Likewise, education level has the similar influence. 

Hc2 Median household income is negatively associated with city manager’s policy leadership 

role. 

Hc3 Education level is negatively associated with city manager’s policy leadership role. 

 

The Measure of Policy Leadership  

 

The dependent variable city manager’s policy leadership is measured by the responses to 

Question 19 in the City Manager Survey:  

Regarding the city manager’s (or administrator’s) role in policy-making 
process, circle the letter that best describes your situation. 

a. I merely provide the council with information, but have little or no say 
in the policy-making process. 

b. The council seriously considers my advice and recommendations; and I 
have certain influence on policy outcomes. 

c. The council often prefers that I lead the policy-making process and 
defer to my recommendations. 
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Among the total 199 responses to this question, 13 city mangers (6.5 percent) perceived 

themselves as in the first category, not influential to policy-making; 162 city managers (81.4 

percent) thought they were in the second category—have certain influence on policy outcomes; 

while the other 24 city managers (12.1 percent) agree that they were leading policy-making in 

behalf of the council.  It is apparent that in most cities, the manager sees the council and city 

manger work together in decision-making. This reconfirms Svara’s (1985) dichotomy-duality 

model of shared policy-making as a common phenomenon.   

There is no significant dissimilarity between the working sample and the raw sample in 

terms of its distribution. The working sample contains 138 cities, within which 9 city mangers 

(6.5 percent) indicated they were not influential to policy-making; 111 (80.4 percent) indicated 

they had certain influence on policy outcomes; and 18 city managers (13.0 percent) indicated 

they lead policy-making on behalf of the council. 

In order to produce a dichotomous variable, the value of the dependent variable is coded 

1 if answer “c” is chosen; and coded 0 if answer “a” or “b” is chosen. 

Mayor’s policy leadership identifies whether the mayor has significant leadership over 

the elected body or she just plays the same role as other council members.  This measure is based 

on Question 21d in the mayor survey: “my role in policy process is not significantly 

distinguished from council members,” with a 1-7 scale.  It was recoded to a dichotomous 

variable. Responses 1 to 3 were coded as 1, and responses 4 to 7 were coded as 0.  In the 138 

working sample, 36 (26.1 percent) mayors have distinguished policy role.  

 

Results  

 

Probit MLE was used in Stata 9.1 for the statistical analysis1.  A correlation matrix was 

produced which showed that multicollinearity problem was unlikely to exist for the regression as 

all correlation coefficients were below 0.5 except the one between city manager’s salary and 

population which was 0.72.  This largest correlation coefficient is theoretically understandable 

because the manager’s position in a larger city is more prestigious thus receive a higher pay than 

in a smaller city. A model with the interaction term of manager’s salary and city size was 

                                                 
1 A Logistic MLE was also operated. The results were very similar. The output of Logistic MLE is 
presented in Appendix A. 
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estimated.  The results show that the Probit MLE fits the data well, with the LR chi square 

significant at the 0.01 level, and Pseudo square being 64.9 percent. The results are presented in 

Table 25. 

 

Table 25.  Probit Estimation of City Manager’s Policy Leadership 

Bureaucratic incentives Coefficient Political incentives Coefficient 

4.54** -3.19** Council-Manager government 

(2.29) 

Mayor's policy role 

(1.51) 

-0.45* 0.91* Manager's personnel authority 

(0.25) 

Council size 

(0.52) 

-0.46 1.48** Manager evaluation by council 

(0.45) 

Provision for direct democracy 

(0.69) 

0.33 -0.01 Manager’s MPA degree 

(0.69) 

Mayor’s residence length 

(0.03) 

0.01** -0.15 Involvement in professional networks 

(0.00) 

Political experience 

(0.12) 

0.03 0.29 Professional experience 

(0.05) 

Mayor’s media exposure 

(0.47) 

-2.14* 2.54* Professional experience in other 
localities (1.14) 

Reelection intention 

(1.30) 

-1.37** -0.26* Manager’s media exposure 

(0.64) 

Mayor’s tenure 

(0.15) 

-2.19 0.66** Manager's salary 

(1.75) 

Mayor’s office loyalty 

(0.26) 

-0.08  Manager’s tenure 

(0.09) 

 

 

0.96**  Manager's job security 

(0.46)   

   

Control variables  Model fitness 

Ln(population 2006) -2.25* N = 139 

 (1.29) LR chi2 (24) = 69.55 

Median household income ($K) -0.09 Prob > chi2 = 0.000 

 (0.07) Pseudo R2 = 0.649 

Education level (high school or higher) -0.17** 

 (0.07) 
 

Standard errors are in parentheses under the coefficient 

* Significant at 0.1 level; ** significant at 0.05 level. 
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Bureaucratic Incentives and Policy Leadership 

 

 Ha1 is supported as council-manager form of government is significantly and positively 

associated with city manager’s policy leadership. City managers are more likely to be delegated 

power for policy-making in council-manager cities.  It is not surprising that city managers share 

greater power in reformed cities than in unreformed cities. 

 The results do not support Ha2 as the manager’s personnel authority is significantly and 

negatively related with city manager’s policy role. In other words, city managers who have 

greater personnel authority are less likely to lead policy; and city managers who have less 

personnel authority are more likely to lead policy-making.  This implies that the council is not 

willing to delegate policy power to a city manager if the manager has great personnel authority 

already.  Instead, if the city manager has a weak personnel authority, the council is more likely to 

allow the manager to share more policy responsibilities. This result reconfirms a complementary 

relationship between elected officials and professional administrators, as Svara (1999) observes.  

It should be recognized as a common pattern that city managers are making policy and councils 

are participating in administration. However, unlike Svara’s findings, this research uncovers that 

the city council and city manager do not play overlapping roles in policy-making and 

administration. Instead, there is still a labor division between them although this division defers 

from the traditional politics-administration dichotomy. In other words, a city manager may act as 

a policy leader, but she does so at the expense of her administrative authority; city councils do 

not greatly delegate both administrative authority and policy-making power to city managers at 

the same time. 

 As anticipated in Ha3, the level of manager’s performance evaluation by the council is 

negatively associated with city manager’s policy-making role.  But it is statistically insignificant. 

This finding shows that manager evaluation by the council does not make a difference in 

manager’s policy leadership. 

  Manager’s MPA education has a positive relationship with manager’s policy leadership, 

but it is not significant as well. Ha4 is thus not supported. It may be true that city managers 

holding an MPA degree are more likely than their counterparts to devote greater percentages of 

time to the political role as Newell and Ammons (1987) suggested, but MPA degrees do not 

really help them earn policy leadership.   
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Ha5 is supported as manager’s involvement in professional organizations is significantly 

and positively associated with manager’s policy leadership role.  This confirms that city 

managers who actively participated in professional networks, such as ICMA and FCCMA, are 

less likely to be administrative technicians (Teasley 1993), and more likely to play an important 

policy role.  

Professional experience is not statistically significant at the 0.1 level, thus Ha6 is not 

supported.  There is no difference between experienced and less experienced city managers in 

their policy role.  However, manager’s professional experience with other localities is 

significantly but negatively associated with manager’s policy leadership.  City managers who 

have served in other localities are less likely to earn extra policy power from the council than 

those who started their career in the current community and have not moved to anywhere else.  

This finding may imply that the council is more willing to offer the policy-making opportunities 

to city managers whom the council thinks to have greater loyalty to the city.  This may reflect the 

importance of trust by the council in policy power delegation. If the council believes that the 

manager is merely a career climber and will not be loyal to the city, the council may see the 

manager as less likely to protect the local community by policy-making.  Then it will less likely 

to delegate policy authorities to the manager. Still another explanation for this finding is that 

managers, who have moved from place to place seeking a greater career opportunity, may be less 

interested in policy-making which links to long-term effects for the community. They may be 

more interested in the technical management part of city governance, which protect them from 

facing conflicts with the council and thus make them easily deal with the relationship with the 

council. 

Ha8 is supported as city manager’s media exposure has a significant and negative 

relationship with manager’s policy leadership.  If the city manager’s activities are frequently 

reported in local newspapers, the manager would less likely to take the policy leadership role. In 

other words, the quiet managers are more likely to play crucial role in policy process.  This 

finding reflects that the traditional notion that city managers should carry out policy instead of 

making policy still prevails in the society, and that social pressure and community expectations 

expressed by the media do make a difference in determining city manager’s policy role.  

City manager’s salary is not statistically significant; neither is city manager’s tenure.  It 

may imply that the cases in which city managers with longevity control the overall governmental 
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operation and cannot be challenged, which Svara (1990) found in case studies, do not 

systematically take place in a larger sample. 

Manager’s job security is significantly and positively associated with manager’s policy 

leadership, which support Ha11.  A higher level of job security means less job market pressure. 

It may enhance city manager’s confidence with her policy role. With the high confidence, the 

manager would be more willing to devote to policy formulation; and the council is more likely to 

trust the manager’s abilities in policy-making.  

In sum, a city manager is more likely to earn policy leadership when she is in a reformed 

city government, has less personnel authority over departments, actively involved in professional 

networks, has a low level of job market pressure, started career in the local community and has 

not moved office to other place, and not frequently exposed in the media coverage. The results 

demonstrate that city manager’s policy leadership stems not only from legal institutions, but also 

from city manager’s professional networks and her low level of job market pressure.  City 

manager’s policy role is significantly constrained by social pressures and expectations expressed 

by the media; it is also constrained by the manager’s identity—whether she is loyal to the local 

community or just a career climber.  These findings illustrate that social contexts shape city 

manager’s policy behavior.  

However, the most surprising finding is that city manager’s personnel authority is 

negatively related with manager’s policy role, which reconfirms the abandonment of the 

orthodox dichotomy model at the city government level. It suggests that city managers may earn 

greater policy authority from the council at the expense of her administrative authority.  City 

councils are unlikely to delegate all authority to the city managers with the concern that they may 

lose their control over the city government if they overlook the balance of politics-administration 

authority. 

 

Political Incentives and Policy Leadership 

  

Mayor’s policy role has a significant and negative association with city manager’s policy 

role, which support Hb1.  When the mayor possesses sufficient formal authority and willingness 

for policy-making, the council will be less likely to allow the city manager play an active policy 

role.  It may reconfirm Adrian and Press’s (1977) argument that some city managers were 
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compelled to play an active policy role largely by necessity when the city lacks a policy 

leadership from elected officials. 

 Council size has a significant and positive relationship with city manager’s policy 

leadership. It reflects that as council size becomes bigger, the overall political control of city 

government may be decreased due to the weakness of each council member’s incentives to 

policy-making.  Thus the city manager has a chance to step forward and take more policy 

responsibilities.   

Hb3 is supported as the provision for direct democracy is significantly and positively 

associated with city manager’s policy leadership. It appears that when there is an authority threat 

to the elected body, the mayor does hesitate to perform active role that may easily bring critiques. 

Then the city manager has a high chance to gain greater policy power.  

 Mayor’s residence length and political experience are negative as anticipated but not 

significant. Mayor’s media exposure is not significant too. Neither Hb4, nor Hb5 or Hb6 is 

supported.  This illustrates that the leverage of city manager’s policy leadership does not rely on 

mayor’s social contexts.  

However, the results show a significant and positive association between mayor’s 

reelection intention and manager’s policy leadership. It implies that mayors with a reelection 

intention do not consciously pursue political credits by policy-making.  Instead, they may see 

policy-making as a risky action that potentially reduces their probability of electoral success.  So 

they would rather delegate this responsibility to city managers. It confirms Down’s argument that 

electoral competition constrains the behavior of elected officials. 

The impact of mayor’s tenure is significant and negative.  It may imply that as the mayor 

served in the position longer, she may become a “master” of the local community and thus 

constrain city manager’s policy leadership role. 

Mayor’s office loyalty is significantly and positively associated with manager’s policy 

role. In other words, the impact of mayor’s mobility intention is significant and negative. This 

finding may indicate that among the mayors, most of whom are typically local and immobile, the 

ambitious mayors may have a high motivation to control policy process thus reduce the 

likelihood of city manger’s policy leadership.  

In sum, city manager’s policy leadership is determined by institutional authority and 

mayor’s career intention, but not related with mayor’s socializations. This is understandable 
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because in the sample most cities use council-manager form; the division of policy-making 

authority is more frequently between the council and the city manager than between the mayor 

and the city manager. Therefore, city manager’s policy role is less likely to depend on mayor’s 

social contexts. 

Regarding the control variables, the analysis shows that city managers are more likely to 

exercise a crucial policy role in smaller communities than larger ones, which is consistent with 

findings by Morgan and Watson (1992) as well as Teske and Mark Schneider (1994).  At the 

same time, a community with low level of education is more likely to have a city manager 

playing a policy leadership role.  

 

Conclusions and Implications 

 

This study is conducted with the proposition that the policy leadership of city managers 

in the decentralized American system of local government can be systematically related to local 

officials’ incentive structures. The empirical investigation provides a preliminary evidence to 

support this proposition.  Especially, the study contains the following contributive implications. 

First, this study reconfirms that city’s policy leadership is largely determined by city’s 

formal authority.  The form of government, council size, and provision for direct democracy all 

make a difference in influencing the presence of city manager’s policy leadership role. The 

institutional authority is still the core of the incentive structures faced by elected and appointed 

officials. 

Second, city manager’s policy leadership is also associated with city manager’s social 

contexts and career interest. Especially city managers’ involvement in professional networks, 

their experience with other localities, the media exposure, and job security can change the 

possibility that managers hold policy leadership.  This shows that the interaction patterns 

between elected officials and the city managers in policy-making process are systematically 

shaped by the broad social settings of local officials and individual conceptions about their 

current position. This study thus supports sociological institutional approach which argues that 

human beings are not merely rational actors, but their behavior is deeply imbedded in their socio-

historical contexts. Accordingly, it implies a critique toward the simplified application of rational 

choice theories in public administration literature. 
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Finally, this research reconfirms the failure of politics-administration dichotomy on the 

one hand, and popularity of partnership model in today’s city government system on the other 

hand.  City managers may actively participate in policy-making while they have less 

administrative responsibilities; and council members may be deeply involved in administration 

while they delegate the policy-making to the manager. The roles played by both elected officials 

and professional administrators are indeed complementary and exchangeable with a conscious 

balance of authority allocation between politics and administration in city governments.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

OFFICIALS’ INCENTIVES AND POLICY CHOICES 

 

This chapter applies the incentive structure framework to empirically investigate how 

political and bureaucratic incentives shape city’s economic development policy choices.  It holds 

the proposition that elected officials and professional administrators have distinct policy 

preferences associated with their distinct incentive structures.  The empirical analysis 

preliminarily supports this proposition and discovers interesting patterns of policy choices in city 

government.  The usefulness of the incentive structure framework is again basically confirmed. 

 

Development Policy and Local Government 

 

In his book City Limits, Paul Peterson (1981) divides policies into three categories: 

developmental, redistributive and allocational.  He asserts that developmental policies should be 

favored by city officials and economic elite because these policies benefit the individuals and 

groups who have borne the costs directly and can enhance the local fiscal base and improve the 

general welfare of the community.  In contrast, redistributive policies aid low- and non-

taxpaying groups at the expense of average and above-average taxpayers, and thus strain the 

city’s fiscal base and undermine its capacity to compete with other municipalities to attract new 

firms.  Peterson believes redistributive policies should be dealt with at the national level instead 

of the city level.  The allocational policies have neither much of a positive nor negative effect on 

the local economy.  Police, fire protection, and garbage collection are examples of some in this 

category.  In addition, Peterson argues that city governments are able to concentrate on economic 

development issues because political party and group activity is very limited at the local level. 

He emphasizes that the most important political issue for city government is to improve the local 

economy, and that all cities have a unitary interest in promoting economic development.  

Peterson’s view has proven somehow controversial. First, empirical research shows that 

besides the overall welfare of local economy, local officials do care about and pursue policies 
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that benefit poor individuals and neighborhoods (Ross and Levine 2006).  Second, there are 

various economic development policies and programs, which are applied in different situations 

and meet different goals of communities. Cities vary in choosing development policies.  Finally, 

local officials as policy-makers are far from a monolithic entity. They hold different social and 

political values and different career interests; they may diverge and even compete with each 

other in the policy choice of economic development. Therefore, instead of all cities unitarily 

pursuing economic development policies, city governments usually have different policy choices 

of economic development in part because of the local officials’ distinct incentive structures. 

A number of studies have paid much attention to political incentives to pursue economic 

development.  They empirically demonstrate how local elected leaders support new development 

programs in order to promote their political interests (Clingermayer and Feiock 1990; Feiock and 

Clingermayer 1986; Feiock and Kim 2000; Sharp 1991; Swanstrom 1985; Wolman 1988).  In 

these studies, politicians are seen to have less pressure on policy choices from constituencies and 

are able to manipulate the policy process(Clingermayer and Feiock 1994; Feiock and Kim 2000). 

Because the benefits of development policies may be highly visible, local politicians can reward 

their constituents by launching certain developmental programs and claim credit from their 

actions (Feiock and Kim 2000).  Therefore, local elected officials usually have a high incentive 

to adopt certain types of development policies.   

Other research views local economic development as an important undertaking for city 

managers (Wright 1968).  McCabe et al. (2006) argue that a city’s economic performance is a 

proxy for city manager’s performance.  If city managers can creatively use development policies 

to attract growth, they can cash these development gains on the job market and move to more 

lucrative positions in larger communities or private firms (also see Stein 1992; Feiock and 

Stream 2002).  

Unlike these bifurcated arguments, this research argues that both elected officials and city 

managers are crucial policy-makers in city government; that both of them may have high power 

incentives to pursue certain development policies; and that their policy preferences are shaped by 

their distinct incentive structures.  Regarding methodology, previous studies are limited to 

examining the adoption of single policies or counting the total number of city development 

policies. Although these approaches have merit, an analysis that identifies dimensions of policy 

choices might be of greater value (Feiock and Clingermayer 1992).  In this study, several 
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dimensions of development policies are identified; a number of policy instruments that 

encompass different combinations of these dimensions are introduced; and hypotheses that link 

these dimensions to local officials’ incentive structures are proposed.  This study is the first to 

compare development policy instruments along their various dimensions to investigate how 

policy preferences are determined by incentive structures in city government. 

 

Policy Dimensions 

 

Feiock and Clingermayer (1992) identify two dimensions of development policies: 

visibility and distribution. Visible policies refer to the policies that result in a visible effect in a 

relatively short-term. One example of a visible program is tax abatement that may lure a number 

of manufacturers to the community. Infrastructure and environment policies are typical less 

visible policies.  Highly visible development programs may provide local public officials with 

opportunities to claim credit.  Distribution of policy refers to scope of the beneficiary that the 

policy is designed to serve for. Diffuse policies direct benefits to all members of the community, 

while concentrated or targeted policies direct benefits to specific sets of recipients, usually 

located in particular geographic areas within the community. With targeted policies, elected 

officials may claim credit for their reelection by providing their constituencies with particular 

benefits financed by a larger constituency. Conversely, this policy choice may also cause 

opposition from the large constituency and thus potentially undermine the possibility of their 

electoral success.  If the targeted policy seeks to reduce economic disparity within the city by 

concentrating resources in particular geographic areas, it may earn sympathy from the median 

voters because it can improve the city’s socio-economic conditions in a long run. Therefore, such 

policies have both developmental and redistributive consequences (Tao and Feiock 1999). 

Following Feiock and Clingermayer (1992), two more dimensions of development 

policies, technology and financial risk, are added in this study. The technical dimension refers to 

different levels of technology complexity.  Highly technical policies are designed to solve 

problems in a complicated or controversial situation, and may contain multiple policy objectives.  

They need advanced knowledge and skills to formulate and implement the policy.  In contrast, 

non technical policies are usually used to pursue simple objectives. They do not need advanced 

knowledge and skills to formulate and implement. For example, tax abatement and financial 
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incentive policies are comparatively less technical than policies of strategic planning and 

redevelopment programs in declining areas.  Moreover, the outcomes of highly technical policies 

are relatively uncertain and sometimes politically risky due to the complicated situations. 

Therefore, innovation and risk tolerance are needed when highly technical policies are enacted.  

Development policies include financial incentive instruments and non-financial 

instruments. Financial incentive instruments, such as financial grants and tax abatement, 

encompass a cost-benefit calculation and potential risk of financial loss for local government.  In 

contrast, non-financial instruments, such as streamlining review of licenses and permits, focus on 

the improvement of managerial process and do not directly induce financial risk. Along this 

dimension, policies with high financial risk and policies with low financial risk are identified.  

In addition, along the distribution dimension, three scopes of policy beneficiaries are 

specified: the targeted, the locally diffuse, and regionally diffuse.  Locally diffuse policies utilize 

resources within the city boundaries and direct policy benefits to all members within the local 

community.  Regionally diffuse policies aim to explore development opportunities through 

regional development cooperation and partnership. Regionally diffuse policies utilize resources 

and distribute benefits within a larger geographic area. 

In sum, the four dimensions of development policy in this study are:  

• Visible versus less visible policies 

• Targeted versus locally diffuse versus regionally diffuse policies 

• Policies with low technology versus policies with high technology 

• Policies with high financial risk versus policies with low financial risk 

 

Local Officials’ Preferences 

 

The linkages between local officials’ policy preferences and the policy dimensions are 

found in the public administration literature. Reese and Fasenfest (1997) suggest that elected 

officials, with a short-term perspective dictated by an election cycle, are merely concerned about 

visible and short-term policy outputs, and they rarely consider long-term policy outcomes and 

impacts. Svara (1999) find that in actuality, elected officials devote more attention to short-range 

concerns of public policies. Other studies (Bae and Feiock 2004; Feiock and Kim 2000; Sharp 
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1997), by comparing reformed and unreformed city governments, note that professional 

administrators have incentives to stress citywide issues and large constituencies, while local 

politicians conversely have incentives to address narrow issues and for small constituencies.  

However, previous studies also provide opposite arguments. For example, Edward 

Banfield and James Q Wilson (1963) in City Politics criticized the policy values of city 

managers.  They insisted that managers tend to be conservative, unenterprising, and devoted to 

routine decisions because their mentality is close to that of an engineer.  Loveridge (1968) found 

city managers and council members often hold conflicting conceptions about their policy role.  

In order to resolve this conflict, city managers are usually involved in ‘safe’ policy areas and 

withdraw from more controversial questions. In other words, city managers are less innovative in 

policy-making for their job security. A more recent study by Banovetz (1994) argues, faced with 

increasing political uncertainty and the possibility of imminent job loss, city managers “will 

sacrifice rationality for incrementalism in decision making; work diligently more to avoid 

mistakes than to achieve success; perfect standard routines rather than assume the risks of 

innovation; and seek anonymity rather than leadership. In short, they will become government 

bureaucrats.” (pp. 321).  Previous studies in local officials’ policy preferences once again show 

the bifurcated standpoints favouring either elected officials or professional administrators. 

Facing this scholarly controversy in the literature, it is even more meaningful and necessary to 

investigate theoretically and empirically how local officials’ policy preferences are shaped by 

their incentive structures. 

The incentive structure framework discussed in Chapter 3 predicted the association of 

local officials’ incentives with three of these policy dimensions: 

First, elected officials tend to apply visible policies rather than policies emphasizing on 

long-term outcomes and impacts. Conversely, city mangers are less concerned about the 

visibility of policies. 

Second, with strong attachment with their local community, elected officials are more 

interested in distributing policy benefits to their local community or part of the community rather 

than to broader policy beneficiaries. Conversely, city managers are likely to accept policies that 

benefit broader society rather than narrowly targeted recipients. 

Third, lacking advanced training in policy issues, elected officials may prefer policies 

that are easily understood and controlled rather than policies with complicated formulations.  
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Conversely, city managers are likely to favor technical policies that present their professional 

knowledge and skills, through which they can build their professional reputation and create 

opportunities to advance their career in the city management profession.  

With respect to the financial risk dimension, both elected and appointed officials may 

favor policies with low financial risk rather than high financial risk, when other conditions are 

equal. But financial risk dimension can be used as a scrutiny means for the public to oversight 

the government. Under different oversight, elected officials and professional administrators show 

different sensitivity levels toward financial risk. 

 

Policy Instruments for Examination 

 

Five policy instruments are selected from the development policy area: financial grants to 

businesses, streamlining review of licenses and permits for businesses, improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment, strategic planning for economic development, and 

regional development partnership.  While they all seek to enhance economic growth, each varies 

along dimensions of visibility of effect, distribution of benefits, technology, and financial risk.  

These instruments provide a unique opportunity to investigate local officials’ policy preferences 

based on mayor and city manager’s distinct incentive structures. 

 Financial grants to businesses (FGB) is a traditional financial incentive instrument. It is 

expected to lower firm’s financial commitment for investment and thus to lure firms from other 

locations or to retain current firms from moving away in the regional development competition 

(Liou 1999).  FGB is often designed to support certain types of businesses within the community.  

So FGB is highly visible and non technical, with targeted beneficiaries and a potential risk of 

financial loss. 

 Streamlining review of licenses and permits (SRLP) focuses on managerial improvement 

and is less financially risky.  It may generate a quick and visible effect on local economy by 

luring outside businesses and focuses on the community benefit. SRLP is a combination of high 

visibility, local benefit distribution, low technology, and low financial risk. 

 Improvement to declining areas to stimulate investment (IDA) is a technically complex 

development instrument because it interweaves several policy areas together, including 

geographic redevelopment, racial disparity, criminal justice, and educational policies (Oliver and 
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Dawson-Munoz 1996; Hawkins 1999). IDA usually utilizes not only financial incentives, but 

also managerial improvements.  It usually hard to provide policy benefits to the designated areas 

in a short-term, but the policy programs may maintain a long-term impact on the overall 

community. In short, IDA is a less visible, highly technical, high financially risky policy 

instrument with targeted and local diffuse beneficiaries.   

Strategic planning (SP) provides a systematic process for gathering information to 

establish a long-term direction for city’s overall development and translate that direction into 

specific goals and actions (Poister and Streib 2005).  A strategic plan for economic development 

may institutionalize professional norms and values in the policymaking process (Kemp 1992).  It 

may lead to less use of costly financial incentives but greater use of other non-financial strategies 

(Feiock, Jeong, and Kim 2003).  Strategic planning can insulate the decision-making process 

from narrow and short-term interests, and focus on long-term and sustainable development for 

the city (Blakely 1989).  Strategic planning is a less visible, locally diffuse policy with low 

financial risk; it may be highly technical. 

Regional partnership (RP) or interjurisdictional cooperation is widely advocated in the 

public administration field over recent years. For example, Frederickson and Matkin (2005) 

argue that inter-jurisdictional cooperation emerges when there is a mismatch between 

jurisdictional boundaries and jurisdictional problems such as environmental problem and tax 

flow.  Rusk (1999) criticizes the traditional policies that merely focus on financial incentives in 

the regional competition as a win-loss or loss-loss approach. He suggests that regional 

cooperation such as tax-sharing agreement would be a better solution.  Agranoff and McGuire 

(2003) indicate that shared belief and trust among local officials contribute to the regional 

cooperation. However, like a common pool resources dilemma, regional partnership cannot be 

achieved unless it overcomes three obstacles: coordination problem, division problem, and 

defection problem (see Feiock 2005 for detailed description). It may be difficult and take a long-

time for local officials to negotiate before they sign a regional partnership agreement. Sometimes, 

it requires the participant cities to financially sacrifice a little bit for the regional common goods 

or long-term benefit. However, since regional partnership usually is voluntary, a city can 

withdraw from the agreement if its officials think their gains do not exceed their costs.  It is hard 

for other cities in the agreement to punish the city for its withdrawal.  Thus, regional partnership 
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is a less visible, regionally diffuse, and highly technical policy instrument, but with low financial 

risk. 

With various combinations of four dimensions, these five policy instruments provide a 

solid foundation to examine local officials’ policy preferences. Table 26 presents a summary of 

the characteristics of these policy instruments in terms of the four dimensions. 

 

Table 26.  Characteristics of the Policy Instruments 

Policy instruments Visibility

(V)  

Distribution

(D)  

Technology  

(T) 

Financial risk 

(F) 

a. Financial grants to businesses High  Targeted  Low  High  

b. Streamlining review of license and 
permits 

High  Local diffuse Low  Low  

c. Improvements to declining areas Low  Targeted and 
Local diffuse   

High  High  

d. Strategic planning for development Low  Local diffuse High  Low  

e. Regional development partnership Low  Regional 
diffuse 

High  Low  

 
 

Officials’ Preferences to Development Instruments 

  

Based on the discussion of local officials’ preferences to policy dimensions, we may 

interpret the preferences to the five policy instruments. Mayors with strong political incentives 

are likely to support financial grants to businesses and streamlining review of licenses and 

permits because these two instruments are highly visible and less technical with targeted and 

locally diffuse beneficiaries.  Mayors are unlikely to favor improvements to declining areas to 

stimulate investment, strategic planning for development, and regional development partnership 

because these policy instruments are less visible and highly technical. Especially mayors may 

reject the adoption of regional partnership because it may make the city sacrifice financially for 

the regional common interests.  

 City managers with strong bureaucratic incentives are unlikely to favor the policy 

programs of financial grants to businesses because of the low technology and potentially high 
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financial risk. They may support streamlining review of licenses and permits because it is a 

“safe” policy instrument and reflects the value of efficiency. Regarding the program of 

improvement to declining areas to stimulate investment, city manager’s position seems 

ambiguous because on the one hand, adopting and implementing this highly technical policy may 

create career opportunities for the manager. But on the other hand, it is financially risky; thus it 

may damage the manager’s professional reputation if it fails. However, if the city manager is 

confident to deal with the technology involved in this program, she may be able to control the 

financial risk to a low level. Therefore, it is proposed that city manager’s strong bureaucratic 

incentives lead to the adoption of improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment. 

 City managers with strong bureaucratic incentives are likely to support strategic planning 

for development because it is highly technical and less financially risky. Regional development 

partnership may be advocated by city managers not only because it is highly technical, but also 

because it may distribute benefits to a broader region and thus the manager can build up his or 

her reputation in a larger area, which in turn broaden his or her career opportunities.  

 

Hypotheses 

 

With respect to each incentive factor that accounts for the variation of officials’ policy 

preferences, the impact of authority-based incentives is identified based on the official’s general 

inclination toward each policy instrument that was just discussed.  The influence of the social 

and individual career incentives is specified based on the dimensional characteristics of each 

policy instrument.  The specific hypotheses are described in three categories as followings; and a 

summary of the hypotheses is presented in Table 27 in the end of this subsection. 

Authority-based incentives 

On average, city managers in council-manager government own greater authority and 

face higher authority-based incentives.  City managers with greater personnel authority have 

higher authority-based incentives.  In addition, city manager’s policy leadership, which was 

carefully discussed in Chapter 6, is also an indicator of bureaucratic incentives. Teske and 

Schneider (1994) find that the real force that pushes city managers actually to introduce policy 

innovations is most often their own leadership, buttressed by demands from politicians and 
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citizens. Therefore, city manager’s policy leadership is added to the models in this chapter as an 

independent variable. 

Ha1-3a Council-manager government /manager’s personnel authority /policy leadership is 

negatively associated with the adoption of financial grants to businesses;  

Ha1-3b Council-manager government /manager’s personnel authority /policy leadership is 

positively associated with the adoption of streamlining review of licenses and permits; 

Ha1-3c Council-manager government /manager’s personnel authority /policy leadership is 

positively associated with the adoption of improvements to declining areas to stimulate 

investment; 

Ha1-3d Council-manager government /manager’s personnel authority /policy leadership is 

positively associated with the adoption of strategic planning for development; 

Ha1-3e Council-manager government /manager’s personnel authority /policy leadership is 

positively associated with the adoption of regional development partnership.  

Manager evaluation by council may shape manager’s policy preferences in the way that 

pleases the council. Thus manager evaluation should have the same impact directions as the 

mayor’s inclination toward the policy instruments. 

 Ha4a Manager evaluation is positively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Ha4b Manager evaluation is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining review of 

licenses and permits; 

Ha4c Manager evaluation is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment;  

Ha4d Manager evaluation is negatively associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development; 

Ha4e Manager evaluation is negatively associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.  

 As one of the authority-based political incentives, mayor’s policy leadership is expected 

to influence policy choices in comparison with city manager’s policy leadership role. Thus it is 

added to the policy choice models. 

Hb1a Mayor’s policy leadership is positively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Hb1b Mayor’s policy leadership is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining 

review of licenses and permits; 
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Hb1c Mayor’s policy leadership is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment. 

Hb1d Mayor’s policy leadership is negatively associated with the adoption of strategic planning 

for development; 

Hb1e Mayor’s policy leadership is negatively associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership.  

Another indicator of authority-based political incentive, electoral approach, should shape 

council’s preferences to certain policy dimensions.  More council seats elected from at-large may 

lead the council more likely to accept targeted policies because of the weaker opposition from 

districts. More council seats elected from districts may lead the council less cautious with city 

expenditure and financial risk (Southwick 1997).  Thus at-large election would shape preferences 

to less financially risky policies.  Among the five policy instruments, two targeted instruments 

happen to be highly financial risky and three diffuse instruments are less financially risky, the 

five hypotheses about at-large election are undetermined.   

Hb2a-e At-large election is associated with the adoption of financial grants to businesses, 

streamlining review of licenses and permits, improvements to declining areas to 

stimulate investment, strategic planning for development, and regional development 

partnership. 

 Provision for direct democracy may induce a pressure for elected officials to show their 

achievements and force them to avoid highly financial risky policies. Therefore, this variable is 

positively associated with policy visibility and negatively associated with financial risk. 

Hb3a The provision for direct democracy is associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Hb3b The provision for direct democracy is positively associated with the adoption of 

streamlining review of licenses and permits; 

Hb3c The provision for direct democracy is negatively associated with the adoption of 

improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb3d The provision for direct democracy is associated with the adoption of strategic planning 

for development; 

Hb3e The provision for direct democracy is associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership.  

Manager’s social and individual career incentives 
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MPA education provides managers with professional knowledge and skills.  Managers 

with an MPA degree have higher incentives to deal with technically complex policies. At the 

same time, the professional education may train them to rationally analyze policy conditions and 

minimize financial risk. Therefore, managers with an MPA degree would have a high incentive 

to implement highly technical policies and low incentive to implement financially risky policies. 

Ha5a Manager’s MPA degree is negatively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Ha5b Manager’s MPA degree is associated with the adoption of streamlining review of licenses 

and permits; the impact direction is undetermined. 

Ha5c Manager’s MPA degree is associated with the adoption of improvements to declining 

areas to stimulate investment; 

Ha5d Manager MPA degree is positively associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development;  

Ha5e Manager MPA degree is positively associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.  

Research has found that professional membership was positively and significantly 

associated with commitment to public interest/civic duty and self-sacrifice (Perry 1997). We thus 

may propose that manager’s professional network involvement is negatively associated with 

policy visibility and targetedness.  

Ha6a Manager’s professional network involvement is negatively associated with the adoption 

of financial grants to businesses;  

Ha6b Manager’s professional network involvement is associated with the adoption of 

streamlining review of licenses and permits; 

Ha6c Manager’s professional network involvement is positively associated with the adoption of 

improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment;  

Ha6d Manager’s professional network involvement is positively associated with the adoption of 

strategic planning for development;  

Ha6e Manager’s professional network involvement is positively associated with the adoption of 

regional development partnership.  

Professional experience is expected to improve city manager’s skills to deal with 

technically complex policy issues. City managers with longer professional experience are likely 

to have a stronger incentive to choose highly technical policies.  
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Ha7a Manager’s professional experience is negatively associated with the adoption of financial 

grants to businesses;  

Ha7b Manager’s professional experience is negatively associated with the adoption of 

streamlining review of licenses and permits; 

Ha7c Manager’s professional experience is positively associated with the adoption of 

improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment;  

Ha7d Manager’s professional experience is positively associated with the adoption of strategic 

planning for development;  

Ha7e Manager’s professional experience is positively associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership.  

 Assuming that city managers with professional experience in other localities have 

broader perspective of public interest and advanced skills in policy-making than city managers 

without this experience, we may expect that this variable is negatively associated with 

targetedness and positively associated with technology. 

Ha8a Manager’s professional experience in other localities is negatively associated with the 

adoption of financial grants to businesses;  

Ha8b Manager’s professional experience in other localities is associated with the adoption of 

streamlining review of licenses and permits; 

Ha8c Manager’s professional experience in other localities is associated with the adoption of 

improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment;  

Ha8d Manager’s professional experience in other localities is positively associated with the 

adoption of strategic planning for development;  

Ha8e Manager’s professional experience in other localities is positively associated with the 

adoption of regional development partnership.  

Media exposure may constrain city manager’s policy behavior by minimizing the 

likelihood of adopting a financially risky policy. Thus media exposure is negatively associated 

with financial risk. 

Ha9a Manager’s media exposure is negatively associated with the adoption of financial grants 

to businesses;  

Ha9b Manager’s media exposure is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining 

review of licenses and permits;  

Ha9c Manager’s media exposure is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment;  
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Ha9d Manager’s media exposure is positively associated with the adoption of strategic 

planning for development;  

Ha9e Manager’s media exposure is positively associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership.  

 Manager’s salary should reflect their professional competence.  Managers with high 

salaries thus may see themselves more independent from political constraints and may be more 

innovative to bring in technically complex policies than those with low salaries.  

Ha10a Manager’s salary is negatively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Ha10b Manager’s salary is negatively associated with the adoption of streamlining review of 

licenses and permits; 

Ha10c Manager’s salary is positively associated with the adoption of improvements to declining 

areas to stimulate investment;  

Ha10d Manager’s salary is positively associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development;  

Ha10e Manager’s salary is positively associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.  

 High job security may increase city managers’ incentives to innovation and encourage 

them to choose highly technical policies. However, when their jobs are not secure, they need to 

think about future employment opportunities in other places, so they may be more likely to 

advocate technical policies in order to build up their competence and reputation in managerial 

profession.  Therefore, job security has an undetermined effect on policy choices. 

Ha11a-e Manager’s job security is associated with the adoption of financial grants to businesses/ 

streamlining review of licenses and permits/ improvements to declining areas to 

stimulate investment/ strategic planning for development/ regional development 

partnership. 

Politician’s social and individual career incentives  

Mayor’s residence length in the community reflects his or her affective attachment with 

the local community, and thus shapes his or her policy preferences toward protecting local 

interests. So this variable is directly correlated with policy benefit distribution. 

Hb4a Mayor’s residence length is positively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  
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Hb4b Mayor’s residence length is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining 

review of licenses and permits; 

Hb4c Mayor’s residence length is positively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb4d Mayor’s residence length is positively associated with the adoption of strategic planning 

for development; 

Hb4e Mayor’s residence length is negatively associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership.  

Mayors may become more sophisticated political game players as they have longer 

political experience.  On the one hand, they may tend to present their accomplishments in a rapid 

way. On the other hand they may try to minimize financial risk in policy-making. In other words, 

mayors with longer political experience and tenure would be more motivated to adopt highly 

visible and less financially risky policies. 

Hb5a Mayor’s political experience is associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Hb5b Mayor’s political experience is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining 

review of licenses and permits; 

Hb5c Mayor’s political experience is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements 

to declining areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb5d Mayor’s political experience is associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development; 

Hb5e Mayor’s political experience is associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.  

Mayor’s media exposure may have the same impact as the provision for direct democracy.  

It pushes mayors to choose visible policies and constrain mayor’s inclination to financially risky 

policies. 

Hb6a Mayor’s media exposure is associated with the adoption of financial grants to businesses;  

Hb6b Mayor’s media exposure is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining review 

of licenses and permits; 

Hb6c Mayor’s media exposure is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb6d Mayor’s media exposure is associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development; 
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Hb6e Mayor’s media exposure is associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.  

Previous research argues that officials who seek reelection may maximize political 

support by symbolically advocating the adoption of new development instruments that provide 

short-term political benefits (Feiock and Kim 2000). In other words, mayors with reelection 

intention are likely to choose visible policy programs.  

 Hb7a Mayor’s reelection intention is positively associated with the adoption of financial grants 

to businesses; the impact direction is undetermined. 

Hb7b Mayor’s reelection intention is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining 

review of licenses and permits; 

Hb7c Mayor’s reelection intention is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements 

to declining areas to stimulate investment; the impact direction is undetermined. 

Hb7d Mayor’s reelection intention is negatively associated with the adoption of strategic 

planning for development; the impact direction is undetermined. 

Hb7e Mayor’s reelection intention is negatively associated with the adoption of regional 

development partnership; the impact direction is undetermined. 

Mayor’s office tenure may have the same impact as mayor’s political experience. 

Hb8a Mayor’s tenure is associated with the adoption of financial grants to businesses;  

Hb8b Mayor’s tenure is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining review of 

licenses and permits; 

Hb8c Mayor’s tenure is negatively associated with the adoption of improvements to declining 

areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb8d Mayor’s tenure is associated with the adoption of strategic planning for development; 

Hb8e Mayor’s tenure is associated with the adoption of regional development partnership.  

Mayor’s office loyalty is assumedly associated with benefit distribution of policies. 

Mayors who have no interest in serving other localities may have local-oriented policy objectives. 

In contrary, mayors who are willing to serve in other localities will be more open to policies that 

have a regional benefit distribution and more willing to sacrifice a small portion of local interests 

for regional common goods.  

Hb9a Mayor’s office loyalty is positively associated with the adoption of financial grants to 

businesses;  

Hb9b Mayor’s office loyalty is positively associated with the adoption of streamlining review 

of licenses and permits; 
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Table 27.  Anticipated Association of Officials’ Incentives with the Policy Adoptions 

Dimension   FGB SRLP IDA SP RP 

 Bureaucratic Incentives      

 Council-Manager government - + + + + 
 Manager's personnel authority - + + + + 
 Manager’s policy leadership - + + + + 
 Manager evaluation by council + + - - - 
T/F Manager’s MPA degree - -/+ +/- + + 
V/D Professional network involvement - -/+ + + + 
T Professional experience - - + + + 
T/D Experience with other localities - -/+ + + + 
F Manager’s media exposure - + - + + 
T Manager’s salary - - + + + 
T Job security + + - - - 
 Political Incentives  
 Mayor's policy role + + - - - 
D/F At-large election +/- -/+ +/- -/+ -/+ 
V/F Provision for direct democracy +/- + - -/+ -/+ 
D Mayor’s residence length + + + + - 
V/D Political experience +/- + - -/+ -/+ 
V/F Mayor’s media exposure +/- + - -/+ -/+ 
V Mayor’s reelection intention + + - - - 
V/D Mayor’s tenure +/- + - -/+ -/+ 
D Mayor’s office loyalty + + + + - 
 Control variables  
 City manager’s tenure      
 City size  + + + + + 
 Population growth + + + + + 
 Median household income + + + + - 
V=Visibility   D=Distribution  T=Technology   F=Financial risk 
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Hb9c Mayor’s office loyalty is positively associated with the adoption of improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment.  

Hb9d Mayor’s office loyalty is positively associated with the adoption of strategic planning for 

development; 

Hb9e Mayor’s office loyalty is negatively associated with the adoption of regional development 

partnership.   

Control variables 

 Larger cities possess more resources and are able to experiments many policy instruments. 

When a city faces a higher pressure of population growth, or disadvantaged economy, it is also 

likely to adopt any policy instruments to meet its employment needs. Thus we may expect a 

positive relation between city size/population growth and any policy adoption, and a negative 

relation between median household income and policy adoptions.  

 

Policy Adoption and Control for Time Sensitivity 

 

Policy adoptions and measures 

 

Table 28.  Distribution of the Independent Variables in the Policy Choice Models 

 Not yet 
adopted=0 

Adopted during 
manager’s 
term=1 

Adopted before 
current 
manager=2 

Total 
Number of 
cities 

a. Financial grants to 
business  

67.8% 17.4% 14.9% 121 

b. Streamlining 
review of licenses 

24.6% 62.3% 13.1% 122 

c. Improvements to 
declining areas  

42.6% 41.8% 15.6% 122 

d. Strategic planning 
for development 

33.9% 56.2% 9.9% 121 

e. Regional 
development 

51.6% 34.4% 13.9% 122 

 

The dependent variables are the adoptions of the five policy instruments. Their measures 

are based on the response to Question 30 in the manager survey, which asked city managers 
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whether a certain policy instrument was adopted during the city manager’s term, before his or 

her term, or has not yet adopted by the city. In other words, each of these dependent variables 

takes categorical values as: 0 if the city has not ever adopted the development instrument, 1 if 

adopted during the term of the current city manager; 2 if adopted before the current city manager.  

The statistical distribution is exhibited in Table 28. 

 

Test techniques and control for time sensitivity 

Multinomial logistic regressions (MLR) are used to accommodate the categorical 

dependent variables. With this method, the impacts of official’s social contexts and individual 

career incentives can be identified by controlling whether a certain policy instrument was 

adopted during the officials’ tenure or it was adopted before.  However, this method confronts 

time sensitivity problems.  

 One concern is whether using manager’s term as the category divider is appropriate. In an 

ideal situation, longitudinal data are available to identify when a certain policy was adopted, who 

participated in the policy-decision, and the characteristics of the policy-makers. However, the 

perfect situation rarely happens. It is hard for a one-short survey to collect longitudinal data 

about economic development policies.  Limited to this constraint, manager’s term is more 

appropriate to be a category divider than mayor’s term for two reasons. First, economic 

development has been viewed as city manager’s domain in literature because unlike 

redistributive policies, economic development policies normally need professional abilities.  It is 

justified to assume that city managers more frequently play as development innovators than do 

mayors. Second, considering that over 80 percent of the cities in the sample are council-manager 

cities, this research treats mayors primarily as representatives of elected officials in general with 

the assumption that mayors’ characteristics do not significantly diverge from the elected body as 

a whole in the city. Therefore, mayor’s term does not mean as much as the city manager’s and 

thus is less appropriate to be the category divider.   

 Nonetheless, in order to increase the liability of mayors’ representation of the elected 

body, a time filter of 3-year political experience is used to wash the data. If the mayor has not 

worked for the local elected office for 3 years, the city would be purged from the sample. As a 

result, the working sample for the policy choice models consists of about 120 cities.   
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 Another concern about the time sensitivity of the policy choice models is related with the 

variation of city manager’s tenure.  For each policy instrument, the multinomial logistic 

regression identifies the influence of each factor on the adoption during the current city 

manager’s tenure and the adoption before her term. It might be the case that a policy was adopted 

during the city manager’s term just because her tenure is long enough. To deal with this problem, 

city manager’s tenure is treated as a control variable with the hypothesis that city manager’s 

tenure is positively associated with the policy adoption in the current term and negatively 

associated with policy adoption before the current term. With the control of the influence of city 

manager’s tenure, the impacts of other variables are validated.  

 

Findings  

 

Table 29 presents a part of the MLR results—only the results for the outcome of policy 

adoption during the current city manager’s term.  The outputs including results for the outcome 

of adoption before the current city manager can be found in Appendix B-F.  Meanwhile, adding 

the time filter of 3-year political experience in the models does not make the empirical results 

considerably different from the results of using the larger sample.  The results show that all five 

MLR models fit the data well, with the chi squares significant at the 0.01 level and the Pseudo R 

square ranging between 35 and 59 percent.   

Authority-based incentives 

 All the significant authority-based incentives show the same impacts as hypothesized. 

They basically support the proposition that mayors and city managers tend to adopt different 

policies when they hold the policy leadership.  

 Council-manager government is significantly and positively associated with IDA 

adoption.  Reformed cities more than unreformed ones are likely to adopt improvements to 

declining areas to stimulate investment.  
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Table 29.  MLR Results of Policy Choices  (outcome=adoption during the current term of city manager ) 

 FGB SRLP IDA SP RP 

Bureaucratic Incentives 

Council-Manager government - 0.63 + -0.37 + 2.56* + -1.70 + 1.25 

Manager's personnel authority - -0.21 + -0.12 + 0.23 + 0.54** + 0.03 

Manager’s policy leadership - 0.76 + 2.21* + 1.47 + 5.23*** + 1.63* 

Manager evaluation by council + -0.43 + -0.23 +/- -0.74 - -0.16 - 0.39 

Manager’s MPA degree - -3.04** -/+ -1.78** +/- -1.35 + -0.87 + -0.11 

Professional network involvement - 2.15** -/+ 0.73 + 0.65 + 0.44 + 0.29 

Professional experience - -0.20** - -0.06 + -0.11* + -0.12** + -0.05 

Experience with other localities - 3.60** -/+ 0.11* + 0.83 + 0.16** + 0.01 

Manager’s media exposure - -0.91 + -0.07 - 0.3 + 0.30 + -0.07 

Manager’s salary - 9.10 - -0.59 + 5.08* + -0.64 + 1.60 

Job security + 0.70 + -0.46 - 0.24 - -0.76** - -0.60** 

Political Incentives 

Mayor's policy role + 1.87*** + 1.04** +/- 0.60 - -0.10 - -0.18 

At-large election +/- 0.21 -/+ -1.26 +/- -1.36 -/+ -1.64* -/+ -1.16* 

Provision for direct democracy +/- 0.58 + 0.68** - -0.40 -/+ 0.05 -/+ 0.26 

Mayor’s residence length + 0.10** + 0.01 + 0.30 + -0.02 - -0.01 

Political experience +/- -0.12 + 0.06 - 0.05 -/+ -0.06 -/+ -0.08 

Mayor’s media exposure +/- 0.13 + -0.32 - 0.62 -/+ -0.57 -/+ -0.34 

Mayor’s tenure +/- -0.02 + -0.14 - -0.15 -/+ 0.14 -/+ 0.12* 

Mayor’s reelection intention + -0.60 + -1.20 - -2.09** - -0.68 - -1.13* 

Mayor’s office loyalty + 4.40** + 2.55*** + 0.43 + 0.98 - 0.40 

Control  

City manager’s tenure + 0.01 + 0.17*** + 0.19*** + 0.19*** + 0.09* 

Ln (population 2006) + 9.03* + 0.65 + 4.88*** + 1.38 + 2.30* 

Population growth 99-06 (%) + 0.02** + 0.00 + -0.00 + 0.00 + -0.00 

Median household income - -0.18** - 0.01 - -0.06* - -0.01 - 0.01 

Model fitness           

Number of observations  121  122  122  121  122 

LR chi2 (50)  122.0  83.2  114.6  92.0  84.1 

Prob>chi2  0.000  0.002  0.000  0.000  0.002 

Pseudo R square  0.593  0.376  0.462  0.413  0.351 

The numbers presented are coefficients; in the left cells are the anticipated impact directions. 

* Significant at 0.10 level; ** significant at 0.05 level; *** significant at 0.01 level. 
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City manager’s personnel authority is significantly and positively associated with SP adoption.  

Cities where managers make the major personnel decisions are more likely to adopt strategic 

planning than otherwise. This finding is plausible because strategic planning is a systematic 

process involving all administrative subunits; it cannot be realized unless the city manager holds 

a strong administrative leadership over the subunit heads.   

City manager’s policy leadership is significant and positive in three models: SRLP, SP, 

and RP.  All are less financially risky policies; and SP and RP are highly technical policies. 

Cities where the manager leads the policy-making are more likely to adopt SRLP, SP, and RP. 

However, manager evaluation by council is not statistically significant in any model.  

Mayor’s policy leadership is significantly and positively associated with FGB and SRLP 

adoption. A city is more likely to issue financial grants to businesses and adopt streamlined 

review of licenses and permits when the mayor holds a strong policy leadership role than a city 

with a weak mayoral policy role.  

At-large election is significantly and negatively associated with SP and RP adoption. A 

city is more likely to adopt these untargeted policies when the council is largely elected from 

districts, who will be more likely oppose benefit distributed to districts other than their own 

districts and less likely oppose diffuse policies. 

Provision for direct democracy is significantly and positively related to SRLP adoption. 

When direct democracy is present, the city is more likely to implement SRLP than otherwise. 

This may imply that the institutional threat of direct democracy may push the council to show its 

achievements in an efficient way by adopting a simple and safe policy instrument. 

The results of authority-based incentives are consistent with what the incentive structure 

framework has predicted. Two visible and less technical policy instruments, FGB and SRLP, are 

supported by mayoral policy leadership, while three untargeted and low financially risky policies, 

SRLP, SP, and RP, are advocated by city manager’s policy leadership.  SRLP adoption is 

significantly supported by both mayor and manager’s policy leadership—both politicians and 

city managers favor this “safe” policy instrument.  However, no policy leadership is significantly 

associated with IDA adoption, meaning both mayors and city managers are cautious to 

implement this financially risky policy program.  Alternatively, IDA involves complicated 

political and social issues, which may also threat local officials of implementing.  However, 
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reformed cities on average are more innovative than unreformed cities on this matter as the form 

of government is significant in the IDA model. 

The results provide at least some evidence that politicians prefer highly visible, less 

technical, and targeted or locally diffuse policies rather than less visible, highly technical, and 

regionally diffuse policies; city managers, in contrast, favor less targeted and highly technical 

policies. However, it also finds that both city managers and mayors are interested in “safe” 

policies and cautious of financially risky policies.  

Manager’s social and individual career incentives 

Manager’s MPA education is significantly and negatively associated with FGB and 

SRLP adoption, which is consistent with the hypotheses.  Cities in which the manager does not 

hold a MPA degree are more likely to adopt FGB and SRLP than the cities in which the manager 

holds a MPA degree.  Cities may not have many choices other than some simple financial 

incentive policies and low technical policies to stimulate local economy when their city 

managers lack formal professional training and thus do not have the sufficient professional skills.  

Professional network involvement is significantly and positively associated with FGB 

adoption, which brings surprise.  One possible explanation is that managers who frequently 

participate in network activities are more concerned about their visible achievements and thus 

more likely to advocate for financial grants to businesses.   

Professional experience is significantly and negatively associated with FGB, IDA, and SP 

adoption.  City managers with longer professional experience will be less likely to adopt 

financial grants to businesses than those with shorter professional experience as anticipated. But 

it is not consistent with the hypotheses that experienced city managers are less likely to adopt 

strategic planning and improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment than less 

experienced city managers. It may be the case that as city managers have served for longer time, 

their innovative motivations are decreased, and thus are less likely to implement technically 

complex policy instruments. 

City manager’s media exposure is not statistically significant to any adoption of the five 

policy instruments. This may imply that media pressure is not powerful enough to influence city 

manager’s policy preferences, which is consistent with the traditional conception that city 

managers work behind the scene.  
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City manager’s salary has a significant and positive association with IDA adoption as 

hypothesized.  Cities with higher salaried city managers, more than cities with lower paid 

managers, are likely to adopt the improvements to declining areas to stimulate investment.  Since 

high salaried city managers are usually more professionally competent and independent from 

political control, this finding illustrates that prestigious managers may be more innovative and 

more likely to push cities to adopt technically complex policy instruments. 

Job security is significantly and negatively related with SP and RP adoption, which 

supports the hypotheses. City managers who feel their position is secure are less likely to 

implement strategic planning for development and regional cooperation than those who feel an 

employment pressure.  In contrast, managers with an employment pressure are more likely to 

advocate the technically complex policies in order to enhance their professional reputation in a 

larger area for future appointment opportunities.  

Politician’s social and individual career incentives  

All statistically significant variables of social and career based political incentives are in 

the same impact directions as anticipated.  The empirical results basically support the hypotheses. 

Mayor’s residence length is significantly and positively associated with the FGB 

adoption.  Considering FGB is a mayor-dominated policy, mayors with longer residence in the 

local community are even more likely to adopt financial grants to businesses than mayors with 

shorter-time residence, holding other conditions equal. It illustrates that as the local politicians 

have resided in the community longer, they will be more concerned about protecting local 

interests. 

Mayor’s political experience and media exposure are not statistically significant to the 

adoption of any of the five policy instruments. But mayor’s tenure is significantly and positively 

associated with RP adoption. Mayors may become more open to regional cooperation as they 

have held office for longer time. 

Mayor’s reelection intention significantly and negatively influences IDA and RP 

adoption.  Mayors with reelection pressure need to present their achievements immediately to the 

public in order to succeed. Thus they prefer highly visible policy instruments, with which they 

can rapidly claim credits. Therefore, mayors would try to keep the city from adopting such long-

term programs as strategic planning for development and regional development partnership. 
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Otherwise, when the mayor does not face the reelection pressure, the city is more likely to adopt 

the less visible policies. 

Mayor’s office loyalty is significantly and positively related to the FGB and SRLP 

adoption. If the mayor has a desire to exclusively serve in the local community rather than any 

other localities, the mayor would be more likely to advocate for locally diffuse or targeted 

interests via policy instruments such as financial grants to businesses and streamlining licenses 

and permits. Otherwise, if the mayor has a strong intention to move and serve in other places, he 

or she would be less likely to support these targeted or local diffuse policy instruments. 

Control variables 

Manager’s tenure is significant in four of the five models, and all have a positive 

association with the policy adoption.  However, it is not significant to policy adoption that 

occurred before the current city manager, which illustrates that city manager’s tenure is not a 

time matter to policy adoption.  Managers who have served in the position for long time are more 

likely to adopt policies because longer office tenure may prepare them with more skills and 

sophisticated methods in policy-making, and thus foster their incentives to implement policy 

instruments especially highly technical ones.  

 In sum, the results provide some evidence to support the argument that city managers and 

local politicians, with different organizational authorities, distinct socializations and career 

interests, have different incentives in choosing policy objectives. 

 

Conclusions  

 

Grounded on the incentive structure framework, this research links local officials’ 

incentives with development policy dimensions.  Five policy instruments were examined to 

verify whether the linkages between the incentive structures and policy dimensions are supported 

by the survey data. The results can fairly explain the variation of city’s policy choices.  This 

study concludes the following interesting patterns of local development policy choices. 

First, mayors and city mangers present clearly distinct interests and objectives in policy 

choices. Highly visible, narrowly targeted, and less technical policies, such as financial incentive 

instruments, are supported by high political incentives, although these policies may contain a 

certain level of financial risk.  Conversely, policies that focus on long-term interest and broader 
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common goods, and have certain complexity in technology, such as strategic planning for 

development and regional development partnership, are supported by bureaucratic incentives.  

“Safe” policies—policies with simple technology, locally diffuse benefits, and low financial risk, 

such as streamlining review of licenses and permits—are usually supported by both political and 

bureaucratic incentives.  In addition, both local politicians and city managers are cautious to 

advocate technically complex and financially risky policies, such as improvements to declining 

areas to stimulate development.  However, strong bureaucratic incentives, more than strong 

political incentives, support this type of policy.  

Second, city’s policy choices are largely determined by policy leadership and other 

organizational authorities.  For example, mayor’s policy leadership significantly increase the 

likelihood of FGB and SRLP adoption; manager’s policy leadership significantly increase SP, 

RP and SRLP adoption; and council-manager form of government is significantly and positively 

related to IDA adoption. These results are consistent with previous research that found 

institutional leadership is the real force that pushes city officials actually to introduce policy 

innovations (Teske and Schneider 1994). They also reconfirm the importance of institutional 

authority in local officials’ incentive structures.  

Third, social-based and career related incentives do make a difference in city’s policy 

choices.  City managers without formal professional education have a incentive to advocate less 

technical policies; long-time-officeholder managers on average have higher incentives to support 

highly technical policies; managers who feel less secured in their position are more innovative to 

highly technical policies with broader benefit distribution; and the position prestige can lead city 

managers to introduce technically complex and political controversial policy instruments, such as 

IDA.  On the other hand, long residence leads mayors to be more concerned about local 

community interest; and mayor’s loyalty to local community make them more likely to protect 

local development interests from regional competition. This study again supports the application 

of sociological institutional approach in public administration. 

Fourth, this study does not thoroughly deny the arguments of transaction-costs theorists 

that politicians tend to be opportunistic in policy-making by choosing visible policy instruments. 

However, lacking more detailed information about community’s economic conditions, it is hard 

to claim which policy instruments represent a more opportunistic objective and which ones better 

represent public interest.  Nonetheless, this study provides a broader theoretical landscape and 
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approach to understand local officials’ incentives and their policy preferences than does 

transaction cost approach. 

In addition, the empirical results are not entirely consistent with the hypotheses that were 

proposed based on the incentive structure framework.  Manager’s professional network 

involvement in the FGB model and professional experience in the SP model have the opposite 

effects of the hypotheses although they are statistically significant. This may imply that the 

policy dimensions—here only four—are not inclusive and thus not able to completely describe 

local officials’ policy preferences.  Future studies are expected to expand in this direction to 

conduct more inclusive investigations.  

Finally, this study reconfirms that city managers, on average, are innovative policy-

makers. When they hold a policy leadership or have other institutional resources, they are likely 

to adopt technically challenging policies.  
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CHAPTER EIGHT  

IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

 

 This chapter briefly reviews what has been done and what has not been done by this 

dissertation project. Starting with a summary of the theories, it reports the key empirical findings 

with regard to the validation and usefulness of the incentive structure framework. Then it 

discusses the implications that this project may contribute to the public administration literature, 

followed by a report of the limitations. 

 

The Incentive Structure Framework 

 

This dissertation builds on the studies of politics-administration relationships at the local 

government level.  According to the public administration literature, the politics-administration 

relationship has dynamically evolved from orthodox dichotomy to modified dichotomy and to 

partnership models.  Accepting the notion that professional administrators are important policy-

makers along with elected officials, which is identified in modified dichotomy and partnership 

models, this study raises three empirical questions: How are elected and appointed executives 

different as policy-makers? What factors determine their interaction patterns in policy-making? 

And, do these two types of policy-makers have different policy preferences that account for their 

policy behavior? 

To answer these questions, the incentive structures of local officials need to be identified. 

Existing studies see local officials’ incentives monolithically and hold bifurcated arguments—

they see either elected officials or professional administrators as opportunists merely promoting 

their personal career interest.  Methodologically, the form of government is popularly used in 

their empirical examinations as a proxy for the presence of high power versus low power 

political incentives. Their results conflict with each other and cannot adequately capture the 

complexity of public officials’ incentives.  The fundamental limitation for the existing incentive 

studies is that they heavily rely on simplified assumptions of rational choice theories and miss 

socialization influence upon officials’ behavior.   
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This study is the first to systematically identify incentive structures faced by local elected 

officials and professional administrators through integrating rational choice and sociological 

institutional approaches. It argues that the values, beliefs, and identities held by elected officials 

and professional administrators are imbedded in distinct social settings and shape their behaviors 

divergently, although the two sides share formal authority within a single government unit.  The 

incentive structure framework specifies three categories of factors that shape local officials’ 

policy behavior: organizational authority, social contexts, and career interest.  For elected 

officials, social contexts refer to the influence from local community and political experience.  

For appointed administrators, social contexts refer to the influence of professionalization and 

professional working experience.  This incentive structure framework not only considers 

incentive factors that induce certain policy behavior, but also includes constraint factors, such as 

authority oversight and social pressure, that constrain local officials from acting certain policy 

behavior.  

The primary data for this research were collected though the mayor survey and city 

manager survey conducted in Florida cities in 2006.  With these data, three sets of empirical 

models—mayor-manager difference models, policy leadership model, and policy choice models 

were operated to address each empirical question. The first set of models explored whether the 

survey data provide empirical validation for the theoretical incentive structure framework. The 

last two sets of models applied the incentive structure framework to investigate policy-making 

patterns, which examined the usefulness of the framework.  

 

Validation and Usefulness of the Framework  

 
The three empirical questions are primarily addressed in this dissertation. The mayor-

manager difference models show that mayors and city managers experience different 

socialization processes.  Mayors are closely attached to their local communities, while city 

managers are closely bound with their management profession. For example, mayors usually are 

long-time residents of the local community but have shorter political experience on average; and 

they are immobile. In contrast, city managers usually are short-time residents in the community 

they serve for; they are more mobile; and they typically have very long-time professional 

experience.  
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The data also confirm that mayors and city managers have significantly different 

motivations and values. Mayors, more than city managers, are concerned about interest groups’ 

support and relations; they are dedicated to special local needs and problems; and they highly 

value the importance of economic development success in their career development.  

Moreover, the data provide evidence that local officials are constrained by institutional 

hierarchies and social pressures. Mayors are concerned about the relations with interest groups 

and the media; city managers view their public behavior as constrained by their relations with the 

council and the media. In short, the empirical investigation provides preliminary support for the 

validation of the incentive structure framework. 

The policy leadership model and policy choice models generate basically consistent 

results and preliminarily verify the usefulness of the incentive structure framework. A city 

manager’s policy role is largely determined by the city’s institutional authority. The form of 

government, council size, and provision of direct democracy all influence the presence of a city 

manager’s policy leadership. Meanwhile, both as policy-makers, mayors and city mangers 

present clearly distinct interests and objectives in policy choices. A strong mayoral policy 

leadership is more interested in highly visible, narrowly targeted, and less technical policies, 

although these policies may contain a certain level of financial risk.  Conversely, a strong 

manager’s policy leadership is positively associated with less targeted, less financially risky, and 

highly technical policies.  Both leaderships favour a “safe” policy—a policy with simple 

technology, locally diffuse benefit, and low financial risk.  And both mayors and city managers 

are cautious to support “dangerous” policies—highly technical and financially risky policies. The 

empirical analyses reconfirm the importance of institutional authority in the incentive structures 

faced by local politicians and administrators. 

Local officials’ social contexts make a difference in influencing policy leadership and 

policy choices. For example, city managers’ involvement in professional networks, their working 

experience with other localities, and media exposure all shape the possibilities that managers 

hold policy leadership. At the same time, city’s policy choices are determined by city manager’s 

professional education, professional experience, and working experience with other localities, 

and mayor’s residence length. The significance of the social contexts faced by elected and 

appointed executives illustrates the necessity of including the social based incentive variables in 

the framework. 
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City manager’s policy leadership and city’s policy choices are significantly influenced by 

local executives’ career interests as well.  City manager’s job security, mayor’s re-election 

intention, mayor’s tenure and office loyalty can explain why some city managers are assigned 

greater power on policy-making, while some other city managers possess little policy leadership. 

Regarding city’s policy choices, city manager’s tenure and job security, mayor’s re-election 

intention and office loyalty exert significant impacts on the selections of development 

instruments.  

In sum, through addressing the three empirical questions, this research preliminarily 

confirms both the validation and usefulness of the theoretical framework of local official’s 

incentive structures. 

 

Implications  

 

In addition to directly addressing the three empirical questions, the empirical work of this 

dissertation also implicates some potential contributions to the public administration literature 

and certain theoretical connections that are worth discussing. 

First, this dissertation potentially extends the studies of local policy leadership.  Previous 

research, without empirical investigations, argues that city managers gain policy power and 

autonomy because of their professionalism and elected officials’ inability to policy decisions 

(Amons and Newell 1989; Protasel 1988; Teske and Schneider 1994). This dissertation provides 

preliminary empirical support for this argument. On the one hand, city managers are more likely 

to gain policy leadership when elected official’s power is constrained by institutional 

arrangements such as council-manager form of government, large council size, and direct 

democracy provisions.  On the other hand, a city manager’s involvement in professional 

networks significantly increases the possibility that the city manager possesses policy leadership.  

Moreover, this research finds not only institutional arrangements and professionalism determine 

whether the politicians or the city managers dominate policy process, but also local officials’ 

career interests, such as city manager’s job security, mayor’s reelection intention, mayor’s tenure 

and mobility intention, make a significant difference in the policy leadership patterns. 

Second, this dissertation, more than the previous research, explicitly illustrates the 

politics-administration interactions at the local government level.  For example, Svara (1998) 
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argues that politics and administration are two complementary parts of the same mechanism in 

the local government units, not two antagonistic elements with each seeking to enlarge its sphere 

of action at the expense of the other. This research reconfirms the complementary interaction of 

policy leadership between mayors and city managers—when the mayor’s policy leadership is 

weak, the city manager would step forward and take the policy-making responsibility. However, 

the city manager may do so at the expense of her administrative autonomy—a city manager is 

less likely to gain policy-making power when she has greater administrative authority; but she is 

more likely to gain policy leadership when she is assigned less administrative authority. This 

implies a conscious balance of politics-administration authority by the elected body in city 

government.  In addition, city manager’s loyalty to the local community may play an important 

role in influencing her policy leadership. When a city manager does not have working experience 

with other localities, she is more likely to gain policy leadership. This finding may imply the 

importance of trust in the politics-administration relationship—when the council believes that the 

city manager is locally attached, they would be more willing to delegate policy authority to the 

city manager.  Nevertheless, this proposition has never been addressed in the literature and needs 

to be explored by future studies.   

Third, the research shows that mayors are surprisingly more concerned about the success 

in economic development than city managers and see it as very important in their career 

advancement.  Obviously, this does not mean that mayors have greater knowledge and skills to 

design and implement development policies than do city managers. Instead, they may emphasize 

development success because they are more concerned about the visible effects of development 

policies due to their electoral pressures.  The policy choices models demonstrate that a strong 

mayoral policy leadership is more interested in highly visible, narrowly targeted, and less 

technical policies, although these policies may contain a certain level of financial risk, which 

provide further evidence for the argument that mayors may pursue policy visibility than city 

managers.   

Fourth, it is interesting to find that mayor’s social context factors are not as statistically 

significant as city manager’s social context factors in models of both policy leadership and 

policy choices. This may result from the proxy of mayor’s social context for the social contexts 

of elected officials. One may assume that if data were collected from all council members for 

each city, instead of merely surveying the mayor, the statistical significance of those variables 
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would be increased.  If this is the case, the validation of the incentive structure framework would 

be further confirmed. Again, it needs investigation by future studies. 

Finally, in order to examine the variation of policy choices across cities, this study is the 

first to link local official’s policy preferences with policy characteristics in terms of different 

combinations of policy dimensions.  This may imply a new direction of policy adoption studies.  

Current studies of policy adoption mainly focus on the influence of political factors, socio-

economic factors, and regional diffusion. Little research has paid attention to the characteristics 

of innovators (policy-makers) and innovations themselves (policy dimensions). The statistical 

significance of the policy choice models suggests that research on policy adoption can be 

advanced by integrating characteristics of innovators and innovations with the current framework. 

 

Limitations 

 

Based on the incentive structure framework, this study has offered evidence to support 

the basic argument on the importance of social contexts and career related factors to local 

officials’ policy-making behavior. It thus represents theoretical and empirical progress over prior 

literature that merely focuses on authority-based incentives. However, the framework and 

empirical models are very preliminary, and there remains a need for additional work to improve 

and refine the theoretical framework and empirical investigation. The followings are some of the 

limitations, including both theoretical and methodological limitations. 

First, the term incentive needs to be carefully defined. The distinctions and connections 

of incentives with motivations need to be clarified. In this research, incentive is used as a broad 

concept to refer to all inducements that shape local officials’ policy behavior, which may 

potentially conflict with perceptions held in certain other studies.  

Second, the elements in the incentive structure framework should be more carefully 

analyzed and refined. Perhaps more broad theoretical approaches, such as organizational theories, 

should be integrated. Perhaps other important variables should be included. 

Third, the empirical work is not sufficient to verify the entire theoretical framework.  For 

example, it theoretically proposes that the appearance of government efficiency and opportunism 

depends on the interaction between incentives and oversights. But the time and data availability 

constraints limit empirical examinations of this proposition.  This research concludes that mayors 
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and city managers have distinct policy preferences in terms of benefit distribution, visibility, 

technology, and financial risk. Without knowing cities’ specific conditions, however, it is hard to 

know whether city would be better off to adopt less visible and highly technical policies than to 

adopt visible and simple policies. Therefore, this study cannot conclude on who pursue public 

interest and who seek opportunism.   

 Fourth, with respect to the survey data, some instruments do not directly or adequately 

measure the variables. A more carefully designed survey is expected for future studies. Moreover, 

as discussed earlier in this project, in an ideal situation, data from all council members should be 

collected. But this problem may be partially solved by a more careful survey design.  

 Finally, a large sample, or a nationwide sample is also expected for future studies. For the 

policy adoption models, longitudinal data may be even more appropriate.  

 In sum, as a very preliminary study in local officials’ incentive structures, this research is 

far from complete and elaborate. It has left much room for future research to improve. But it is 

also the hope for this research that more researchers are inspired to further investigate in this 

scholarly area, either theoretically, or empirically.  
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APPENDIX A. OUTPUT OF LOGISTIC REGRESSION OF CITY 

MANAGER’S POLICY LEADERSHIP 
 
 
 

Logistic regression                               Number of obs   =        139 

                                                  LR chi2(24)     =      69.53 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 

Log likelihood = -18.811044                       Pseudo R2       =     0.6489 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

   mgr_plcy3 |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

      c1_fog |    8.24309   4.248499     1.94   0.052    -.0838161       16.57 

 a_apptpower |  -.8450996   .4869642    -1.74   0.083    -1.799532    .1093327 

     a_evalu |   -.720687   .7852693    -0.92   0.359    -2.259786    .8184126 

       a_MPA |   .6930611   1.166266     0.59   0.552    -1.592779    2.978901 

icma_fcmalen |   .0110978   .0056003     1.98   0.048     .0001213    .0220743 

  a_experien |    .036385   .0932614     0.39   0.696     -.146404     .219174 

a_mobilexprc |  -4.004813   2.077482    -1.93   0.054    -8.076603     .066977 

     a_media |  -2.523383   1.201182    -2.10   0.036    -4.877657   -.1691102 

    a_salary |  -4.197212   3.194835    -1.31   0.189    -10.45897    2.064549 

    a_tenure |  -.1436202   .1622528    -0.89   0.376    -.4616299    .1743895 

  a_jobsecur |   1.666094    .853381     1.95   0.051    -.0065018     3.33869 

   myr_plcy4 |  -5.639833   2.683823    -2.10   0.036    -10.90003    -.379636 

 councilsize |   1.571871   .9366606     1.68   0.093    -.2639497    3.407692 

    Ddemocra |   2.594236   1.256403     2.06   0.039     .1317307    5.056742 

     e_resid |  -.0273708   .0465032    -0.59   0.556    -.1185153    .0637738 

  e_experien |  -.2795116   .2193685    -1.27   0.203    -.7094661    .1504428 

     e_media |    .515673   .8159276     0.63   0.527    -1.083516    2.114862 

     reelect |   4.689451   2.407251     1.95   0.051    -.0286741    9.407576 

    e_tenure |  -.4647277   .2600652    -1.79   0.074    -.9744461    .0449907 

  e_mobility |  -1.224551   .4909736    -2.49   0.013    -2.186842   -.2622605 

       lnpop |  -4.359619   2.493218    -1.75   0.080    -9.246238    .5269989 

    media_in |  -.1391795   .1323861    -1.05   0.293    -.3986515    .1202925 

    high_sch |  -.2968379     .12849    -2.31   0.021    -.5486737    -.045002 

    sala_pop |   .5520106   .3878221     1.42   0.155    -.2081067    1.312128 

       _cons |   47.54386   22.51355     2.11   0.035     3.418102    91.66962 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX B. OUTPUT OF MLR OF FGB ADOPTION 

 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        121 

                                                  LR chi2(50)     =     122.02 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 

Log likelihood = -41.968222                       Pseudo R2       =     0.5925 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

         FGB |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1            | 

      c1_fog |   .6343307   1.792424     0.35   0.723    -2.878755    4.147416 

 a_personnel |  -.2167066   .3879783    -0.56   0.576      -.97713    .5437169 

    mgr_plcy |   .7599656   1.592082     0.48   0.633    -2.360458    3.880389 

     a_evalu |  -.4345849   .5463097    -0.80   0.426    -1.505332    .6361624 

       a_MPA |  -3.041957   1.256202    -2.42   0.015    -5.504067   -.5798469 

    a_netact |   2.156331   .9333772     2.31   0.021     .3269456    3.985717 

  a_experien |   -.203217   .0970866    -2.09   0.036    -.3935033   -.0129308 

a_mobilexprc |   3.604475   1.483978     2.43   0.015     .6959321    6.513017 

    a_tenure |   .0122515   .0992221     0.12   0.902    -.1822203    .2067232 

     a_media |  -.9100069   .5649775    -1.61   0.107    -2.017342    .1973287 

    a_salary |   9.104728   7.216742     1.26   0.207    -5.039827    23.24928 

  a_jobsecur |   .6975746   .5754745     1.21   0.225    -.4303347    1.825484 

    myr_plcy |   1.872622   .7199384     2.60   0.009     .4615691    3.283676 

    at_large |   .2136576   1.292183     0.17   0.869    -2.318974    2.746289 

    Ddemocra |   .5782736   .4896549     1.18   0.238    -.3814324     1.53798 

     e_resid |   .1007692   .0398956     2.53   0.012     .0225752    .1789631 

  e_experien |  -.1235799   .1118944    -1.10   0.269    -.3428889    .0957292 

    e_tenure |  -.0159116    .124568    -0.13   0.898    -.2600604    .2282372 

     e_media |   .1321849   .4953506     0.27   0.790    -.8386844    1.103054 

     reelect |  -.6018436   .9869144    -0.61   0.542     -2.53616    1.332473 

   emobility |  -4.403211   1.840004    -2.39   0.017    -8.009552   -.7968695 

       lnpop |   9.028963   4.648185     1.94   0.052    -.0813126    18.13924 

    pop_grow |   .0158719   .0066176     2.40   0.016     .0029018    .0288421 

    media_in |   -.181297   .0824112    -2.20   0.028      -.34282    -.019774 

    sala_pop |  -1.133285   .7786916    -1.46   0.146    -2.659492    .3929227 

       _cons |  -82.72822   40.95361    -2.02   0.043    -162.9958   -2.460617 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

2            | 

      c1_fog |     .02644   2.258154     0.01   0.991     -4.39946     4.45234 

 a_personnel |   .2677283   .6775529     0.40   0.693    -1.060251    1.595707 

    mgr_plcy |  -2.144229   1.805118    -1.19   0.235    -5.682195    1.393738 

     a_evalu |  -.2085984   .6838609    -0.31   0.760    -1.548941    1.131744 

       a_MPA |   2.342926   1.647607     1.42   0.155    -.8863243    5.572175 

    a_netact |   .8033144    .727573     1.10   0.270    -.6227025    2.229331 

  a_experien |  -.1615992   .0769846    -2.10   0.036    -.3124862   -.0107121 

a_mobilexprc |   2.255812   1.264915     1.78   0.075    -.2233754       4.735 

    a_tenure |  -.0086055   .1338863    -0.06   0.949    -.2710177    .2538068 

     a_media |  -.7690479    .662979    -1.16   0.246    -2.068463     .530367 

    a_salary |  -7.491342   3.562684    -2.10   0.035    -14.47407   -.5086102 

  a_jobsecur |   .7115575   .4870339     1.46   0.144    -.2430114    1.666126 

    myr_plcy |   1.150629   .6657621     1.73   0.084    -.1542408    2.455499 

    at_large |  -2.399086   1.670885    -1.44   0.151    -5.673961    .8757881 

    Ddemocra |   2.014572   .8569453     2.35   0.019     .3349906    3.694154 

     e_resid |   .0755425   .0431001     1.75   0.080    -.0089321    .1600171 

  e_experien |  -.1510546   .1296841    -1.16   0.244    -.4052307    .1031216 

    e_tenure |  -.1928717   .2178162    -0.89   0.376    -.6197836    .2340402 

     e_media |  -.4962338   .6765551    -0.73   0.463    -1.822258    .8297899 

     reelect |    .419483   1.443343     0.29   0.771    -2.409416    3.248382 

   emobility |   -1.14429   1.391291    -0.82   0.411    -3.871171    1.582591 

       lnpop |  -.2207533   1.917667    -0.12   0.908    -3.979312    3.537806 

    pop_grow |  -.0332952   .0227763    -1.46   0.144     -.077936    .0113456 

    media_in |   -.263981   .1100315    -2.40   0.016    -.4796389   -.0483232 

    sala_pop |   .6935912   .3752432     1.85   0.065     -.041872    1.429054 

       _cons |   5.531972    14.5838     0.38   0.704    -23.05174    34.11569 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(FGB==0 is the base outcome) 
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APPENDIX C. OUTPUT OF MLR OF SRLP ADOPTION 

 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        122 

                                                  LR chi2(50)     =      83.22 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0022 

Log likelihood = -68.949556                       Pseudo R2       =     0.3763 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

        SRLP |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1            | 

      c1_fog |   -.365647   1.174736    -0.31   0.756    -2.668086    1.936792 

 a_personnel |  -.1157526   .2707288    -0.43   0.669    -.6463714    .4148661 

    mgr_plcy |   2.210596   1.257076     1.76   0.079    -.2532271    4.674419 

     a_evalu |  -.2254093   .4376431    -0.52   0.607    -1.083174    .6323553 

       a_MPA |  -1.780308   .8205474    -2.17   0.030    -3.388551   -.1720642 

    a_netact |   .7329303   .4690438     1.56   0.118    -.1863787    1.652239 

  a_experien |  -.0644354   .0430012    -1.50   0.134    -.1487162    .0198453 

a_mobilexprc |   1.105163   .6226711     1.77   0.076    -.1152502    2.325576 

    a_tenure |   .1727283   .0669512     2.58   0.010     .0415064    .3039502 

     a_media |  -.0670395   .3797727    -0.18   0.860    -.8113803    .6773012 

    a_salary |  -1.589642   1.802502    -0.88   0.378     -5.12248    1.943196 

  a_jobsecur |  -.4599864   .3741761    -1.23   0.219    -1.193358    .2733853 

    myr_plcy |    1.03913   .4439446     2.34   0.019     .1690141    1.909245 

    at_large |  -1.263875   .9443915    -1.34   0.181    -3.114848    .5870985 

    Ddemocra |   .6834497   .3295932     2.07   0.038     .0374589    1.329441 

     e_resid |   .0105728   .0282592     0.37   0.708    -.0448143    .0659598 

  e_experien |   .0644195   .0865977     0.74   0.457    -.1053089    .2341478 

    e_tenure |  -.1380237   .1036065    -1.33   0.183    -.3410886    .0650412 

     e_media |  -.3191828   .3835466    -0.83   0.405     -1.07092    .4325546 

     reelect |  -1.204736   .7967509    -1.51   0.131    -2.766339    .3568669 

   emobility |  -2.548471   .8299186    -3.07   0.002    -4.175082   -.9218607 

       lnpop |   .6471909   .9271107     0.70   0.485    -1.169913    2.464295 

    pop_grow |   .0039768   .0066789     0.60   0.552    -.0091135    .0170671 

    media_in |   .0129157   .0211401     0.61   0.541    -.0285182    .0543496 

    sala_pop |   .1714447   .2009272     0.85   0.394    -.2223653    .5652547 

       _cons |   -3.85672   7.811995    -0.49   0.622    -19.16795    11.45451 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

2            | 

      c1_fog |    .840705    1.69577     0.50   0.620    -2.482943    4.164353 

 a_personnel |   .2350891   .3723105     0.63   0.528    -.4946261    .9648042 

    mgr_plcy |   1.244331   1.733717     0.72   0.473    -2.153693    4.642354 

     a_evalu |  -.5842491   .5514795    -1.06   0.289    -1.665129     .496631 

       a_MPA |  -2.238108   1.025152    -2.18   0.029    -4.247369   -.2288471 

    a_netact |  -.1329793   .6209279    -0.21   0.830    -1.349976    1.084017 

  a_experien |  -.0247787   .0554479    -0.45   0.655    -.1334547    .0838972 

a_mobilexprc |   1.472055   .7532057     1.95   0.051    -.0042007    2.948311 

    a_tenure |   .0014167   .0984025     0.01   0.989    -.1914488    .1942821 

     a_media |  -.2743353   .4914694    -0.56   0.577    -1.237598     .688927 

    a_salary |   -2.73284    2.56786    -1.06   0.287    -7.765754    2.300074 

  a_jobsecur |   -.583413   .4508326    -1.29   0.196    -1.467029    .3002025 

    myr_plcy |   1.271311   .5636646     2.26   0.024     .1665486    2.376073 

    at_large |  -.6204515   1.188796    -0.52   0.602    -2.950449    1.709546 

    Ddemocra |   .2361226   .4277719     0.55   0.581    -.6022949     1.07454 

     e_resid |  -.0447875   .0369025    -1.21   0.225    -.1171152    .0275401 

  e_experien |   .1370101   .1143004     1.20   0.231    -.0870147    .3610348 

    e_tenure |  -.2052011    .158786    -1.29   0.196    -.5164159    .1060137 

     e_media |  -.2890095   .5158319    -0.56   0.575    -1.300021    .7220024 

     reelect |  -.4953263    1.02784    -0.48   0.630    -2.509856    1.519203 

   emobility |  -2.078914   1.096645    -1.90   0.058    -4.228299    .0704706 

       lnpop |  -.3685544   1.455981    -0.25   0.800    -3.222226    2.485117 

    pop_grow |    .001427   .0086353     0.17   0.869    -.0154979    .0183518 

    media_in |   .0052865   .0309958     0.17   0.865    -.0554642    .0660372 

    sala_pop |   .3158597   .2807568     1.13   0.261    -.2344135    .8661329 

       _cons |    4.60791   12.04257     0.38   0.702    -18.99509    28.21091 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(SRLP==0 is the base outcome) 
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APPENDIX D. OUTPUT OF MLR OF IDA ADOPTION 

 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        122 

                                                  LR chi2(50)     =     114.60 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0000 

Log likelihood = -66.859281                       Pseudo R2       =     0.4615 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

         IDA |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1            | 

      c1_fog |   2.563299   1.537741     1.67   0.096    -.4506179    5.577215 

 a_personnel |   .2285547   .3485999     0.66   0.512    -.4546885    .9117979 

    mgr_plcy |   1.469006   1.290268     1.14   0.255    -1.059874    3.997885 

     a_evalu |  -.7406933   .4761273    -1.56   0.120    -1.673886    .1924991 

       a_MPA |  -1.345503   .8478658    -1.59   0.113     -3.00729    .3162831 

    a_netact |   .6508277   .5316708     1.22   0.221     -.391228    1.692883 

  a_experien |  -.1086952   .0575748    -1.89   0.059    -.2215398    .0041494 

a_mobilexprc |   .8296022   .6736978     1.23   0.218    -.4908213    2.150026 

    a_tenure |   .1943946   .0757504     2.57   0.010     .0459266    .3428626 

     a_media |   .3282806   .3511094     0.93   0.350    -.3598811    1.016442 

    a_salary |   5.077253   2.845089     1.78   0.074    -.4990181    10.65352 

  a_jobsecur |   .2364304   .3681398     0.64   0.521    -.4851104    .9579712 

    myr_plcy |   .5975296     .50406     1.19   0.236    -.3904098    1.585469 

    at_large |  -1.355509   .9858588    -1.37   0.169    -3.287757    .5767386 

    Ddemocra |  -.3971975   .3986152    -1.00   0.319    -1.178469    .3840739 

     e_resid |   .0301733   .0304579     0.99   0.322     -.029523    .0898697 

  e_experien |   .0466812   .0889185     0.52   0.600    -.1275959    .2209583 

    e_tenure |  -.1497597   .1171386    -1.28   0.201    -.3793471    .0798277 

     e_media |   .6217452   .4420341     1.41   0.160    -.2446257    1.488116 

     reelect |  -2.089793   .9472385    -2.21   0.027    -3.946346   -.2332391 

   emobility |   -.432426   .9104575    -0.47   0.635     -2.21689    1.352038 

       lnpop |   4.875233   1.865519     2.61   0.009     1.218884    8.531582 

    pop_grow |  -.0029811   .0087129    -0.34   0.732     -.020058    .0140958 

    media_in |  -.0583361   .0349791    -1.67   0.095    -.1268938    .0102217 

    sala_pop |  -.6066509    .315855    -1.92   0.055    -1.225715    .0124135 

       _cons |  -45.02877   16.51456    -2.73   0.006    -77.39671   -12.66082 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

2            | 

      c1_fog |   1.674838   1.661529     1.01   0.313      -1.5817    4.931376 

 a_personnel |    .700289   .5287196     1.32   0.185    -.3359824     1.73656 

    mgr_plcy |   1.276009   1.548311     0.82   0.410    -1.758625    4.310643 

     a_evalu |  -.9134801   .5139094    -1.78   0.075    -1.920724    .0937639 

       a_MPA |  -.3256006   .9918537    -0.33   0.743    -2.269598    1.618397 

    a_netact |   .0184404   .6169261     0.03   0.976    -1.190713    1.227593 

  a_experien |  -.1228216    .066284    -1.85   0.064    -.2527358    .0070927 

a_mobilexprc |   .9175075   .7526213     1.22   0.223    -.5576031    2.392618 

    a_tenure |   .0564804   .0944341     0.60   0.550    -.1286071    .2415679 

     a_media |   .1845074   .4413196     0.42   0.676    -.6804631    1.049478 

    a_salary |   3.271083   3.279406     1.00   0.319    -3.156434      9.6986 

  a_jobsecur |   .1642927   .4055412     0.41   0.685    -.6305535    .9591389 

    myr_plcy |   1.406023   .6482788     2.17   0.030     .1354196    2.676626 

    at_large |  -.8119801     1.1355    -0.72   0.475    -3.037518    1.413558 

    Ddemocra |  -.1505706   .4386698    -0.34   0.731    -1.010348    .7092065 

     e_resid |   .0347793   .0341003     1.02   0.308     -.032056    .1016145 

  e_experien |   .1245292   .1039552     1.20   0.231    -.0792191    .3282776 

    e_tenure |  -.2248195   .1496748    -1.50   0.133    -.5181767    .0685378 

     e_media |   .5943298   .5171655     1.15   0.250     -.419296    1.607956 

     reelect |  -1.915487   1.071239    -1.79   0.074    -4.015076    .1841021 

   emobility |   -.187139   1.036877    -0.18   0.857    -2.219381    1.845103 

       lnpop |   3.178935   1.999337     1.59   0.112    -.7396932    7.097563 

    pop_grow |  -.0127224   .0124167    -1.02   0.306    -.0370587     .011614 

    media_in |  -.0682539    .045038    -1.52   0.130    -.1565268     .020019 

    sala_pop |  -.3640532   .3525764    -1.03   0.302     -1.05509    .3269838 

       _cons |  -33.87633   18.39236    -1.84   0.065    -69.92468    2.172033 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(IDA==0 is the base outcome) 
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APPENDIX E. OUTPUT OF MLR OF SP ADOPTION 

 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        121 

                                                  LR chi2(50)     =      92.01 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0003 

Log likelihood = -65.284543                       Pseudo R2       =     0.4134 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

          SP |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1            | 

      c1_fog |   -1.69533   1.175319    -1.44   0.149    -3.998912    .6082524 

 a_personnel |   .5368475   .2628203     2.04   0.041     .0217291    1.051966 

    mgr_plcy |   5.234437   1.660237     3.15   0.002     1.980431    8.488442 

     a_evalu |  -.1551831   .3972535    -0.39   0.696    -.9337857    .6234195 

       a_MPA |  -.8723733   .7100582    -1.23   0.219    -2.264062    .5193153 

    a_netact |   .4411923    .426766     1.03   0.301    -.3952536    1.277638 

  a_experien |  -.1197201   .0474608    -2.52   0.012    -.2127415   -.0266987 

a_mobilexprc |   .5786359   .5100673     1.13   0.257    -.4210777    1.578349 

    a_tenure |   .1860001   .0674311     2.76   0.006     .0538376    .3181627 

     a_media |   .2968621   .3373403     0.88   0.379    -.3643128    .9580369 

    a_salary |  -.6376697    1.99577    -0.32   0.749    -4.549307    3.273968 

  a_jobsecur |  -.7592543    .353565    -2.15   0.032    -1.452229   -.0662796 

    myr_plcy |  -.0971265   .3677333    -0.26   0.792    -.8178706    .6236176 

    at_large |  -1.636299   .9507269    -1.72   0.085     -3.49969    .2270914 

    Ddemocra |   .0496429   .3078724     0.16   0.872     -.553776    .6530618 

     e_resid |   -.015466   .0263392    -0.59   0.557      -.06709     .036158 

  e_experien |  -.0580431   .0786415    -0.74   0.460    -.2121776    .0960914 

    e_tenure |   .1352526   .0911978     1.48   0.138    -.0434917    .3139969 

     e_media |   -.572172   .3639755    -1.57   0.116    -1.285551     .141207 

     reelect |  -.6767928   .7200643    -0.94   0.347    -2.088093    .7345072 

   emobility |  -.9774367   .7285288    -1.34   0.180    -2.405327    .4504534 

       lnpop |   1.382064   1.141598     1.21   0.226    -.8554261    3.619554 

    pop_grow |   .0015687   .0019178     0.82   0.413    -.0021902    .0053276 

    media_in |  -.0129139   .0230132    -0.56   0.575    -.0580189    .0321911 

    sala_pop |    .044588   .2147015     0.21   0.835    -.3762192    .4653951 

       _cons |  -4.751424    9.68067    -0.49   0.624    -23.72519    14.22234 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

2            | 

      c1_fog |  -2.405218   2.017016    -1.19   0.233    -6.358497    1.548061 

 a_personnel |   1.421509   .7557259     1.88   0.060     -.059687    2.902704 

    mgr_plcy |    3.83773   2.153599     1.78   0.075    -.3832471    8.058707 

     a_evalu |  -.9853286   .5955316    -1.65   0.098    -2.152549    .1818918 

       a_MPA |   .1086503   1.085381     0.10   0.920    -2.018657    2.235957 

    a_netact |  -.5488892   .6751989    -0.81   0.416    -1.872255    .7744763 

  a_experien |  -.0686379   .0644999    -1.06   0.287    -.1950554    .0577795 

a_mobilexprc |   .0977941   .7349457     0.13   0.894    -1.342673    1.538261 

    a_tenure |   -.085876   .1468991    -0.58   0.559    -.3737929    .2020409 

     a_media |    .054699   .5503678     0.10   0.921    -1.024002      1.1334 

    a_salary |  -.2451809   3.170231    -0.08   0.938     -6.45872    5.968359 

  a_jobsecur |  -.9301828   .5961176    -1.56   0.119    -2.098552    .2381862 

    myr_plcy |  -.4726384   .6240958    -0.76   0.449    -1.695844    .7505668 

    at_large |   -2.24552   1.322589    -1.70   0.090    -4.837747    .3467066 

    Ddemocra |  -.4294834   .5147654    -0.83   0.404    -1.438405    .5794382 

     e_resid |  -.0567684   .0505732    -1.12   0.262    -.1558901    .0423533 

  e_experien |  -.0464628   .1153134    -0.40   0.687    -.2724729    .1795472 

    e_tenure |   .2041735   .1696808     1.20   0.229    -.1283947    .5367416 

     e_media |   .0312072   .5294099     0.06   0.953    -1.006417    1.068832 

     reelect |   .4830568    1.36667     0.35   0.724    -2.195568    3.161681 

   emobility |   .1331558   1.191715     0.11   0.911    -2.202562    2.468874 

       lnpop |   1.361197   1.736185     0.78   0.433    -2.041663    4.764058 

    pop_grow |  -.0213036   .0182425    -1.17   0.243    -.0570584    .0144511 

    media_in |  -.0378517   .0542079    -0.70   0.485    -.1440971    .0683938 

    sala_pop |    .001961   .3261493     0.01   0.995      -.63728     .641202 

       _cons |  -2.828359   15.63118    -0.18   0.856    -33.46491    27.80819 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(SP==0 is the base outcome) 
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APPENDIX F. OUTPUT OF MLR OF RP ADOPTION 

 
Multinomial logistic regression                   Number of obs   =        122 

                                                  LR chi2(50)     =      84.07 

                                                  Prob > chi2     =     0.0018 

Log likelihood =  -77.89051                       Pseudo R2       =     0.3505 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

          RP |      Coef.   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     [95% Conf. Interval] 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

1            | 

      c1_fog |   1.252407   1.393078     0.90   0.369    -1.477976    3.982791 

 a_personnel |   .0320506   .1987943     0.16   0.872     -.357579    .4216803 

    mgr_plcy |   1.628534   .8665623     1.88   0.060    -.0698969    3.326965 

     a_evalu |   .3904095   .3374742     1.16   0.247    -.2710277    1.051847 

       a_MPA |  -.1108465   .5866317    -0.19   0.850    -1.260623     1.03893 

    a_netact |   .2922686   .3431791     0.85   0.394    -.3803501    .9648873 

  a_experien |  -.0498008   .0380816    -1.31   0.191    -.1244394    .0248378 

a_mobilexprc |   .0142101   .4424808     0.03   0.974    -.8530364    .8814566 

    a_tenure |   .0912113   .0474828     1.92   0.055    -.0018532    .1842759 

     a_media |  -.0712257   .2932775    -0.24   0.808     -.646039    .5035876 

    a_salary |   1.601423   1.853935     0.86   0.388    -2.032222    5.235069 

  a_jobsecur |  -.6022099   .2932649    -2.05   0.040    -1.176999   -.0274214 

    myr_plcy |  -.1806076   .3006439    -0.60   0.548    -.7698587    .4086435 

    at_large |  -1.157079   .7639785    -1.51   0.130    -2.654449    .3402918 

    Ddemocra |   .2545324   .2749308     0.93   0.355    -.2843221    .7933869 

     e_resid |  -.0113798   .0196852    -0.58   0.563    -.0499621    .0272024 

  e_experien |  -.0818045   .0628918    -1.30   0.193    -.2050701    .0414612 

    e_tenure |   .1245949   .0750274     1.66   0.097    -.0224562    .2716459 

     e_media |  -.3427922   .2844773    -1.20   0.228    -.9003575    .2147731 

     reelect |  -1.131556   .6207438    -1.82   0.068    -2.348192    .0850792 

   emobility |  -.4027973   .6370535    -0.63   0.527    -1.651399    .8458047 

       lnpop |   2.303201   1.203057     1.91   0.056    -.0547475     4.66115 

    pop_grow |  -.0037475   .0055206    -0.68   0.497    -.0145677    .0070727 

    media_in |   .0181961    .020522     0.89   0.375    -.0220263    .0584184 

    sala_pop |  -.2100376   .2019041    -1.04   0.298    -.6057624    .1856871 

       _cons |  -16.61182   9.947445    -1.67   0.095    -36.10846    2.884809 

-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 

2            | 

      c1_fog |   22.00752   15.13954     1.45   0.146    -7.665428    51.68047 

 a_personnel |  -.0856245   .4164222    -0.21   0.837     -.901797    .7305479 

    mgr_plcy |   2.888322   1.569733     1.84   0.066    -.1882974    5.964942 

     a_evalu |   .5477443   .5634978     0.97   0.331     -.556691     1.65218 

       a_MPA |   1.084987   1.048564     1.03   0.301    -.9701604    3.140134 

    a_netact |   .2169081   .6491412     0.33   0.738    -1.055385    1.489202 

  a_experien |  -.0982538   .0737131    -1.33   0.183     -.242729    .0462213 

a_mobilexprc |  -.1725715   .7406776    -0.23   0.816    -1.624273     1.27913 

    a_tenure |  -.1781363   .1239695    -1.44   0.151    -.4211121    .0648395 

     a_media |  -.9728317   .5038158    -1.93   0.053    -1.960292    .0146291 

    a_salary |   2.938175   3.405326     0.86   0.388     -3.73614    9.612491 

  a_jobsecur |  -.6229184   .4384133    -1.42   0.155    -1.482193     .236356 

    myr_plcy |     .38769   .6562203     0.59   0.555    -.8984782    1.673858 

    at_large |   -1.40967   1.090869    -1.29   0.196    -3.547733    .7283931 

    Ddemocra |    .511008    .532429     0.96   0.337    -.5325336     1.55455 

     e_resid |   -.059099   .0356737    -1.66   0.098    -.1290181    .0108201 

  e_experien |   -.025182   .1038718    -0.24   0.808    -.2287669    .1784029 

    e_tenure |   .2195331   .1490973     1.47   0.141    -.0726922    .5117585 

     e_media |  -.5843095   .5727486    -1.02   0.308    -1.706876    .5382571 

     reelect |   -3.55894   1.357066    -2.62   0.009    -6.218741   -.8991389 

   emobility |   .9894584   .9706662     1.02   0.308    -.9130123    2.891929 

       lnpop |   2.813716   1.853051     1.52   0.129    -.8181973    6.445628 

    pop_grow |  -.0220769   .0139349    -1.58   0.113    -.0493887    .0052349 

    media_in |  -.1401966   .0772735    -1.81   0.070      -.29165    .0112567 

    sala_pop |  -.2352672   .3316206    -0.71   0.478    -.8852317    .4146973 

       _cons |   -37.3228          .        .       .            .           . 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

(RP==0 is the base outcome) 
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APPENDIX G. FLORIDA MAYOR SURVEY 

The Florida State University 
 

Reubin O'D. Askew School of Public 

Administration and Policy 
Tallahassee, FL  32306-2250 
(850) 644-3525 � Fax: (850) 644-7617 Project ID: _______________  

 
 

2006 Florida Mayor Survey 
 
Dear Mayor,  
 
I am a doctoral candidate at the Askew School of Public Administration and Policy at Florida 
State University conducting a research project investigating how government structure and city 
elected and appointed officials’ career orientation and motivations influence city government 
policy choices. The attached questionnaire is designed for this project to gather information from 
Mayors (or Council Presidents) of Florida cities.  
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary but it is essential to the success of the 
project. Your responses will remain confidential to the extent allowed by law. The results of the 
research may be published, but only in aggregate form and your name will not be used. Return of 
the questionnaire will be considered your consent to participate. If you have any questions 
concerning the research study, please contact my advisor Professor Richard Feiock by phone at 
(850) 644-3525 or email at rfeiock@fsu.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this research you can contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, 
Institutional Review Board, through the Vice President for the Office of Research at (850) 644-
8633.  
 
It takes approximately 15 minutes to complete the survey. Please return the survey in the 
stamped, self-addressed envelope I have provided at your earliest convenience. 
 
Thank you for your time and expertise. I look forward to receiving your returned survey. 
 
  
Sincerely,  
 
 
 
Yahong “Rosie” Zhang, Ph.D. Candidate  
Reubin O'D. Askew School of Public Administration and Policy  

Florida State University  
Tallahassee, FL 32306-2250  

(850) 228-7861 � Fax: 850-644-7617  
rzhang@mailer.fsu.edu  
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I. Mayor’s Career Orientation  

  
1. Regarding your career orientation, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being NOT TRUE AT ALL and 7 

being VERY TRUE, circle the number for each statement that describes why you pursued the 
current position of Mayor or Council President.  

         Not true                     True 
I wanted to correct a specific problem in the city government.  

1  2  3  4 5 6 7 
 
I had major concerns about a certain policy area.  1  2  3  4 5 6 7 

 
1  2  3  4 5 6 7 I had a desire to represent certain groups of citizens.  

 
1  2  3  4 5 6 7 I wanted to enhance my professional standing.  

 
1  2  3  4 5 6 7 Because of the salary offered by the position.  

 
1  2  3  4 5 6 7 Members of the community pushed me to pursue the position.  

 
1  2  3  4 5 6 7 

Other (specify): ___________________________________  
 

2. Regarding your career commitment, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being STRONGLY DISAGREE 
and 7 being STRONGLY AGREE, circle the number for each statement that describes your 
feeling.   

Disagree                   Agree 

I have a desire to serve for public benefit in general.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7For my political career, this city is a starting point.  

 
I have NO interest in serving in public office in any government 

other than this city.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
3. Please circle the letter that indicates the approximate annual dollar amount that you, as the 

Mayor, are paid:    
 a. No Pay    e. $60,000 - $79,999 
 b. Less than $20,000   f. $80,000 - $99,999  
 c. $20,000 - $39,999   g. More than $100,000  
 d. $40,000 - $59,999  

 
4. How long have you held the current position as a Mayor?  # of years _____   
 
5. In which year does your current term expire?     20____  
 
6. Do you plan on seeking re-election at the end of your current term?      ___ Yes  ___ No  
 
7. Please indicate the approximate number of total years you have held elected office (including 

the years as a mayor, council member, and other elected positions) in this city:  # of years ____   
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8. Have you ever served as an elected official for another city or county in Florida?   __Yes __ No  
 

9. Have you ever served as an elected official for local government in another state?  __ Yes __ No  
 
10. How often do you attend meetings organized by Florida League of Cities for the last three 

years?  
a. Very often  b. Often c. Occasionally d. Never  

  
11. How frequently do you attend meetings of regional organizations such as councils of 

government, regional councils, or regional partnerships for the last three years?  
a. Very often  b. Often c. Occasionally d. Never  

  
12. On average, how often have your activities been reported in local newspapers since you took 

the Mayor position? 
a. Almost daily   d. Once or twice a month  
b. A few times a week  e. Less than once a month 
c. 3-4 times a month 

 
13. Based on your experience and observation, how important do you think each of the following 

factors is in influencing the ability of a mayor to advance to higher level elected office in the 
future?  Circle a number between “1” (not at all important) and “7” (very important).    

 
 
  

Not At All 

Important  
Very 

Important

a. Ability to lead the council  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

b. Ability to maintain good relations with the media  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

c. Ability to get along with the administrator  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

d. Success in promoting economic development  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

e. Ability to network with interest groups & gain their support 1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

f. Being active in political networks  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

g. Being active in professional organizations   1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

h. Ability to define public problems  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

i. Political experience  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

j. Knowledge of political culture  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

k. Other (please specify):  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

 
  
II. The Council and Government Structure  
  

14. How many of your current council members are males and females?    
  # of males___  # of female____  
 
15. How many of your current council members are of the following ethnicities?    
  # of Black___  # of Hispanic___ # of White (Non-Hispanic) ___   
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16. How many of your current council members are elected at-large and from districts?  
  # elected by district____  # elected at-large___  
  
17. Please indicate the approximate dollar amount that your council members (excluding the 

Mayor) are paid in annual salary or stipend for any of their services:   
  $_______ (put 0 if no salary or stipend)  
  
18. If you had to use one of the following broad generalizations, which of the following would you 

use to describe the council’s general political orientation?    
 a. Very liberal   e. Slightly conservative  
 b. Liberal   f. Conservative  
 c. Slightly liberal  g. Very conservative  
 d. Moderate    h. Don’t know; Can't say  
 

19. Regarding the council’s attitudes toward citizen involvement in budget process, on a scale of 1 
to 7, with 1 being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number for each statement that 
describes the frequency.  

Never                     Always  

The council considers formal recommendations on the proposed 
budget from citizen groups or committees.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The council coordinates with the local media to highlight the 
community input process.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The council sends the proposed budget summary to residents for 
comment during the consideration process.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
20. Regarding the council’s cooperation with the city manager or administrator, on a scale of 1 to 7, 

with 1 being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number for each statement that 
describes the frequency.  

     Never                     Always  

The council sets long-term goals and provides direction for the City 
Manager (or administrator).  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The City Manager (or Administrator) is involved in the long-term 
goals setting process with the council.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The City Manager has a significant influence on the outcomes of 
setting long-term goals for the city.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Council members maintain friendship with the City Manager.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
It is more efficient for the council to discuss public issues and 

concerns with the manager on an informal basis than on a formal 
basis.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
21. Regarding your role as the Mayor in the policy-making process, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 

being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number that describes the frequency.  
Never                     Always  

I directly initiate policy.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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I guide the council in formulating a policy agenda to address 
community concerns.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I promote clear communication between the council members and 
the City Manager.  

My role in policy process is not distinguished from council members.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
III. General Background of Your City and Yourself  
  

22. Approximately how many employees directly work for your city government?   
# of city employees _______(full time equivalent)  

  
23. How would you classify the economic health of your municipality?  

a. Poor  b. Fair  c. Good d. Very good  e. Excellent  
  
24. If you had to use one of the following broad generalizations, which of the following would you 

use to describe the general political orientation of CITIZENS in your city?  
a.  Very liberal   e.  Slightly conservative  
b.  Liberal     f.  Conservative  
c.  Slightly liberal   g.  Very conservative  
d.  Moderate     h.  Don’t know; Can't say     

  
25. What is your party affiliation?  

a. Democrats b. Republican  c. Other party affiliation d. No party affiliation  
  
26. If you had to use one of the following broad generalizations, which of the following would you 

use to describe YOUR general political orientation?    
a.  Very liberal    e.  Slightly conservative  
b.  Liberal    f.  Conservative  
c.  Slightly liberal  g.  Very conservative  
d.  Moderate  h.  Don’t know; Can't say             

  
27. How long have you resided in this city?  # of years _____   
 
28. Before you took over the current position, what was your job title? _____________________  
 
29. Your highest educational degree:    

a.  High school diploma   d.  Ph.D.  
b.  Bachelor     e.  Other, please specify:  
c.  Master   
 

  
END OF SURVEY—THANK YOU VERY MUCH!  
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APPENDIX H. FLORIDA CITY MANAGER SURVEY 

Project ID: ___________  
The Florida State University 
 

Reubin O'D. Askew School of Public 

Administration and Policy 
Tallahassee, FL  32306-2250 
(850) 644-3525 � Fax: (850) 644-7617 

 
 

2006 Florida City Manager Survey 
 
 
Dear City Manager/Administrator,  
 
I am a doctoral candidate at the Askew School of Public Administration and Policy at Florida 
State University conducting a research project investigating how government structure and city 
elected and appointed officials’ career orientations influence city government policy choices. If 
you attended the FCCMA meeting in Panama City in May 2006, Governor Askew introduced me 
and briefly described this project in his keynote address. The attached questionnaire is designed 
for this project to gather information from City Managers/Administrators of Florida cities.  
 
Your participation in this study is completely voluntary but it is essential to the success of the 
project. Your responses will remain confidential to the extent allowed by law. The results of the 
research may be published, but only in aggregate form and your name will not be used. Return of 
the questionnaire will be considered your consent to participate. If you have any questions 
concerning the research study, please contact my advisor Professor Richard Feiock by phone at 
(850) 644-3525 or email at rfeiock@fsu.edu. If you have any questions about your rights as a 
participant in this research you can contact the Chair of the Human Subjects Committee, 
Institutional Review Board, through the Vice President for the Office of Research at (850) 644-
8633.  
 
It takes approximately 20 minutes to complete the survey. Please return the survey in the 
stamped, self-addressed envelope I have provided at your earliest convenience.  
 
Thank you for your time and expertise. I look forward to receiving your returned survey.  
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Yahong “Rosie” Zhang, Ph.D. Candidate  
Reubin O'D. Askew School of Public Administration and Policy  

Florida State University  
Tallahassee, FL 32306-2250  

(850) 228-7861 � Fax: 850-644-7617  
rzhang@mailer.fsu.edu  
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I. The City Manager’s Career Orientations, Motivations and Pressures  

  
1. Regarding your career orientation, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being NOT TRUE AT ALL and 7 

being VERY TRUE, circle the number on the right for each statement that describes why you 
pursued the current position of City Manager (or Administrator).   

Not true                       True  

I wanted to correct a specific problem(s) in the city.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
I believed I could make a difference for the public.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
I wanted to enhance my career status or mobility.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
The position provided me a high salary.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
It was a significant promotion.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
Other (please specify):  ___________________________  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

  
2. Regarding your career commitment, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being STRONGLY DISAGREE 

and 7 being STRONGLY AGREE, circle the number on the right for each statement that 
describes your feeling.   

Disagree                    Agree  

I have a desire to serve for public benefit in general.   1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
For my administrative career, this city is a starting point.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
I have NO interest in serving as a manager in any other city in the future.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
3. Please circle the letter to indicate the approximate annual dollar amount that you, as the City 

Manager (or Administrator), are paid:    
 a.  Less than $40,000   e.  $100,000 - $129,999  
 b.  $40,000 - $59,999   f.  $130,000 - $159,999  
 c.  $60,000 - $79,999   g.  $160,000 - $199,999  
 d.  $80,000 - $99,999   h.  $200,000 and higher  
  

4. How long have you held the current position as a City Manager or Administrator?   
# of years____  

  
5. Have you served as a management professional for another city or county of Florida?     

___ Yes   ____ No   
    
6. Have you served as a management professional for local government other than Florida?       

___ Yes  ____ No   
  
7. Indicate the total years that you have served for local government as a management professional, 

including the years you served in other places:   # of years ____  
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8. Are you a member of International City/County Management Association (ICMA)?      
___ Yes    ___No  

  
8a. For how long?    # of years_____  

  
9. Please indicate the frequency that you attend the meetings or other activities organized by 

ICMA for the last three years:  
a. Very often    b. Often     c. Occasionally    d. Never  

  
10. Are you a member of Florida City/County Management Association (FCCMA)?    

___ Yes    ___No  
  

10a.  For how long?    # of years_____  
 
11. Please indicate the frequency that you attend the meetings or other activities organized by 

FCCMA for the last three years:    
a. Very often    b. Often     c. Occasionally    d. Never  

  
12. Have you held leadership positions in ICMA, FCCMA, or other professional organizations?     

__ Yes  __No  
 

13. Regarding the security of your current position, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being NOT 
SECURE AT ALL and 7 being VERY SECURE, circle the number below that best describes 
how secure you feel about your position as the City Manager (or Administrator).    

Not secure                   Secure  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
14. Considering the reasons that make you feel secure/not secure, on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 being 

STRONGLY DISAGREE and 7 being STRONGLY AGREE, circle the number for each 
statement that describes your thought.                   

Disagree                   Agree  
I am competent for the position.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
 
The general job market for city managers is not competitive.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7The City Manager position in this city is not prestigious.  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7I have a good relationship with the council.  

 
The local politics is easy to deal with.  1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7Other (please specify):                                    

             
15. On average, how often have your activities been reported in local newspapers since you took 

the position?       
a.  Almost every day   d.  Once or twice a month  
b.  A few times a week  e.  Less than once a month 
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c.  3-4 times a month  
 

16. Based on your experience and observation, how important do you think each of the following 
factors is in influencing the ability of a City Manager to advance to a manager position in a 
larger or higher status community?  Circle a number between “1” (not at all important) and “7” 
(very important).    

   
 
  

Not At All 

Important  
Very 

Important

a. Ability to guide teamwork in administration  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

b. Ability to maintain good relations with the media  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

c. Ability to get along with the council 1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

d. Success in promoting economic development  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

e. Ability to network with interest groups & gain their support 1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

f. Being active in professional networks  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

g. Professional training 1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

h. Record of efficiency or innovation in service delivery 1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

i. Professional experience  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

j. Knowledge of political culture  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

k. Other (please specify):  1  2  3  4 5 6 7  

  
 
II. Government Structure  
  

17. Who appoints your position as the City Manager/Administrator?   
a. Chief elected official (CEO) or Mayor  
b. Council (or elected governing body in any other names)  
c. Combination of CEO and council  
d. Other (specify):  
  

 
 
18. Regarding appointment and removal of department heads, 

please check each position that applies to the statement listed 
at left:  
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a  City Manager has the legal authority to appoint and remove  □ □  □  □  □ □ □ 

b  The council directly appoints and removes  □ □  □  □  □ □ □ 

c  City Manager makes the decision with advice/consent of the council □ □  □  □  □ □ □ 
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19. Regarding the City Manager’s (or Administrator’s) role in policy-making process, circle the 
letter that best describes your situation.   

 a. I merely provide the council with information, but have little or no say in the policy-
making process.  

 b. The council seriously considers my advice and recommendations; and I have certain 
influence on policy outcomes.  

 c. The council often prefers that I lead the policy-making process and defer to my 
recommendations.  

   
20. Regarding the City Manager’s (or Administrator’s) role in policy implementation, on a scale of 

1 to 7, with 1 being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number for each statement that 
describes the frequency.  

Never                      Always  

I have to meet with individual elected officials to clarify their 
perspectives and preferences with regard to how a new policy 
should be implemented.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I have the discretion to modify the council’s decisions to ensure 
that service delivery is responsive to citizens.   

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
 21. Regarding the City Manager’s (or Administrator’s) role in budget process, on a scale of 1 to 7, 

with 1 being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number on the right for each 
statement that describes the frequency.  

Never               Always  
I unilaterally develop a recommended budget for submission to the 

elected officials.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

When I develop the budget, I adopt the suggestions made by key 
staff and department heads.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I consult with the elected officials regarding their preferences 
before developing the budget.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

I gather community input and use that information to determine 
community needs during budget preparation.  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

 
22. Regarding the City Manager’s (or Administrator’s) role in directing administrative activities, 

circle the letter that best describes your situation.   
a. I am responsible for all staff assignments and all of the administrative activities of the 

organization.   
b. I direct most administrative activities and staff assignments under the oversight of the 

council or committees of the council.  
c. I act as an information center and conduit for assignments and activities, with the 

council providing actual direction.  
   

23. How many assisting staff members (full-time equivalent) directly work for you?    
    # of staff members (FTE)______  
  

24. Regarding the City Manager’s (or Administrator’s) relations with the council, on a scale of 1 
to 7, with 1 being NEVER and 7 being ALWAYS, circle the number for each statement that 
describes the frequency.  
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Never           Always   

I develop friendship with individual council members.  1  2  3  4 5 6 7 

 
I find it is more efficient to discuss public issues and concerns with 

council members on an informal basis than on a formal basis.  
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7I am a conduit for communication between council members.  
 

25. Regarding the City Manager’s performance evaluation by the council, circle the letter that 
best describes your situation.   

a. The elected body primarily provides verbal evaluation.  
 
b. The elected body conducts formal written performance evaluation based on mutually 

agreed upon goals and objectives.  
c. The elected body has a formal evaluation procedure on my performance, but there is 

not full agreement on goals and objectives.  
   

26. Is the evaluation tied to your salary adjustment?  ____Yes   ____No  
 
 III. Public Service Delivery  
  

27. Has your administrative office studied the feasibility of contracting-out services to vendors 
within the past five years?    ____ Yes  ____ No       

 
28. Listed on the table below are types of public services. In column (1) check the cell if the 

service is currently provided by your city employees. In column (2) check the cell if the 
service has been contracted out DURING your office term. In column (3), check the cell if the 
service was contracted out BEFORE your term. If you check the cell of column (2) or (3), 
then in column (4) to (6), indicate who is providing the service by contract or agreement. If 
the service is NOT the responsibility of your city, just leave the row in blank.  

 

                    Provided by 
your city 

employees  
 Public Services  

(1)  

  Contracted 
out during 
your term   

(2)  

Contracted 
out before 
your term   

(3)  

  Contract with 
another 

government  
(4)  

Contract with 
private for 

profit  
(5)  

Contract with  
private non-

profit  
(6)  

a  Residential solid 
waste collection  

             

b  Commercial solid 
waste collection  

             

c  Water distribution                 

d  Sewage 
collection and 
treatment  

             

e  Electric utility 
operation and 
management  
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29. Does your government systematically evaluate its contracting-out of services?   ___ Yes  ___ No  
 

29a. If yes, which of the following aspects of service delivery are evaluated?   
      (Circle all applicable)  

 a. Citizen satisfaction     
 b. Cost  
 c. Compliance with delivery standards specified  
 d. Other, please specify:  

 
 

IV. Economic Development Policy  
  

30. Listed below are actions or policies designed to promote economic development.  First, please 
indicate whether your city has adopted the action DURING your term, BEFORE your term, or 
NOT yet adopted. Second, if your city has adopted, indicate how important it currently is to your 
city’s development efforts by circling the number between “1” (not at all important) and “5” 
(very important).    
 
 
 
 
 
 

                    Provided 
by your city 
employees  

 Public Services  

(1)  

  Contracted 
out during 
your term   

(2)  

Contracted 
out before 
your term   

(3)  

  Contract 
with another 
government  

(4)  

Contract with 
private for 

profit  
(5)  

Contract with  
private non-

profit  
(6)  

f  Gas utility operation 
and management  

             

g  Emergency medical 
service  

             

h  Fire prevention/ 
suppression  

             

i  Operation of 
homeless shelters  

             

j  Operation of 
libraries  

             

k  Operation of 
museums  
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Action or Policy  Adopted 

DURING 

your 

term  

Adopted 

BEFORE 

your 

term  

NOT 

yet 

adopted 

   
Not at all 

important  

    
Very  
important 

a. Low interest loans to 
businesses  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

b. Financial grants to 
businesses  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

c. Tax increment financing  □  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

d. Streamlining review of 
licenses and permits  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

e. Sales tax rebates to 
business  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

f. Property tax abatement  □  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

g. Improvements to 
declining areas to 
stimulate investment  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

h. Subsidizing utility rates  □  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

i. Strategic planning for 
economic development  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

j. Loan packaging for 
business start-ups  

□  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

k. Regional Partnerships  □  □  □  1  2  3  4 5  

 
V. General Background of Your City and Yourself  
  

31. How would you classify the economic health of your municipality?     
a. Poor    b. Fair    c. Good    d. Very good e. Excellent  

  
32. If you had to use one of the following broad generalizations, which of the following would you 

use to describe the general political orientation of CITIZENS in your city?   
 a.  Very liberal   e.  Slightly conservative  
 b.  Liberal    f.  Conservative  
 c.  Slightly liberal   g.  Very conservative  
 d.  Moderate   h.  Don’t know; Can't say  
  

33. What is your political party affiliation? 
 a. Democrats   b. Republican    c. Other partisan affiliation d. No partisan affiliation  
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34. If you had to use one of the following broad generalizations, which of the following would you 
use to describe the general political orientation of YOURSELF?   

 a. Very liberal   e. Slightly conservative  
 b. Liberal    f. Conservative  
 c. Slightly liberal   g. Very conservative  
 d. Moderate   h. Don’t know; Can't say  
  

35. How long have you resided in this city?  # of years____  
 

36. Before you took over the current position, what was your job title? _____________  
 

37. Your highest educational degree:   
a. High school diploma  d. Masters (other than MPA)  
b. Bachelor     e. Ph.D.   
c. MPA     f. Other, please specify:  
 

 
END OF THE SURVEY--THANK YOU VERY MUCH!  
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